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Facebook Deleted Comments generated at 16:10:37 on 9/10/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170128Brooke-YangReviews24785_10103279679278457

Brooke Yang — 5 

at 0:23:02 on 1/28/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20160731Shari-FriedmanReviews24785_10153750569142060

Shari Friedman — 1 

at 15:22:32 on 7/31/2016 UTC

What your city has done to 37 Main Johns creek is despicable. I am one of the avid 37 Main Supporters that
the Mayor felt the need to hunt down my phone number and threaten me with legal action because of a
Facebook post. 

 
On Thursday, July 14, 2016, 37 Main Johns Creek posted an article on their page that was published in the
North Fulton Herald regarding the noise ordinance issue between 37 Main and The City Of Johns Creek.

 
I was one of 223 people who shared the post and one of over 250 people who commented on the post.

 
Yet somehow, my FB post got flagged by the Mayor.

 
When I shared the post to my Facebook page, the comment I made was generic. My original comment on the
post I shared said: "This is a bunch of BS! God damned corrupt government. This pisses me off!
#support37main.

 
Mind you, what I posted on my personal FB page did not mention anyone's name or position. I was expressing
my feelings and opinion like we all do.

 
The next day, Friday, July 15, 2016 I received an unexpected phone call from The Mayor of Johns Creek about
my Facebook post.

 
He was calling me to threaten me with legal action because my FB post had the word "corrupt" in it, and by
using that word, it implies that I am accusing him of him being a criminal or doing something illegal.

 
At the time of the call, I was not able to pull up my FB to double check exactly what I had written. So in the
end, I apologized to him if I had offended him and told him I would go back and remove the word corrupt from
the post.

 
When I was able to go back to my post, which was buried and a non issue by that time expecting to see some
reference to his name or position, was when I had realized that there was no specific reference to him… just a
generic complaint about government.

 
And in this day and age, it's fair to say that MOST of us distrust government at ANY LEVEL regardless of the
affiliation.

 
Even though there was no specific mention of the Mayor or anyone else in the headline of my FB post, I edited
the post.

 
(Wish I had done a before and after screenshot, but I didn't).

 
I live in Gwinnett county. I shop weekly at Whole Foods Johns Creek and I workout at Crunch Johns Creek
and see a Chiropractor. I drive 30 minutes out of my way to patron these establishments. 

 
Between the actions of what the City Council has done to 37 Main, and the Mayor calling me about a
Facebook post, I'll go back to spending my money in Gwinnett County. 

 



As much as I love working out at Crunch and shopping at Whole Foods, the thought of putting tax revenue
dollars into Johns Creek leaves me with a bad taste in my mouth.

 
I am one of the thousands of 37 Main supporters who does not live in Johns Creek who is boycotting the city
by not spending another dollar in your city.
Tags: deleted

Shari Friedman By the way... I had announced to the world what the Mayor had done. Here's
my post and the reaction and comments it spawned. 

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=10153734881717060&amp;set=rpd.648137059&amp;type=3&amp;theater
at 15:31:17 on 7/31/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lael LoRusso Will. Never. Buy. Anything. Ever. Again. From. Johns. Creek. Period.
at 23:45:53 on 8/02/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Freda Stone Gazdik Too bad you don't have a recording of that phone call.
at 3:18:12 on 8/05/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Shari Friedman Freda Stone Gazdik. I wish I had a recording of it. My call recorder wouldn't
work and wasn't able to record the call. I've since downloaded a new call recorder app.
Apparently, I am not the only 37 Main supporter he called and threatened.
at 13:33:25 on 8/05/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Freda Stone Gazdik Shari Friedman.....Wow... that's incredibly unprofessional and not the
type I want representing Johns Creek. How did he threaten you?
at 13:42:12 on 8/05/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Shari Friedman He threatened to have his lawyer contact me if I wasn't more careful with the
words I chose on my Facebook posts with regard to the 37 issue. The word he had issue with
was "corrupt". I never mentioned his name or his position. All I said was "corrupt
government". If you click on the link in this thread that has the picture of the baby, you'll get
the whole story.
at 13:48:27 on 8/05/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Freda Stone Gazdik What a shame....
at 14:59:05 on 8/05/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Freda Stone Gazdik I would imagine he's going to take out personally when he sees the
comments and is voted out of office.
at 14:59:49 on 8/05/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Donna Ingram Intimidation is illegal. File charges!
at 3:18:25 on 9/09/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Jennifer Susan Morris Wow, that's crazy!
at 20:51:50 on 2/06/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

EV N. Johnson Thanks for sharing that!! Ridiculous how the power of a few people took over
that whole situation just because that's what they wanted it made thousands of people



miserable and still is to this day.
at 17:25:08 on 4/13/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Shari Friedman EXACTLY!
at 18:54:17 on 4/13/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Teri Hopkins Holt REALLY JONS CREEK!!!!!! I live and work in John's Creek!!! It seems like
this city has been nothing but a way to raise our taxes!!!! I moved here in 94 !!!! And things
were just fine before JC cityhood. JUST WHEN ARE WE GOING TO BREAK OFF FROM
FULTON COUNTY. ALL IF THE NEW CITIES ARE A BIG WASTE OF TIME AND MONEY. So
now we got all kinds of police to write tickets.
at 3:19:17 on 4/24/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Teri Hopkins Holt Let those people who wanted 37 main out pay them. Right !!!!! Duh
at 3:20:55 on 4/24/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170403Shawn-Angelle-CooperReviews24785_1830637246961842

Shawn Angelle Cooper — 5 

at 22:14:19 on 4/03/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Tags: deleted  Album:  Tagged Photos (AS Album) 

Record ID: 20170412Galloway-WilliamPhotos24785_10212969963623320

Galloway William
at 14:02:55 on 4/12/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Tags: deleted  Album:  Tagged Photos (AS Album) 

Record ID: 20170412Galloway-WilliamPhotos24785_10212973204704345

Galloway William
at 18:35:57 on 4/12/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170413Bill-ScurryReviews24785_10212423709133334

Bill Scurry — 1 

at 15:57:06 on 4/13/2017 UTC



Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Record ID: 20170413Joe-WhiteReviews24785_10212617685026977

Joe White — 1 

at 15:22:57 on 4/13/2017 UTC

Johns Creek should be ashamed of how the whole situation with 37 Main was handled. Hopefully the entire
council and mayor will be replaced!

Jason Crump Totally agree. Gainesville will profit from Johns Creeks huge mistake.
at 15:32:55 on 4/13/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

EV N. Johnson Agree!!!
at 17:23:08 on 4/13/2017 UTC

Teri Hopkins Holt DUMBASS MOVE!!!!! I wanted to go visit that live music venue. I live near
the main park on old Alabama. Sometimes I can hear the live music!!!! I will go sit on my front
porch and enjoy it. The city should have been sued by 37 main.!!!! I would have gladly
supported it. My husbands family are the Martin's. Im so proud to be apart of his wonderful
family. And all of our family that is buried at Mt. Pisgah would be saying what the heck
at 3:09:13 on 4/24/2017 UTC

Tanicia Woodman Wait what? What happened? I love that place!
at 19:55:26 on 5/21/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Event discussions

Event:  Easter Egg Hunt & Spring Park Party 

Record ID: 20170327Matt-LeachEvent-discussions24785_2035765573317388

Matt Leach > Easter Egg Hunt & Spring Park Party
at 19:09:13 on 3/27/2017 UTC

We attended this egg hunt one year, and the parents were the ones running across the field stealing up all the
eggs. Each run was over in literally less than a minute with several kids crying that they didn't get anything
while the parents who scooped up 20 eggs for their baby laughed. Never again.

Mary Wratchford

at 17:28:11 on 4/08/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Maria Moreno Lisa Rebecca
at 16:47:38 on 4/14/2017 UTC

Jessica King Breithaupt Should have listened to you, that was the worst egg hunt I've ever
seen!
at 17:20:04 on 4/15/2017 UTC

Matt Leach Sorry to hear that. :/
at 18:57:20 on 4/15/2017 UTC



Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Event discussions

Tags: deleted  Event:  Independence Day Celebration 

Record ID: 20170622Nita-KinsonEvent-discussions24785_313335272422065

Nita Kinson > Independence Day Celebration
at 23:19:21 on 6/22/2017 UTC

Awesome! !!

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Event discussions

Tags: deleted  Event:  Independence Day Celebration 

Record ID: 20170702Kimberly-AmosEvent-discussions24785_317383542017238

Kimberly Amos > Independence Day Celebration
at 3:11:40 on 7/02/2017 UTC

This was a blast!!!!!

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Tagged Photos (AS Album) 

Record ID: 20170716Peachtree-CornersPhotos24785_10155586314251738

Peachtree Corners
at 2:53:57 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Can a Democrat win the 7th Congressional District seat from incumbent Rob Woodall? There may be just one
out there. Join us this Thursday, July 20th at 8:30 pm. We'll be talking politics and government, and why
Democrats need to take back the house in 2018. Listen at http://www.spreaker.com/user/peachtreecornerslife

Unknown  To my knowledge, there are 4 or 5 Democratic candidates who have stated their
intention to run - I'll bet there are a few more to come. I hope we will choose and a candidate
that offers a clear alternative to the current occupant of the office. We need a change.
at 3:05:00 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Peachtree Corners You're correct Penny. I hope to have several others on the show as well.
at 3:11:28 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  Isn't he your next door neighbor?
at 3:17:37 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Peachtree Corners :) yes. I like Steve Reilly for Congress and over the year I have gotten to
know him and his family well.
at 3:20:24 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  He's a likable guy I'm sure. I'm hoping we can nominate a "clear alternative" to
what the republican's have offered.
at 3:30:36 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  WTF , why would we want a POS democrat they are all nuts !
at 3:39:44 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Unknown  Your use of all the best words and your huge knowledge on spacing and
capitalization convinces me. Bravo.



at 4:08:49 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  Look forward to these shows....
at 4:15:43 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  This is a Political Democrat site?
at 15:08:28 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Peachtree Corners No. I'm actually a former Democrat, that became a Reagan Republican.
In recent years I've been more independent minded.
at 15:10:42 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Peachtree Corners BTW, I'd love to have Congressman Rob Woodall - I'm a small show, so I
don't know if he'd be interested. But, I'll ask.
at 16:05:10 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  Glad to see you are open minded. LOL!
at 17:06:53 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  Peachtree Corners good luck, he only likes "groups" of 4 people at most so he can
control the narrative. He prefers not to meet with constituents
at 17:48:32 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  No, they are not. They are decent, hard working, patriotic Americans. Just because
they don't align with your narrow view does not make them nuts.
at 17:50:53 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  Woodall does not present well from what I have seen.
at 19:05:13 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  Why would anyone take your post seriously? This is for people who are interested
in the issues and are willing to listen and learn-with an open mind.
at 19:09:17 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Peachtree Corners May well be, but I can always ask.
at 19:27:53 on 7/16/2017 UTC

Unknown  Looking forward to seeing the Democrats dump another fortune into a race that
they can't win. Actually looking to replace a well-liked incumbent. 1% chance.
at 4:49:15 on 7/17/2017 UTC

Unknown  If I learned anything in politics, it's that the numbers don't lie. But it will be an
interesting race.
at 10:43:00 on 7/17/2017 UTC

Unknown  BTW I'm not sure that he is well liked as much as unknown to most of his
constituents.
at 10:43:58 on 7/17/2017 UTC

Unknown  Well liked is a stretch.
at 11:49:30 on 7/17/2017 UTC

Unknown  After all his time in office, we still don't know much about Woodall or his platform.
The need for change in the 7th is here.
at 11:56:02 on 7/17/2017 UTC

Unknown  Well-liked and unknown incumbent are the same thing in politics. Without a "live
boy or a dead girl", he gets re-elected.
at 21:58:27 on 7/19/2017 UTC

Peachtree Corners Kevin Jameson what does that even mean?
at 22:00:12 on 7/19/2017 UTC

Unknown  Anyone who thinks a challenger has even a chance at a incumbent who is not



under indictment is detached from reality. 97% success rate. Like it or not. I personally like
term limits but that's not the reality.

 http://www.rasmussenreports.com/public_content/political_commentary/commentary_by_kyle
_kondik/incumbent_reelection_rates_higher_than_average_in_2016

at 22:00:45 on 7/19/2017 UTC

Unknown  Peachtree Corners - Learn a little history. That is a very famous saying about re-
electing politicians. It may not be politically correct, but it is quite true.
at 22:04:27 on 7/19/2017 UTC

Unknown  https://www.dailykos.com/stories/2014/3/12/1283725/-Dead-Girl-or-Live-Boy

at 22:06:29 on 7/19/2017 UTC

Unknown  Kevin Jameson this is nonsense.....
at 22:30:43 on 7/19/2017 UTC

Unknown  Republicans have raised $87 million this year compared to half that by the dems.
No money for a dem to run against an incumbent republican.
at 14:47:46 on 8/20/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170727Edie-Thornton-DamannReviews24785_10155193209273113

Edie Thornton Damann — 5 

at 23:16:57 on 7/27/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170803City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_111141846201504

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 11:16:57 on 8/03/2017 UTC

On Aug. 12, "Moana" (PG), will grace the screen at Newtown Park. “Moana” is a sweeping, PG-animated
feature film about an adventurous teenager who is inspired to leave the safety and security of her island on a
daring journey to save her people. 

 
Movies at Newtown Park are free and include pre-show entertainment such as an inflatable moonwalk, face-
painting, children's activities, give-aways, music, food and drinks. The Big C's Chicago Kitchen will be the
food truck on site. Pre-show activities begin at 7 p.m. Movie begins after sunset. The Movies at Newtown
series is sponsored by Northside Hospital.

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2umVWNG



Movies at Newtown Park - "Moana"

On Aug. 12, "Moana" (PG), will grace the screen at Newtown Park. “Moana” is a sweeping, PG-
animated feature film about an adventurous teenager who is inspired to leave the safety and
security of her island on a daring journey to save her people. 

 
Movies at Newtown Park are free and include pre-show entertainment such as an inflatable
moonwalk, face-painting, children's activities, give-aways, music, food and drinks. The Big C's
Chicago Kitchen will be the food truck on site. Pre-show activities begin at 7 p.m. Movie begins
after sunset. The Movies at Newtown series is sponsored by Northside Hospital.

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2umVWNG

Tags: deleted

Cindy Dickson Henderson Lauren Henderson Kell, have you seen this! Mae would love ❤ 
this!
at 11:33:22 on 8/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

King B. Johnson This is a beautiful story and journey and God bless everybody on the team
that helped make it truly come to life!) Auli, DJ Rock, and everybody beautiful journey is like
this have truly do have the power to make a lot if not everybody families and all come
together!)
at 13:25:39 on 8/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lauren E. Cole Angelica Aconfora
at 21:52:18 on 8/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Katy Minakev Inna Haitovich
at 2:14:18 on 8/04/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170813Jaime-Shipley-BaleReviews24785_10214225536776024

Jaime Shipley Bale — 5 

at 2:59:08 on 8/13/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170814City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_219025998628247

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 17:49:56 on 8/14/2017 UTC

The Johns Creek Symphony Orchestra will perform at the City’s final Summer Concert of the season on
Saturday, Aug. 26 at the Burkhalter Amphitheater inside Newtown Park.

 
The Johns Creek Symphony Orchestra will feature light classics and pops from some of the most famous and
familiar Broadway and Hollywood blockbusters of all time. The show will include selections from The King and
I, Les Miserables, and Wicked, with a few marches and a little jazz mixed in, too!

 
The free concert starts at 7 p.m. (gates open at 6 p.m.). Pack a picnic or grab a bite to eat at The Patty
Wagon food truck on-site, or a sweet treat from King of Pops. Hurricane Grill & Wings will also be on-site
serving cold beer and wine.



Tables in the Amphitheater are available for purchase by calling 678-512-3200. The Symphony concert is
sponsored by the Johns Creek Foundation and the Rotary Club of Johns Creek – North Fulton.

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2uCSjrW

Summer Concert: Johns Creek Symphony Orchestra

The Johns Creek Symphony Orchestra will perform at the City’s final Summer Concert of the
season on Saturday, Aug. 26 at the Burkhalter Amphitheater inside Newtown Park.

 
The Johns Creek Symphony Orchestra will feature light classics and pops from some of the most
famous and familiar Broadway and Hollywood blockbusters of all time. The show will include
selections from The King and I, Les Miserables, and Wicked, with a few marches and a little jazz
mixed in, too!

 
The free concert starts at 7 p.m. (gates open at 6 p.m.). Pack a picnic or grab a bite to eat at The
Patty Wagon food truck on-site, or a sweet treat from King of Pops. Hurricane Grill & Wings will also
be on-site serving cold beer and wine.

 
Tables in the Amphitheater are available for purchase by calling 678-512-3200. The Symphony
concert is sponsored by the Johns Creek Foundation and the Rotary Club of Johns Creek – North
Fulton.

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2uCSjrW

Tags: deleted

Kristie Cole Darracott Terry Walters
at 3:13:51 on 8/15/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20160806David-EadsReviews24785_10210120002142487

David Eads — 1 

at 13:55:11 on 8/06/2016 UTC

This could be a great place but Mayor Bodker and the city work tirelessly to undo what's good. Ignoring zoning
laws, repeated allegations of ethics violations, lack of transparency, a delayed election, questionable spending,
all make it hard to live and do business here.
Tags: deleted

David Eads Look at the contempt our council has for involved citizens:
https://youtu.be/Sx1f5iCuGyM?t=29

at 20:52:44 on 8/26/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lester Rochelle Wow.
at 9:01:31 on 10/29/2016 UTC

Tags: deleted

Keith Minor



at 16:00:45 on 8/23/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170718Billy-UtechtReviews24785_118345982123023

Billy Utecht — 1 

at 14:41:57 on 7/18/2017 UTC

Everyone who owns a small business (myself included) knows to fear the wrath of the imperial federal
government, the state government, the county government, and now apparently even their local city
government. The city of JC....you are totally busted to everyone with a rational brain for driving out a business
you didn't want anymore, your lame excuses don't pass the sniff test whatsoever. Any business owner facing
the same obstacles that you invented to drive 37 Main away would do the exact same thing...cut their losses
and close up shop, the only winners end up being the attorneys. 

 You made it impossible for them to stay open with your ambiguous noise ordinance, one that would put them
in violation during a band's afternoon sound check! What a joke, but it isn't funny...

 If 37 Main was owned by a family member or close friend would this all go down the same? We all know the
answer to that, so do each of you.

 Unfortunately, the losers are managers, wait staff, cooks and all the other employees who lost their jobs
overnight. Don't insult us with your made up excuses, everyone can see through it easily, only you are to
blame. I'm sure you all sleep quite well at night anyway so why am I bothering....
Tags: deleted

Keith Minor

at 16:01:38 on 8/23/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20170829City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_168104373752992

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 15:28:36 on 8/29/2017 UTC

It's a puppy party! Bring your dogs and family to the Johns Creek's "Pup-a-Palooza" at the Burkhalter
Amphitheater in Newtown Park!

 
This fun event features live music, caricature sketches of people with their furry BFFs, and more! There are
contests for Best Dressed Dog and Best Dog Trick. 

 
For people, the Johns Creek Veterans Association will be selling food, while pets splurge on doggie treats.
Pet care vendors will be on hand to demonstrate new products and educate dog owners about pet care.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2xuH0zH

Pup-a-Palooza

It's a puppy party! Bring your dogs and family to the Johns Creek's "Pup-a-Palooza" at the
Burkhalter Amphitheater in Newtown Park!

 
This fun event features live music, caricature sketches of people with their furry BFFs, and more!
There are contests for Best Dressed Dog and Best Dog Trick. 

 



For people, the Johns Creek Veterans Association will be selling food, while pets splurge on doggie
treats. Pet care vendors will be on hand to demonstrate new products and educate dog owners
about pet care.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2xuH0zH

Tags: deleted

Verónica León Maribel Leon you should take Koko!! I won't be here for this 😭
at 15:32:10 on 8/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Chris Ledermeier The Ledermeier Group - have your team bring their pups!
at 15:34:50 on 8/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Gerar Ortega Veronica Fernandez-Moran
at 16:25:03 on 8/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Mark Cotner Kim Keller Cotner
at 17:29:03 on 8/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Maribel Leon If I'm off then yes!!
at 5:19:11 on 8/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Amy Adams Dockter Miranda Bagg
at 11:36:25 on 8/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Miranda Bagg Omg can we go?!
at 13:04:58 on 8/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Margarita Valsecchi Clau Henz
at 16:30:24 on 8/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Clau Henz

at 16:45:36 on 8/30/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20170926City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155709609127622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 19:00:47 on 9/26/2017 UTC



On Monday, Sept. 25, Councilwoman Cori Davenport was awarded the Patriot of the Year award by the Johns
Creek Veterans Association. Councilwoman Davenport was presented with this award in recognition of her
dedication to the Johns Creek Veterans Association, the veterans of Johns Creek, and her generosity which
helped make the Johns Creek Veterans Memorial a reality.

Timeline Photos

Greg Bock Wow. What an honor.
 Congratulations Cori. You and your family are truely special people.

at 1:20:58 on 9/27/2017 UTC

Tags: hidden

Michaela Badker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=366972217070180
at 13:21:28 on 9/27/2017 UTC (hidden)

Charlie Kelly If ever anyone deserved such an award, it's Cori Davenport. I am delighted for
her. And, as a member of the JCVA, our gratitude to Cori and her family is eternal.
at 16:31:19 on 9/27/2017 UTC

Kyle Beech 😎
 

If ever anyone deserved a *patriotic* BBQ sandwich, it's you Charlie K. - ENJOY!
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=341567009618708
 

.
at 20:11:03 on 9/27/2017 UTC

Charlie Kelly Kyle Beech Thanks, I will!
at 22:09:52 on 9/27/2017 UTC

John Davenport Sr. Ooh Rah and Semper Fi, Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport. Well deserved
award. We're very proud of you.
at 0:26:41 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Jan Timmons Davenport ������❤ 
at 1:00:14 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Donna Farthing-Jones Congratulations Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport
at 4:14:50 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Wayne Carrel You stand alone on the charity and the giving you do for others what an
absolute honor for you to receive this as it is very well deserved
at 12:30:24 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Terry Carrel Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport you and John are wonderful
at 12:55:14 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Tags: hidden

Michaela Badker 😅 ... an absolute honor😘 ... it is very well deserved�❓❗  
 

https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/council-members-teen-daughter-arrested-for-marijuana-
possession



at 13:34:34 on 9/28/2017 UTC (hidden)

Wayne Carrel We talking about Cori or are we talking about the daughter or are we talking
about the poor judgment on your part even to post this it's absolutely asinine
at 14:42:47 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Doug Gerstner Great work Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport!!
at 15:25:14 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Tags: hidden

Michaela Badker Wayne Carrel ❓❗  
 

No, we talking about a proven(unless the cops were lying!)*bad parent*, and the *worst*
Council member Johns Creek ever had. 

 
But since she has MONEY, sycophants like you, continue to REWARD her with undeserved
praises and *phony* awards So you are the one who has displayed POOR judgement(as
usual) here.

 
#MAGA 

 
#MakeJohnsCreekGreatAgain

 
https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/council-members-teen-daughter-arrested-for-marijuana-
possession

at 15:34:29 on 9/28/2017 UTC (hidden)

Bob Kurbel My dear friend and brother😎
at 20:57:03 on 9/28/2017 UTC

Joanne Davenport Congratulations Cori! Job done! ❤ 
at 17:38:19 on 9/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Janice Whorton You are so deserving of this award my friend!
at 21:14:21 on 9/29/2017 UTC

Tags: hidden

Lakisha Kaseem ���������������
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjuRhETwbI0



at 14:55:49 on 9/30/2017 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171002City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_1676231215749858

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 16:05:30 on 10/02/2017 UTC

The Johns Creek Fire and Police departments will perform several demonstrations as part of the annual
“Community Safety Day,’ on Saturday, Oct. 14 from 9 a.m. to noon at the State Bridge Corners Shopping
Center (Home Depot & Target parking lots, 5950 State Bridge Road, Johns Creek).

 
Community Safety Day is a free event and helps heighten awareness about basic safety issues.

 
Firefighters and police officers perform a variety of rope rescue, motorcycle, K-9 and fire extinguisher
demonstrations, SWAT exercises, and various other safety demonstrations. Attendees can ask questions of
Johns Creek firefighters and police officers and learn about public safety vehicles and equipment.

 
Informational handouts and safety checklists are available and the event features children's activities and
food and drinks.

 
What: Community Safety Day

 When: Saturday, Oct. 14, 2017, 9 a.m. to noon
 Where: State Bridge Corners Shopping Center, 5950 State Bridge Road, Johns Creek (Home Depot & Target

parking lot)
 Cost: FREE
 

More info: http://bit.ly/2hkzeEU

Community Safety Day

The Johns Creek Fire and Police departments will perform several demonstrations as part of the
annual “Community Safety Day,’ on Saturday, Oct. 14 from 9 a.m. to noon at the State Bridge
Corners Shopping Center (Home Depot & Target parking lots, 5950 State Bridge Road, Johns
Creek).

 
Community Safety Day is a free event and helps heighten awareness about basic safety issues.

 
Firefighters and police officers perform a variety of rope rescue, motorcycle, K-9 and fire
extinguisher demonstrations, SWAT exercises, and various other safety demonstrations. Attendees
can ask questions of Johns Creek firefighters and police officers and learn about public safety
vehicles and equipment.

 
Informational handouts and safety checklists are available and the event features children's
activities and food and drinks.

 
What: Community Safety Day

 When: Saturday, Oct. 14, 2017, 9 a.m. to noon
 Where: State Bridge Corners Shopping Center, 5950 State Bridge Road, Johns Creek (Home

Depot & Target parking lot)
 Cost: FREE

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2hkzeEU

Tags: deleted

Johanna Gerdts Vee Aguirre
at 19:00:41 on 10/02/2017 UTC



Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20170929City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155715120847622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:19:20 on 9/29/2017 UTC

7 in 70: What happened this week in Johns Creek? Watch the last 7 days in 70 seconds!

Lakisha Kaseem 💰
 

Anyone know how much the Patriot of the Year "Award" costs❓
at 15:29:10 on 9/29/2017 UTC

Kyle Beech https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=342181322890610
at 16:09:43 on 9/29/2017 UTC

Alex Whiddon What did Kyle Beech say?
at 1:57:35 on 10/03/2017 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem In Crooked B's Johns Creek, MONEY buys you Fake AWARDs‼ 
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kjuRhETwbI0

at 4:05:29 on 10/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Chris Coughlin Lakisha Kaseem, I sent you a message earlier basically describing that
using this fake account with your other fake accounts (Smylowitz, Badker, etc) is actually
taking away from your goals. The troll account takes away from the credibility of your
comments and, frankly, does more damage than good to you, the city, and everyone there.
Drop the fake account, offer good ideas, and challenge your elected officials in civil discourse
if you want to change something.
at 15:05:00 on 10/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Michael Bodker Well said Chris!
at 15:11:11 on 10/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem 😂
 

Bodker's new BFF, who couldn't beat a certified LIAR in 2015, is giving me advice on *civil
discourse*? Very funny!

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=355251861585100
at 16:36:48 on 10/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Chris Coughlin Lakisha Kaseem, sigh...this is sad
at 16:41:59 on 10/03/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted



Lakisha Kaseem Chris Coughlin �
 

You are wrong, again. Remember when Bodker and his 'evil pal' Rountree... sent those
farcical NEGATIVE flyers against you, on behalf of Bodker's "puppet candidate"- Flores...
THAT was sad! 

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=355259368251016
at 17:09:34 on 10/03/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171004City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155730354187622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:21:52 on 10/04/2017 UTC

Mayor Mike Bodker and City Council will host their next quarterly town hall meeting on Thursday, Oct. 12,
from 7-9 p.m. at Park Place at Newtown School, 3125 Old Alabama Road, Johns Creek, GA 30022.

 
The mayor will include brief opening comments that include highlights of the recently approved fiscal year
2018 budget, as well as an update on TSPLOST road projects. 

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2ynMekj

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Shimka Smylowitz Is it Stevie and Mary, in the last row? Also, will the OPPOSITION be
allowed to present their case?
at 16:42:02 on 10/04/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem 😊 "I voted “NO” in 2016 and would vote “NO” again." 
 

💪You the MAN!!!👍
 

https://www.facebook.com/profile.php?id=100013008661308

at 17:10:40 on 10/04/2017 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem 😊 "I voted “NO” in 2016 and would vote “NO” again." 
 

💪You the MAN!!!👍
 

https://www.facebook.com/Marchetti4JohnsCreekMayor/posts/134792730491496
at 17:11:31 on 10/04/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts



Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171010City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_502167910133271

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 17:39:49 on 10/10/2017 UTC

Bring your friends and family to enjoy art in all mediums at the annual Johns Creek Arts Festival, Oct. 21-22
on the Atlanta Athletic Club’s fields in Johns Creek.

 
More than 100 artists from across the southeast will be showcased at the festival, which will also feature
entertainment acts, food and children’s games.

 
The free festival will be held Saturday, Oct. 21, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 22, 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. The
festival is held on the fields across the street from the Atlanta Athletic Club (1930 Bobby Jones Drive, Johns
Creek, GA 30097).

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2xxhcq6

Johns Creek Arts Festival

Bring your friends and family to enjoy art in all mediums at the annual Johns Creek Arts Festival,
Oct. 21-22 on the Atlanta Athletic Club’s fields in Johns Creek.

 
More than 100 artists from across the southeast will be showcased at the festival, which will also
feature entertainment acts, food and children’s games.

 
The free festival will be held Saturday, Oct. 21, 10 a.m. to 6 p.m. and Sunday, Oct. 22, 11 a.m. to 5
p.m. The festival is held on the fields across the street from the Atlanta Athletic Club (1930 Bobby
Jones Drive, Johns Creek, GA 30097).

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2xxhcq6

Tags: deleted

Jennifer Lovett Rackley Where will parking be available?
at 18:20:03 on 10/10/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Jennifer. Parking will be available on-site, on
the fields adjacent to the festival. Please let us know if you have additional questions.
Thanks!
at 18:42:57 on 10/10/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Jennifer. Parking will be available on-site, on
the fields adjacent to the festival. Please let us know if you have additional questions.
Thanks!
at 18:43:13 on 10/10/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Jennifer Lovett Rackley Thank you!
at 18:52:18 on 10/10/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Joann Spain Chelsea Elizabeth.
at 19:04:06 on 10/10/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Shay Morgan Lynn Tillman Morgan
at 19:46:21 on 10/10/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Ann Willet I will be there to see my favorite artist Carolyn Cordelle



at 2:11:14 on 10/11/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20171012City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155752411032622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 2 new photos.
at 15:36:28 on 10/12/2017 UTC

The City of Johns Creek began the process of converting the grass track field at Shakerag Park to synthetic
turf this week. Installation is expected to take 30 days, weather permitting. 

 
Construction of synthetic turf fields at Newtown Park is underway and is expected to be completed this
month.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2xB6w4U

Photos from City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government's post

Kim Hammond Hays This is terrific, but something that Newtown Park desperately needs is
WATER FOUNTAINS - for people and dogs!
at 18:26:16 on 10/12/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Michaela Badker http://www.ceh.org/get-involved/take-action/a-cocktail-of-harmful-
chemicals-in-artificial-turf-infill/

at 20:58:41 on 10/12/2017 UTC

Michaela Badker "Artificial turf that uses infill made from recycled tires (“crumb rubber”)
contains a cocktail of toxic chemicals, including benzothiazole, carbon black, and heavy
metals. As the Mt. Sinai Children’s Environmental Health Center has written: “Exposures to
chemicals present in crumb rubber at very high levels, typical of animal or occupational
studies, are known to cause birth defects, neurologic and developmental deficits, and some
can even cause cancer.

 
Children are particularly vulnerable to toxic threats. Children have increased exposure to toxic
chemicals due to the unique way they interact with their environment. Because they are
growing and developing, their bodies are also more susceptible than adults to chemical
exposures."
at 21:00:50 on 10/12/2017 UTC



Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michaela Badker http://www.ceh.org/get-involved/take-action/a-cocktail-of-harmful-
chemicals-in-artificial-turf-infill/

at 11:21:06 on 11/07/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171015Yanelis-CamageyReviews24785_1974294019510600

Yanelis Camagüey — 3 

at 4:30:56 on 10/15/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171015City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155761216872622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 22:00:44 on 10/15/2017 UTC

Early voting starts tomorrow! 
 

Early voting for the Municipal General and Special Elections will be held Monday, Oct. 16 through Friday, Nov.
3, from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. Weekend voting will be held Saturday, Oct. 28 from 8:30 a.m. to 7 p.m. and
Sunday, Oct. 29 from noon to 5 p.m.

 
Details & early voting locations: http://bit.ly/2xjDlqr

Timeline Photos

Elaine Lord There seems to be something to vote on every month!
at 1:15:43 on 10/16/2017 UTC

Kyle Beech https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=347941708981238
at 1:53:19 on 10/16/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Lakisha Kaseem 🗳
 

"Johns Creek Residents Should NOT Vote This Fall…
 

Residents of Johns Creek should not vote in this upcoming election if they are not familiar
with the candidates, the major issues in Johns Creek and are basing their decisions on such
variables as :

 



You are not familiar with the issues we are facing such as potential widening of our roads to
overcome the ineffective traffic light system we have today

 You are unfamiliar with the negative impact higher density housing has on our roads, schools,
and property values

 You are basing your decision on the endorsement of an elected official, who just wants to
avoid having someone challenge them on issues before the City Council

 You saw more signs for the candidate that you are going to vote for so you believe that is a
sign of more support for that candidate(Signs for candidates are placed on the roads by the
candidates and their crews-Signs in neighborhoods actually show you who your neighbors
support but you still need to educate yourself!!!)

 You read their mailers to your home and they seem like a nice person
 

Residents of Johns Creek should vote IF:
 

They have done their own research into the candidates
 They have watched the debates, forums, City Council Meetings and Work Sessions and see

how these candidates actually think and function
 They understand that Johns Creek is at a crossroads. Do we become Buckhead or stay

Johns Creek.
 

What’s worse than not voting? Being an uninformed voter and making a random choice at the
voting booth.

 
The future of Johns Creek is too important to leave it to a random outcome on election day.
Let the informed voters choose and we will all be better off.

 
Personally, I do this in all elections. I abhor the idea of having voted for the worst of two
candidates because I knew nothing about either candidate.

 
Yes, we are told that “everyone” should vote. But if everyone voted, then it really becomes a
popularity contest. And incumbents have more name recognition, so that certainly works in
their favor for a popularity contest. They call it the “popular vote” for a reason. And I do not
think it implies anything more than it was a popularity contest.

 
Voting for the popular people is no way to run a government. Voting for principled leadership
that will follow your City Charter and err in decisions in favor of their constituents-That’s the
ticket!

 
I encourage you to do as much research on the candidates as you would if you were
purchasing a new dishwasher or planning a trip to an unknown location. Search online. Ask
your neighbors. Watch City Council meetings and work sessions online.

 
An educated voter is the best voter. Be the best you can be before you cast that ballot." 😎 EJ
Moosa
at 11:44:42 on 10/16/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/ejmoosa/posts/10214173988574226
at 11:36:30 on 10/16/2017 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem https://ejmoosa.com/johns-creek-residents-should-not-vote-this-fall/

at 11:39:54 on 10/16/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 



Record ID: 20171018City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155768617607622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 2 new photos.
at 18:50:07 on 10/18/2017 UTC

The new right turn lane northbound from Johns Creek Parkway onto McGinnis Ferry Road is now operational.
This additional right turn lane now allows two through lanes to travel north across McGinnis Ferry Road.

Photos from City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government's post

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171019City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155770869492622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:17:46 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Mark your calendars! The City of Johns Creek will host its first International Festival next spring, April 21,
2018. 

 
The festival will include food, drinks, performance art, and vendors representing cultures from around the
world.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2xQG7k5

Tags: deleted

Anahay Samadi So how can one sign in to represent a country or two as my family is mixed?
Do I have to have a license to offer food? Details on the website are vage.
at 14:49:27 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Lisa Lemke How about a map showing where this park is located for those of us who don't
know where it is or if the Atlanta athletic club has multiple entrances/exits? Whoever puts
these things together needs to do a more thorough and professional job.
at 15:23:00 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Rose-Anne McGrail Schmidt This sounds awesome! I can't wait to bring my children!
at 15:30:49 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Joe Duffy It is simply a save the date announcement. But as to where http://lmgtfy.com/?
q=map+of+1930+Bobby+Jones+Dr.%2C+alpharetta%2C+ga



at 11:20:46 on 11/07/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Lisa. Thank you for your inquiry. The Atlanta
Athletic Clubs is a private country club located directly off Medlock Bridge Road (SR141) in
Johns Creek. Their official address is 1930 Bobby Jones Dr. If you are a Johns Creek
resident, you may be familiar with the annual Johns Creek Art Festival, happening this
weekend. The 2018 International Festival is being held in the same location. Luckily, there is
only one entrance and exit to both the event site and to the Atlanta Athletic Club. As April 21,
2018 approaches we will have site maps available listing parking, vendors, sponsors and
more. If you have any further questions please let us know.
at 15:36:24 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Anahay, Here is the direct link to register as
a food vendor. https://www.johnscreekga.gov/TestPages/International-Festival/Food.aspx We
will be working with the County and our Fire Marshal's office to ensure everyone is properly
permitted. We will provide the applicants with additional information after their application is
received and approved. Please let us know if you have any other questions.

at 15:41:43 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Lisa Lemke Thanks
at 15:43:37 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: deleted, edited

Anahay Samadi I don't have a license to sell food or anything , I am just a JC resident
wanting to show/represent my Culture :( I will just go with my family and enjoy!!
at 15:47:42 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Deborah Jones Bethea Stephanie Smieja
at 16:38:43 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Leadership Johns Creek Outstanding, looking forward to it!!
at 22:35:12 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Marbella Carbonell I hope to see Venezuelan food! We have a very nice and authentic
Venezuelan restaurant in the city, Arepita Cafe
at 23:28:42 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Carla Birnbaum Fantastic, can’t wait to attend with my family!
at 1:49:53 on 10/20/2017 UTC

Deb Erwin Powell Yes!! Totally in
at 3:59:59 on 10/20/2017 UTC

Mercita Pdl F ¡Bravo!��¡Excelente, Johns Creek! How can we help? Can't wait!🌎
at 23:45:41 on 10/20/2017 UTC

Kamini Anand Kudos to the City leadership ! Look forward to being there!



at 1:13:23 on 10/21/2017 UTC

Debi Presley Check the link, all particulars included, enjoy :-)
at 22:30:24 on 10/21/2017 UTC

Lisa Lemke Lovely! Thanks for adding the street address to the flyer so locating where this
fun sounding festival is gonna be Is easier. Calendar Marked.
at 6:31:10 on 10/22/2017 UTC

Gunjan Kalra Deepti Purnima Vaishali!!
at 20:14:13 on 10/22/2017 UTC

Deepti Singh This is cool!
at 21:30:17 on 10/22/2017 UTC

Malay Wu Great to hear about this finally, JC is such a beautiful and rich in diversity and
culture. Please let us know if the Laotian American community can contribute.
at 3:54:22 on 10/23/2017 UTC

Sonali Bora Great idea. Looking forward to it
at 0:22:39 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Kim Win Dustin J Bang
at 3:06:40 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Erica Scafide Billiot Scott Billiot
at 14:50:52 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Scott Billiot Hi Malay...we are still in the beginning stages of planning. I believe there will be
a vendor and volunteer signup application but I’ll know more later this week. Please feel free
to reach out to me if I don’t get back to you by next week.
at 1:50:37 on 10/25/2017 UTC

Beth Tyson Lehmann Michelle Gray this sounds fun!
at 12:35:36 on 10/25/2017 UTC

Augusta Corrente Cristina Costa Pinto Soares
at 16:00:44 on 10/25/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Malay Wu. All of the applications to
participate are now online, along with additional information about the 2018 International
Festival. You can find the online forms at www.JCInternationalFest.com. Please let us know if
you have any questions. Thank you!

at 11:20:46 on 11/07/2017 UTC

Cristina Costa Pinto Soares Eu vi. Salvei o evento aqui no face😊 thanks😘
at 21:03:42 on 10/25/2017 UTC

Hae Sung Whang-Hsu That's awesome!
at 22:12:48 on 10/25/2017 UTC

Genesis Martinez Brandon E. Martinez
at 22:39:34 on 10/25/2017 UTC



Jeremy Pacificador Juala If I may say we did a similar celebration at Emory Johns Creek
Hospital last year to celebrate our nursing staff diversity. We had an International Food
festival and we had close to 30 different countries represented by native dishes! Needless to
say it was a blast and burps were in order! 😂
at 2:00:39 on 10/26/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Tags: deleted  Album:  Mobile Uploads 

Record ID: 20171021City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10155776052392622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:20:06 on 10/21/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171021City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155776052607622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 5 new photos.
at 13:20:06 on 10/21/2017 UTC

The new synthetic turf lacrosse field is officially open at Newtown Park!
 

Mayor Mike Bodker and City Council members Lenny Zaprowski, Stephanie Endres, and Steve Broadbent
helped cut the ribbon marking the grand opening of the turf field this morning.

 
The first game on the field is being played by the Johns Creek Gladiators and the Gwinnett Thunderbirds.

Photos from City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government's post

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171020City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155773560542622



City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:04:17 on 10/20/2017 UTC

7 in 70: What happened this week in Johns Creek? Watch the last 7 days in 70 seconds!

7 in 70: Oct. 20

Tags: deleted

Shimka Smylowitz

at 16:11:42 on 10/22/2017 UTC

Shimka Smylowitz

at 16:18:27 on 10/22/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michaela Badker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=375892779511457
at 3:09:38 on 10/23/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171023City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155782445592622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared Johns Creek Police Department's
event.
at 20:46:33 on 10/23/2017 UTC

JCPD's Trunk or Treat is this Wednesday, Oct. 25 at 6 PM! Details below...

Trunk or Treat

Join us for our 3rd Annual Trunk or Treat. Kids dress up in their best costumes for fun, candy,
treats, refreshments, and activities.

 
When: Wednesday, Oct 25th 

 Time: 6:00 pm to 8:00 pm
 **New Location: 11360 Lakefield Drive, Johns Creek** The old Movius building next to Life Time

Fitness.

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171024City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155784586777622



City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 15:48:58 on 10/24/2017 UTC

The City of Johns Creek and Keep Johns Creek Beautiful will conduct a Household Hazardous Waste
Collection Day on Saturday, Nov. 4 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. in the parking lot of Target & Home Depot, 5950
State Bridge Road, Johns Creek.

 
Pre-registration is required for this event, which is held exclusively for Johns Creek residents. Details &
registration:

 http://bit.ly/2zzlCJH

Keith Davis Paper shredding?
at 16:54:49 on 10/24/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Keith Davis. The Household Hazardous
Waste event will not include paper shredding. The next document shredding will be held on
Nov. 18 at Panera Bread on Medlock Bridge Road. We'll post details about that event in the
coming weeks. Please let me know if you have additional questions. Thanks!
at 17:15:17 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Keith Davis City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Thank you!!!!!!
at 17:29:35 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Megan Koff .
at 18:07:48 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Matthew Levine I wasn't aware that paper shredding was considered hazardous household
waste
at 19:51:26 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Matthew Levine

at 19:51:41 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Kelley Saunders Butcher Styrofoam?
at 19:54:35 on 10/24/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Kathy. No, styrofoam will not be accepted.
You can visit earth911.org, click on the upper right hand corner tab that says "where to
recycle," put in your Johns Creek zip code, and search for #6 Plastic - Expanded (Styrofoam
is a brand name for Expanded Polystyrene, aka #6 expanded). I hope this helps. Thanks!

at 20:21:42 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Odette Wehunt Talbert Does JC do an appliance recycling/disposal program? Larger pieces
like ovens for example



at 20:43:53 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Shimka Smylowitz Matthew Levine Is she practicing some kind of an eastern religious ritual?
�

at 21:02:10 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Kelley Saunders Butcher City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government , when can we bring a
styrofoam recycling program to Johns Creek? Currently we drive to Buckhead to drop off
foam.
at 21:57:48 on 10/24/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Odette Wehunt Talbert. The City of Johns
Creek co-hosts a Bulky Trash Recycling Day with Keep Johns Creek Beautiful typically in the
spring. Some appliances, such as refrigerators, washers and dryers, are accepted. When the
next Bulky Trash day is scheduled, we'll announce it here on social and the City website,
including the list of items accepted and not accepted. Please let me know if you have
additional questions. Thanks!
at 17:36:31 on 10/25/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Kelley. I've passed your comment onto Keep
Johns Creek Beautiful organizers. Thanks!
at 17:41:23 on 10/25/2017 UTC

Jayadeva Dubbolla Pepar sending
at 3:16:48 on 10/26/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171024City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155784109662622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:38:54 on 10/24/2017 UTC

This Wednesday, Oct. 25, students at Dolvin and Ocee Elementary Schools are encouraged to participate in
“Walk to School Wednesday,” which takes its first step towards reducing our carbon footprint and the level of
congestion on our roads.

 
Every Wednesday, for the rest of the school year, we encourage our young people to walk, bike, roll, or ride
the school bus to school!

 
Walk to School Wednesday is held in partnership with the City of Johns Creek, Georgia Commute Schools,
and Georgia Safe Routes to School.

Joe Duffy Is this the same Johns Creek that keeps rejecting MARTA? Asking for a friend.
at 14:26:23 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michaela Badker "Top Comments is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out." 
 

- Why? And who is the BIASED moron, paid with JC taxpayer dollars, *filtering out* my reply?



- What was wrong with me pointing out the FACT that nobody LIVING in JC uses this
service?😡

 
.
 http://www.xpressga.com/route408/

 .

at 4:34:11 on 11/07/2017 UTC



Facebook Deleted Comments generated at 16:10:37 on 9/10/2018 UTC
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Record ID: 20171024City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155784109662622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:38:54 on 10/24/2017 UTC

This Wednesday, Oct. 25, students at Dolvin and Ocee Elementary Schools are encouraged to participate in
“Walk to School Wednesday,” which takes its first step towards reducing our carbon footprint and the level of
congestion on our roads.

 
Every Wednesday, for the rest of the school year, we encourage our young people to walk, bike, roll, or ride
the school bus to school!

 
Walk to School Wednesday is held in partnership with the City of Johns Creek, Georgia Commute Schools,
and Georgia Safe Routes to School.

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Joe Duffy Rapid transit, not bus service. http://politics.blog.ajc.com/2015/11/19/johns-creek-
council-votes-full-and-complete-opposition-to-marta-rail-expansion/

at 4:34:11 on 11/07/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michaela Badker Joe Duffy 😆 No matter what *service*, a majority of us here don't want it.
 

And since you posted a link, did you even bother to read the comments that make sense?
 

"
 

Bob Yall says:
 

Nov 19, 2015
 

Grew up in Dunwoody... after MARTA arrived at Perimeter Mall there was a measurable
increase in crime, assaults and robberies in that area of Dekalb... you can research this via
DeKalb County...

 
Dunwoody before MARTA... nice, safe, less congestion due to less businesses & strip malls
trying to take advantage of MARTA...90% white affluent constituents... Dunwoody HS was
one of the top 5 High Schools in the state.

 
Dunwoody after MARTA...massive traffic, higher crime, and yes .... what was very nice is now
a bunch of apartment dwelling transitional types and quite frankly not an attractive area to live



anymore... Dunwooody High School no longer ranks among the top high schools... 
 

All of this along with dysfunctional DeKalb County stealing tax money from this affluent area
and spending it on bogus projects in South Dekalb produced the new city of Dunwoody.

 
These are facts and I hate what MARTA and its after effects did to my hometown.

 
Its a congested, over developed cess pool now."

 
.
 http://on-ajc.com/2ivRdZw

 .

at 4:34:11 on 11/07/2017 UTC

Joe Duffy I did not opine whether it was good or bad, I just asked a question. But I will say
this pro tip: if you are using anonymous made in the AJC's article section where you get your
facts, that's a you problem.
at 22:31:50 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Michaela Badker Joe Duffy https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=376545156112886
at 23:16:34 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Michaela Badker Joe Duffy https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=376545599446175
at 23:20:34 on 10/24/2017 UTC

Stacey Allen Chapman We walked 2 miles to Dolvin on Wednesday. Unfortunately most of
the way without sidewalks along Jones Bridge Road. If you want to encourage his may
consider investing in the effort.
at 14:53:53 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171018City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155766575042622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 0:05:07 on 10/18/2017 UTC

To mark the grand opening of the new synthetic turf lacrosse field, the City of Johns Creek is hosting a ribbon
cutting ceremony this Saturday, Oct. 21 at 8:45 a.m. at Newtown Park!

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2hJT9K5

Timeline Photos

John Giles Concrete curb right next to edge of the field?
at 12:34:17 on 10/18/2017 UTC

Todd Schram Do you know when the Morton Road Park will begin or be completed?



at 19:44:20 on 10/18/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi John, A concrete perimeter is in place to
help stabilize the playing surface. If you have further questions, please call us at 678-512-
3200. Thanks!
at 15:48:50 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Todd Schram. The Morton Road Pocket
Park is currently under design. You can view more information about the park here:
https://www.johnscreekga.gov/RecreationandParks/Parks-Design-Project Please let us know
if you have additional questions. Thanks!

at 11:20:57 on 11/07/2017 UTC

John Giles Cool. No complaints, just curious.
at 15:59:40 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Kent Altom Is our city certain that this synthetic surface is not a carcinogenic? Reports are
that many are.
at 22:43:09 on 10/19/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Sogol Zebarjadi City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government would appreciate a response to
the above comment, as many of us are concerned about synthetic turf where our children's
health is put at risk.
at 0:26:08 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Kent Altom. Sorry I missed your question
last week. We understand your concerns about the synthetic turf. City Council approved the
new turf fields for two fields at Newtown Park and one field at Shakerag Park in accordance
with the recommendations of the City’s Recreation & Parks Strategic Plan. According to
research and analysis by toxicologists at Gradient Toxicology & Risk Sciences, turf product is
a safe choice. And, according to a January 2017 Washington State Department of Health
report (available here:
https://www.doh.wa.gov/CommunityandEnvironment/Schools/EnvironmentalHealth/SyntheticT
urf), there is no elevated health risk for SBR rubber. The City of Johns Creek is utilizing the
same specified materials that are currently used by Georgia State University, the Fulton
County School System and the Atlanta Falcons. The new turf fields at both locations will allow
upcoming sports seasons to occur with minimal disruption and will enable leagues to increase
their play time in conditions that would have otherwise been lost to rain. Please let us know if
you have additional questions. Thanks!

at 11:20:57 on 11/07/2017 UTC
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Tags: deleted, edited 

Record ID: 20171027City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155790082407622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 18:45:26 on 10/26/2017 UTC

CANCELLED: Due to impending severe weather, the City’s Fall Family Festival scheduled for Saturday, Oct.
28 at Newtown Park has been CANCELLED. The event is not going to be rescheduled.

 
This Saturday, join us for the Fall Family Festival from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Newtown Park. The Costume
Contest will be held for kids age 12 and younger at noon under the big City tent. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2x1RhCV

Fall Family Festival

CANCELLED: Due to impending severe weather, the City’s Fall Family Festival scheduled for
Saturday, Oct. 28 at Newtown Park has been CANCELLED. The event is not going to be
rescheduled.

 

The City of Johns Creek’s big autumn event, the Fall Family Festival, is set for Saturday, Oct. 28
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Newtown Park. 

 
The annual Johns Creek Fall Family Festival features music, games, activities, arts & crafts,
inflatables, food and more. There is sure to be something for everyone to enjoy!

 
Dress up the kids (age 12 and under) for the Costume Contest during the festival, which will be held
at noon under the large City tent on the field!

 
Admission to the day's events is free. Tickets for individual Fall Family Festival activities will be
available for purchase.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2x1RhCV

Tags: deleted

Debra R Grant Kessinger Tara
at 11:23:24 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Michaela Badker There was NO RAIN (from 10 am to 1 pm) yesterday!�
at 14:00:17 on 10/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=364635933980026
at 20:10:32 on 10/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=364638610646425
at 20:21:35 on 10/29/2017 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 12:58:31 on 10/17/2017 UTC

CANCELLED: Due to impending severe weather, the City’s Fall Family Festival scheduled for Saturday, Oct.
28 at Newtown Park has been CANCELLED. The event is not going to be rescheduled.

 

The City of Johns Creek’s big autumn event, the Fall Family Festival, is set for Saturday, Oct. 28 from 10 a.m.
to 1 p.m. at Newtown Park. 

 
The annual Johns Creek Fall Family Festival features music, games, activities, arts & crafts, inflatables, food
and more. There is sure to be something for everyone to enjoy!

 
Dress up the kids (age 12 and under) for the Costume Contest during the festival, which will be held at noon
under the large City tent on the field!

 
Admission to the day's events is free. Tickets for individual Fall Family Festival activities will be available for
purchase.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2x1RhCV

Cancelled: Fall Family Festival

CANCELLED: Due to impending severe weather, the City’s Fall Family Festival scheduled for
Saturday, Oct. 28 at Newtown Park has been CANCELLED. The event is not going to be
rescheduled.

 

The City of Johns Creek’s big autumn event, the Fall Family Festival, is set for Saturday, Oct. 28
from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Newtown Park. 

 
The annual Johns Creek Fall Family Festival features music, games, activities, arts & crafts,
inflatables, food and more. There is sure to be something for everyone to enjoy!

 
Dress up the kids (age 12 and under) for the Costume Contest during the festival, which will be held
at noon under the large City tent on the field!

 
Admission to the day's events is free. Tickets for individual Fall Family Festival activities will be
available for purchase.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2x1RhCV

Tags: deleted

Renie Hetherington Nixon Brandow Terri Johnson
at 13:30:24 on 10/17/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Karen Smith I DO NOT GO HALLOWEEN!
at 13:40:55 on 10/17/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Jaya Stuger Jose Sanchez
at 13:42:49 on 10/17/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Jose Sanchez Let go if her mom dosent pick her up
at 15:48:10 on 10/17/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Kevin Allen Victoria Allen
at 16:44:09 on 10/17/2017 UTC



Tags: deleted

Faye Goodman Chelsea Terae
at 21:21:50 on 10/17/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Faye Goodman Family Fall Festival �
at 21:22:31 on 10/17/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Maria Villa Chavez Mira Jehny 😊 vamos 🙏
at 19:23:47 on 10/18/2017 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 16:05:02 on 10/27/2017 UTC

CANCELLED: Due to impending severe weather, the City’s Fall Family Festival scheduled for Saturday, Oct.
28 at Newtown Park has been CANCELLED. The event is not going to be rescheduled. http://bit.ly/2x1RhCV

Gema Adajet Bergman Oh man. And we are looking forward to it 😢
at 16:07:00 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Samantha Salathe Lisa Clark darn
at 16:07:19 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Lisa Clark Kinda figured
at 16:09:07 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Felicia DeKlyen Dang
at 16:14:39 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Linda Pongetti What severe weather?
at 18:34:34 on 10/27/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government The weather forecast for tomorrow morning is
calling for rain and thunderstorms. You can view the local weather forecast at
http://www.weather.gov

at 18:58:33 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Brian Salathe Lisa and Sam Avalon trick or drink?
at 19:12:49 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted



Matthew Levine

at 19:17:05 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Lisa Clark No drinking for me... But I will hang.
at 19:17:48 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Sabine Moens Kan Better be safe
at 19:19:21 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Wanda Hall-Simmons Oh man!!!
at 19:29:56 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Lorna L. Tanner Why is it not going to he rescheduled?
at 19:49:28 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Brian Salathe We not getting crazy
at 20:00:49 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Lisa Clark Ok...
at 20:56:41 on 10/27/2017 UTC

Shazia Khundmiri Can this event be rescheduled. Please.
at 11:29:09 on 10/28/2017 UTC

Pam Jones Sutton Autrey Millis still holding Spooky Mill tonight 
 http://autreymill.org/programsfamily/

at 14:15:39 on 10/28/2017 UTC

Pam Jones Sutton Autrey Mill is holding its Carnival Spooky Mill tonight Rain or shine
 http://autreymill.org/programsfamily/

at 14:16:19 on 10/28/2017 UTC

Gema Adajet Bergman Oh Thanks Pam, I'll check it out.
at 14:16:24 on 10/28/2017 UTC

Pam Jones Sutton Autrey Mill is Holding Spooky Mill tonight rain or shine
 http://autreymill.org/programsfamily/



at 14:17:14 on 10/28/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Eneida Jaen

at 14:14:25 on 10/29/2017 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:04:04 on 11/01/2017 UTC (hidden)

The City of Johns Creek and Keep Johns Creek Beautiful will conduct a Household Hazardous

Johns Creek - Home

JOHNSCREEKGA.GOV
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:04:04 on 11/01/2017 UTC (hidden)

The City of Johns Creek and Keep Johns Creek Beautiful will conduct a Household Hazardous

Johns Creek - Home

JOHNSCREEKGA.GOV
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Tags: deleted, hidden 
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:04:05 on 11/01/2017 UTC (hidden)

The City of Johns Creek and Keep Johns Creek Beautiful will conduct a Household Hazardous

Johns Creek - Home



JOHNSCREEKGA.GOV
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:04:05 on 11/01/2017 UTC (hidden)

The City of Johns Creek and Keep Johns Creek Beautiful will conduct a Household Hazardous

Johns Creek - Home

JOHNSCREEKGA.GOV
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:29:29 on 11/02/2017 UTC

Georgia Department of Transportation crews are currently extending the southbound Medlock Bridge Road
left turn lanes onto eastbound Abbotts Bridge Road by 100 feet. The project will also include pulling the
median nose back approximately 15 feet to help with eastbound Abbotts Bridge Road left turns onto
northbound Medlock Bridge Road.

 
The project is expected to be completed by the end of November, weather permitting.

Maria Partenheimer Crenshaw Would've saved us some money if the median had been
properly done to help left turns when it was worked on a few years ago .....supposedly to help
with the same issue SMH
at 13:47:04 on 11/02/2017 UTC

Jean Vanevenhoven How about doing SOMETHING to help with west bound Abbotts
Bridge???? Longer right turn lane, longer left turn lane? And a little paint over the gores
would help with North bound Medlock so right turn lane could be longer.
at 13:51:45 on 11/02/2017 UTC

Susan Shelor Thanks for finally fixing that poorly designed median nose.
at 13:54:56 on 11/02/2017 UTC

Anita Brown Smith John W. Smith



at 16:06:04 on 11/02/2017 UTC
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Tags: edited

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Jean Vanevenhoven, 
 Regarding Abbotts Bridge Road, there are plans for operational improvements between

Parsons Road and Medlock Bridge Road. More information is on the City website:
 https://www.johnscreekga.gov/Residents/Public-Works/Future-Improvements/Abbotts-Bridge-

Parsons-Medlock
 

The Georgia Department of Transportation is currently working on plans to widen Abbotts
Bridge from Medlock Bridge Road to Peachtree Industrial Road. 

 
Here’s a link to a press release about the Public Info Open House on the project in 2015.
https://www.johnscreekga.gov/NewsAndEvents/News-Archive/2015-News/Georgia-DOT-
seeking-public-input-on-plans-to-widen

 Within the press release, there’s a link to the GDOT website regarding the project. 
 

Medlock Bridge Road is on the TSPLOST project list:
 https://www.johnscreekga.gov/Residents/Public-Works/TSPLOST/Medlock-Bridge-Road-

Capacity-Project 
 Please let us know if you have additional questions. Thanks!

at 14:22:10 on 11/07/2017 UTC

Andrea Bailey Vaccaro Got caught in that traffic back up yesterday. Will be searching for an
alternate route since the already congested Medlock Bridge south and Abbotts Bridge east is
impossible on a normal day.
at 16:44:59 on 11/02/2017 UTC
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Tags: edited

Trudy Rogers Bradley Wouldn’t it make more sense to do this work at night rather then
backing up traffic for miles during the day!
at 22:06:20 on 11/02/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Carese Eck Gillespie It took me 30 minutes yesterday to go the 3.8 miles to they gym. Today
I took all back roads and it took 13 minutes - Whoop whoop!
at 0:34:12 on 11/03/2017 UTC

Cuauhtémoc Vázquez What abbots bridge within jones bridge and state bridge? It's horrible!
20 minutes just get from bridge to the other
at 0:55:50 on 11/03/2017 UTC

Karen Peura-Leis Please tell us when Kimball Bridge will be widened between Jones Bridge
and State Bridge?!!! Seriously widening Abbott’s Bridge and then everything comes to a halt
when it’s ONE lane each way?? Was told it would start in Spring 2017 and then fall
2017...nothing. It’s the worst bottle-neck and yet nothing. Someone needs to get on this!!!😡
at 11:30:37 on 11/03/2017 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Karen Peura-Leis. Construction will begin by
the end of November. Please let us know if you have additional questions. Thanks!
at 15:30:29 on 11/03/2017 UTC
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Tags: edited



Carolyn Roach Busby Which also put some small companies out of business because you
couldn't easily get to them.
at 21:10:52 on 11/03/2017 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 15:30:23 on 11/04/2017 UTC

Shred your sensitive documents, and recycle cooking fats, oils, and grease (FOG), fluorescent bulbs and
gently-used clothes and shoes on Saturday, Nov. 18.

 
The City and Keep Johns Creek Beautiful will host the recycling event from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at Panera Bread,
11715 Medlock Bridge Road.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2zuFEsS

Timeline Photos

Tags: deleted

Triveni Srinath Well organized event. Big thank you to volunteers. We should have this at
least twice a year.
at 1:04:41 on 11/05/2017 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 21:52:37 on 11/07/2017 UTC

Join the City of Johns Creek on Saturday, Nov. 18 in honoring our veterans and their service. The event will
be held at the Veterans Memorial Walk at Newtown Park and begins at 10 a.m. 

 
The celebration includes music from the Mount Pisgah School Chorus, recognition of local veterans, and the
introduction of new Johns Creek Veterans Association board members. Light refreshments will be served. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2yrRjJ4

Honoring Our Veterans celebration

Join the City of Johns Creek on Saturday, Nov. 18 in honoring our veterans and their service. The
event will be held at the Veterans Memorial Walk at Newtown Park and begins at 10 a.m. 

 
The celebration includes music from the Mount Pisgah School Chorus, recognition of local
veterans, and the introduction of new Johns Creek Veterans Association board members. Light
refreshments will be served. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2yrRjJ4
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 3 new photos.
at 21:07:56 on 11/09/2017 UTC

Gov. Nathan Deal today announced that Johns Creek-based Alcon, an eye care manufacturing company, will
invest $97 million in its next phase of a multi-year expansion production capacity project. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2zIpTi4

Photos from City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government's post

Tags: deleted

Bernadette Keoughan Fish Cara Endriss....isn’t this your company?
at 22:12:52 on 11/09/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Cara Endriss Yes it is!! 12 years now!
at 22:14:28 on 11/09/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Cara Endriss Good memory :)
at 22:14:36 on 11/09/2017 UTC

Michaela Badker Most jobs "created"... will be for non-JC residents.
at 22:48:36 on 11/09/2017 UTC

Annie Mapp Is it a good thing of will people's all over Atlanta ga get the jobs too.
at 22:50:18 on 11/09/2017 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem https://cmgajccommuting.files.wordpress.com/2015/09/traffic-0804-05.jpg

at 0:20:49 on 11/10/2017 UTC

Billy Holcombe I love working with Alcon and I’m excited that they continue to invest in
Johns Creek and create more jobs in Georgia.



at 3:10:46 on 11/10/2017 UTC

Paul Jensen Which is a problem in what way?
at 14:29:15 on 11/10/2017 UTC

Michaela Badker Paul Jensen https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=382678282166240
at 17:34:03 on 11/10/2017 UTC

Vicki Horton Great job team! Congrats!
at 20:17:13 on 11/10/2017 UTC
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Tags: edited

Lakisha Kaseem After receiving more than $158,810,377.00 in State/Local/Federal taxpayer
handouts(grants and tax subsidies)... THEY BETTER get you EXCITED�!
at 15:36:19 on 11/11/2017 UTC

Paul Jensen You didn't answer the question, how is it a problem?
 

It's always a treat to see someone with a fake FB account throwing personal insults.
at 17:22:40 on 11/13/2017 UTC

Michaela Badker Paul Jensen 😝
 

Now that you've enjoyed your *treat*... did you even bother to read Annie Mapp's comment
dated November 9 at 5:50pm, and the reply to it by Lakisha Kaseem on November 9 at
7:20pm?

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=384666828634052
at 23:21:34 on 11/15/2017 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:33:45 on 11/13/2017 UTC

Do you like to take photos? If so, we need your help capturing street signs on camera! 
 

Through a partnership between the City and @Mapillary, a smartphone app, residents can help collect street
sign locations by simply taking pictures of their neighborhood. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2mpNnTA

 
#CompleteTheMap

Mapillary

Tags: deleted

Mike Sabol It doesn’t say anything about Payment for services? Why would anyone do this
for free?
at 18:41:50 on 11/13/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Mike Sabol. This is a fun and interactive
activity that is available to residents to participate in. It is not meant to be a revenue generator



for the City. Residents who choose to participate in this project do so voluntarily, very similar
to the many other volunteer activities that are available. Some may choose to participate in
this activity rather than other volunteer opportunities because this may be more attractive or
closely aligned with a particular person's interest. Thanks!
at 21:25:24 on 11/13/2017 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 14:43:49 on 11/14/2017 UTC

Join us this Saturday for the 'Honoring Our Veterans' celebration!

Honoring Our Veterans celebration

Join the City of Johns Creek on Saturday, Nov. 18 in honoring our veterans and their service. The
event will be held at the Veterans Memorial Walk at Newtown Park and begins at 10 a.m. 

 
The celebration includes music from the Mount Pisgah School Chorus, recognition of local
veterans, and the introduction of new Johns Creek Veterans Association board members. Light
refreshments will be served. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2yrRjJ4
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 21:29:03 on 11/16/2017 UTC · 

The 30-foot Christmas tree and dreidel display lightings help kick off the holiday season at Newtown Park on
Thursday, Nov. 30 and will feature Santa, his reindeer, and other fun activities.

 
Festivities start at 6 p.m. on the Park Place event lawn at Newtown Park. 

 
Old St. Nick will hear youngsters’ wish lists. Free hot chocolate and coffee will be available while they last,
and s’mores, too! The food truck, Big C’s Chicago Kitchen, will be on-hand selling tasty pizza, hotdogs, and
more. The Johns Creek Veterans Association will also be selling food. There will be crafts, music, and kids'
activities. The celebration concludes at 8 p.m.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2jBmjje

Christmas Tree & Dreidel Display Lighting

The 30-foot Christmas tree and dreidel display lightings help kick off the holiday season at
Newtown Park on Thursday, Nov. 30 and will feature Santa, his reindeer, and other fun activities.

 
Festivities start at 6 p.m. on the Park Place event lawn at Newtown Park. 

 
Old St. Nick will hear youngsters’ wish lists. Free hot chocolate and coffee will be available while
they last, and s’mores, too! The food truck, Big C’s Chicago Kitchen, will be on-hand selling tasty
pizza, hotdogs, and more. The Johns Creek Veterans Association will also be selling food. There
will be crafts, music, and kids' activities. The celebration concludes at 8 p.m.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2jBmjje



Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem No Kwanzaa festivities?😞
at 21:42:34 on 11/16/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Tanya Harris Tarria Harris
at 22:02:28 on 11/16/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171118City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155851477607622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government is live now.
at 15:09:50 on 11/18/2017 UTC · 

'Honoring Our Veterans' event at Newtown Park!

Tags: deleted

Glenn Montgomery God bless America
at 15:13:28 on 11/18/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Podduturi Niranjan Excellent...
at 15:13:31 on 11/18/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Steve Prince Thank you Johns Creek!
at 15:14:26 on 11/18/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Reviews

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171121Sandra-ArnoldReviews24785_10204322789187119

Sandra Arnold — 1 

at 5:00:25 on 11/21/2017 UTC

Looks like someone in Johns Creek is headed for a run off as I have started receiving daily robo calls to
complete an election survey. Thing is, I do not and never have lived in Johns Creek. This has happened before
and I thought it was corrected but the calls are back. Received 4 of them today. I live, vote, and my address is
in another city...not Johns Creek! This is so harassing and stupid.

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171122City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155861262987622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 0:55:07 on 11/22/2017 UTC · 

Come see the adorable pups from the Golden Retriever Rescue of Atlanta, just one of dozens of participants
in the annual Founders Day Parade set for Saturday, Dec. 2 at 10 a.m.

 



The parade, which runs along State Bridge Road from West Morton to Kimball Bridge, features marching
bands, scouting groups, local businesses, civic organizations and much more!

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2hnAnfu

Tags: deleted

Susan Kacinko Jennifer Cosalter Jessel, we are planning on going ?
at 1:23:03 on 11/22/2017 UTC

Susan Kacinko Jennifer Borcher Losurdo, we are planning on going ! We had fun last year
at 1:23:50 on 11/22/2017 UTC

Elaine Maida Danielle Catherine 
 Does Winnie need a sister?? Lol

at 14:59:32 on 11/22/2017 UTC

Lisa Cox Mallory Draughon
at 4:01:23 on 11/23/2017 UTC

Mallory Draughon Oh Lisa- I’m so happy people know that I love Golden’s. Happy
Thanksgiving to you my dear.
at 4:14:03 on 11/23/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171127City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_154361661985125

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 21:20:29 on 11/27/2017 UTC · 

The Johns Creek Founders Day Parade is set for Saturday, Dec. 2 and will feature some favorites with the
return of the Yaarab Shriners, princesses from Olivia’s Dollhouse, and more! And, the Gwinnett Braves
mascot “Chopper” will also be back to help ring in the 2017 holiday season!

 
The annual Founders Day Parade, beginning at 10 a.m., is a celebration for the whole family and marks the
start of the north Fulton holiday season. The 1.4 mile-long parade has grown in popularity with thousands of
spectators lining the parade route on State Bridge Road (between West Morton and Kimball Bridge roads).

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2hnAnfu

Founders Day Parade

The Johns Creek Founders Day Parade is set for Saturday, Dec. 2 and will feature some favorites
with the return of the Yaarab Shriners, princesses from Olivia’s Dollhouse, and more! And, the
Gwinnett Braves mascot “Chopper” will also be back to help ring in the 2017 holiday season!

 
The annual Founders Day Parade, beginning at 10 a.m., is a celebration for the whole family and
marks the start of the north Fulton holiday season. The 1.4 mile-long parade has grown in
popularity with thousands of spectators lining the parade route on State Bridge Road (between
West Morton and Kimball Bridge roads).

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2hnAnfu



Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted, hidden 

Record ID: 20171127City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155876914972622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 21:37:13 on 11/27/2017 UTC (hidden) · 

The Johns Creek Founders Day Parade is set for Saturday, Dec. 2 and will feature some favorites with the
return of the Yaarab Shriners, princesses from Olivia’s Dollhouse, and more! The annual parade starts at 10
a.m., along State Bridge Road (between West Morton and Kimball Bridge roads).

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2hnAnfu

Founders Day Parade

The Johns Creek Founders Day Parade is set for Saturday, Dec. 2 and will feature some favorites
with the return of the Yaarab Shriners, princesses from Olivia’s Dollhouse, and more! And, the
Gwinnett Braves mascot “Chopper” will also be back to help ring in the 2017 holiday season!

 
The annual Founders Day Parade, beginning at 10 a.m., is a celebration for the whole family and
marks the start of the north Fulton holiday season. The 1.4 mile-long parade has grown in
popularity with thousands of spectators lining the parade route on State Bridge Road (between
West Morton and Kimball Bridge roads).

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2hnAnfu

Tags: deleted

Amy Buxton Wamsley Our Girl Scouts are excited to be in the parade again this year!
at 21:03:33 on 11/28/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20171129City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155882212282622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 14:54:00 on 11/29/2017 UTC · 

Join us tomorrow at 6 p.m. at Newtown Park to kick off the holiday season!

Christmas Tree & Dreidel Display Lighting

The 30-foot Christmas tree and dreidel display lightings help kick off the holiday season at
Newtown Park on Thursday, Nov. 30 and will feature Santa, his reindeer, and other fun activities.

 
Festivities start at 6 p.m. on the Park Place event lawn at Newtown Park. 

 
Old St. Nick will hear youngsters’ wish lists. Free hot chocolate and coffee will be available while
they last, and s’mores, too! The food truck, Big C’s Chicago Kitchen, will be on-hand selling tasty
pizza, hotdogs, and more. The Johns Creek Veterans Association will also be selling food. There
will be crafts, music, and kids' activities. The celebration concludes at 8 p.m.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2jBmjje

Tags: deleted

Alan Rosenbaum You don't light a dreidel. You spin it. You light a menorah. If you want to
light the dreidel, maybe you should spin the tree. Doesn't anyone involved know a Jew?
at 19:49:14 on 11/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Thanks for your note. The City of Johns Creek
has held the annual Christmas Tree & Dreidel Display Lighting event for the last 10 years.



There's a link to more information on the City website about the event included in the above
posting, and it includes a photo of what the lit dreidel display looks like. (Here's the link:
https://www.johnscreekga.gov/NewsAndEvents/News-Archive/2017-News/Christmas-Tree-
and-Dreidel-Lighting-ushers-in-2017)

 The Mayor of Johns Creek, Mike Bodker, and City Manager, Warren Hutmacher, are both
Jewish and the City strives to be inclusive and respectful of holiday celebrations. The reason
we have lights on the Dreidel is so that it can be seen in the dark. The City decided to use
symbols of the seasons that are not religious to avoid any conflict with state and federal laws.
We typically select an evening very late in November each year to gather the community to
celebrate together well ahead of the holiday season before schedules become too busy. The
event also features Santa, live reindeer, music, refreshments (while they last) and other
activities for the community to enjoy. We hope you’re able to attend this event! Please let us
know if you have any questions. Thanks!

at 20:55:22 on 11/29/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Bill Howell Pls say exactly where this event is taking place in the Park: either the
amphitheater or the Park Place lawn ?
at 15:25:28 on 11/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Bill Howell. The lighting will take place on
the Park Place lawn. Santa, his reindeer, and other activities will be held at the Amphitheater
following the lighting. We hope you're able to join us!
at 15:29:08 on 11/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Bill Howell Thanks. Which of these 2 locations will have the concessions and the free
sch'mores, hot chocolate, & coffee ?
at 16:07:46 on 11/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Bill Howell. The concessions will be located
at and around the Amphitheater. Thanks!
at 16:15:12 on 11/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Carly Blaiss-Haynes Will this be rain or shine?
at 21:29:11 on 11/30/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

She Nuh Sumtahknee Well written response. Ugh! I don't see dreidels being recognized at
other tree lightings. You think you do something nice and then bam. It was a lovely evening,
thank you.
at 5:13:09 on 12/01/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Leah Stinson Thank you City of Johns Creek for being inclusive! I love the dreidel and I
know a vast majority of people appreciate it!
at 14:57:54 on 12/01/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Leah Stinson She Nuh Sumtahknee Alan above was correct about lighting a dreidel isn't
similar to lighting a Christmas tree, don't need to bash him for his comment. He wasn't saying
he doesn't appreciate being represented, difference of opinions on how a holiday symbol
should be represented is OK



at 15:00:21 on 12/01/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Tags: deleted  Album:  Johns Creek Founders Day Parade 2017 

Record ID: 20171204City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10155896464822622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:42:25 on 12/04/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Tags: deleted  Album:  Johns Creek Founders Day Parade 2017 

Record ID: 20171204City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10155896472267622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:46:33 on 12/04/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171206City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155901680727622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:53:50 on 12/06/2017 UTC · 

With the runoff election complete, Fulton County is in the process of certifying election results. 
 

The unofficial results include:
 Johns Creek City Council Post 3:

 John Bradberry: 2,151 votes (57.76%)
 Vicki Horton: 1,573 (42.24%)

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2BHceoi

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=378708972572722
at 21:08:41 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Lakisha Kaseem Whoa....�



at 21:15:01 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Radical socialist, Vicki Horton soundly rejected by JC voters.
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=378708972572722
at 18:29:48 on 12/07/2017 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20171207City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155902595702622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 4 new photos.
at 0:30:00 on 12/07/2017 UTC · 

Mayor Pro Tem Steve Broadbent helped the Johns Creek Chamber of Commerce welcome Palmetto Twist to
the City at the store’s ribbon cutting today.

 
Palmetto Twist, located at 11720 Medlock Bridge, Suite 120, at the intersection of Medlock Bridge and
McGinnis Ferry roads, is a personalized boutique and gift shop.

 
Welcome to Johns Creek!

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem Exactly what JC needs! Another store full of JUNK😵
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5DnqW3F57E
at 4:48:04 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5DnqW3F57E
at 4:53:56 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Exactly what JC needs! Another store full of JUNK...
at 4:54:41 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem 😵
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=T5DnqW3F57E



at 4:55:13 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171206City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155902352272622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 2 new photos.
at 19:21:04 on 12/06/2017 UTC · 

The Johns Creek City Council voted unanimously to reallocate fellow Councilmember Cori Davenport’s entire
four-year city salary to the Johns Creek Public Safety Foundation, at her request.

 
As a result, the Johns Creek Public Safety Foundation, which is a non-profit organization that supports Johns
Creek police officers and firefighters in their time of need, will receive $60,000. This also marks the largest
single donation the organization has received in its 9-year history.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2BOpGrs

Lisa Anne Abrego Way to go Cori ! That's beautiful 💕
at 19:24:00 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Rosemary Margaret Shiman Thank you so much Councilmember Davenport!
at 19:25:15 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Amy Beth Estey I'm impressed...that is truly public service at its finest.
at 19:47:54 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem Does this mean no more "arrests" of family members in the future?�
 

https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/council-members-teen-daughter-arrested-for-marijuana-
possession

at 20:31:02 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Does this mean no more "arrests" of family members in the future?�
 



https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/council-members-teen-daughter-arrested-for-marijuana-
possession

at 1:54:19 on 12/07/2017 UTC (hidden)

Troy Bentley Now that’s all a leader!!!!
at 20:42:24 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Tina Marie Santoro Green You rock Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport��
at 20:47:05 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lisa Barnard Dekle I don't know why it was necessary to bring up something that happened
3 years ago.
at 1:54:19 on 12/07/2017 UTC (hidden)

Sonia Williams She’s got a big heart! Thanks Cori!😊
at 20:59:27 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Tracy Doucet Very impressive!
at 21:09:50 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Greg Bock Class act right there. Again, thank you for all the wonderful things that you have
done for the Johns Creek community.
at 21:12:50 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Preeti Hess That is awesome!! Thanks Cori!!
at 21:14:54 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Rick Marianacci Class act Cori Davenport!!
at 21:15:32 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Maureen Gordon You are a very special lady Cori!
at 21:41:28 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Janice Cammett Lane Cori, thank you for your service to Johns Creek! Your donation is such
a wonderful gift to those in need!
at 21:50:53 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Cindy Porche Very gracious of Cori for our city! Hopefully it will be used to do wonderful
things for the community and others.

 What a gift!
at 21:55:44 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Susan Kacinko Thank you
at 22:41:40 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Penny Harvard Tallis Always the giver. 💝. 😘
at 22:56:32 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Tracey Music-Snepp Awesome, Cori!!!
at 23:00:10 on 12/06/2017 UTC

Bev Corbin What a wonderful thing to do!
at 23:18:07 on 12/06/2017 UTC



Ann Marie Cassidy Just another example that it’s never been about the money...only that
you loved our city enough to make it the best it could be. 💕
at 0:09:04 on 12/07/2017 UTC

John Flack Cori, what a beautiful thing to do. Thank You
at 1:16:24 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Tom Warren Fantastic, Cori. So sorry that your legacy has been tarnished by your successor.
You have been a fantastic leader and advocate for the community.
at 1:42:00 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Russell Whorton Thank you Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport for your faithful stewardship of
Johns Creek!
at 2:28:20 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michael Bodker Lisa Barnard Dekle this happened this past Monday night not three years
ago and was one of the most selfless acts I have seen. Cori is one amazing person and we
were lucky to have her on our council these past 4 years!
at 2:47:42 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Lisa Barnard Dekle Michael, I meant the other comment someone posted about her
daughter. It has since been deleted thank goodness. I'm very impressed with her donation
and glad that she was on City council.
at 2:48:28 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lisa Barnard Dekle Michael, I was speaking of the comment someone posted about her
daughter which has since been deleted thankfully. I'm impressed by Cori's donation and
happy she is a part of the council.
at 2:49:46 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Michael Bodker Lisa Barnard Dekle sorry like you I am protective of her as I know what a
wonderful person she is and how hatefully some have treated her.
at 2:52:48 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Lisa Barnard Dekle Michael, I appreciate your service as well and it's great that you support
those serving around you. It is sad that some people aren't kind to others.
at 3:11:49 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Jim Mitrovich She didn’t need the money. Made enough in kickbacks from her billboard
neighbor I hear
at 18:29:43 on 12/07/2017 UTC (hidden)

Michelle Richards Mescall Wow! Godbless you.
at 4:38:22 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Latifa Tope That is so awesome Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport
at 6:30:30 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Jan Akers What a true public servant...blessings on her.
at 13:43:50 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Adrian Stroud Corinth Cori Bandy Davenport that is awesome!
at 13:50:59 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Rose-Anne McGrail Schmidt Amazing - God bless her. What a selfless gesture.
at 14:53:30 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Ryan Holbird If this happened in my town, we’d suspect it was a diversion to hide the



dealings with real estate agents and developers and a councilman in the middle raking in way
more than they are “donating.”
at 20:55:14 on 12/07/2017 UTC

Geoffrey Norton Class act!
at 1:18:43 on 12/08/2017 UTC

Charles Shaw Class Act 110% ��
at 1:56:42 on 12/08/2017 UTC

Skip Naxer Fantastic!!!!
at 2:10:18 on 12/08/2017 UTC

Roland Castro Thank you, Cori!
at 11:16:05 on 12/08/2017 UTC

Andy Rivero Awesome and generous council member.
at 11:58:11 on 12/08/2017 UTC

Lew Fiord Maybe the other council members should take her lead
at 1:27:38 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Julie Wilson Collins That is awesome!!
at 1:45:47 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Chase Bandy NO WORRIES HERE!
at 5:54:17 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Patricia Santalucia Watson 👍
at 10:35:09 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Tyler Hill Council members only make 15k a year......? Doubtful
at 12:32:39 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Jim Staszak This a true professional.
at 13:38:44 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Joey Mellin Outstanding gesture...
at 14:27:07 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Nancy Franklin My new hero!!
at 15:29:12 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Mark Harbin Amanda HarbinHinkle Andrew R. Hinkle
at 20:27:21 on 12/09/2017 UTC

David Parks Unless you’re Hillary, then it’s all about the money.
at 23:19:44 on 12/09/2017 UTC

Jacob Marshall Clinton Crites
at 0:10:16 on 12/10/2017 UTC

Chris Daniel Sounds like you might be electing the wrong people
at 0:17:27 on 12/10/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Lynn McNees Nelson Cori, everyone who knows you and loves you, which are quite a few,
thank you for your loving generosity to our city! This is no surprise to me. Bless you.
at 6:21:46 on 12/10/2017 UTC



Tom Warren Sounds like you're from the northeast.
at 13:28:00 on 12/10/2017 UTC

Rashad Lewis Bravo! Now that’s called “Public Service”!
at 23:45:04 on 12/10/2017 UTC

Ricky Ledford That's awesome....Good for her.
at 1:29:59 on 12/11/2017 UTC

Larry W. Eubanks I'd like to suggest J's C do more to help the many scattered community
Cemeteries, by using Community Service folks to help keep them looking great.
at 16:52:24 on 12/11/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171218City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155935681967622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:37:17 on 12/18/2017 UTC · 

Gov. Nathan Deal recently recognized 26 Georgia schools as the state’s top schools in its annual Single
Statewide Accountability System (SSAS) recognition program. Fifteen of those schools are located in Johns
Creek and were recognized as “highest performing school.” 

 
Highest Performing schools must earn a three-year average College and Career Ready Performance Index
(CCRPI) Achievement Score that ranks in at least the 93rd percentile.

 
Details: http://www.fultonschools.org/en/Pages/FCSSpotlight.aspx?item=368

Krista Kight Jackson And this is one of the main reasons we live in Johns Creek!! Keep up
the good work N Fulton!
at 14:28:16 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Miss Johns Creek/Miss Chattahoochee River Scholarship Pageants Johns Creek is an
amazing city to live in and the schools are all fantastic. #proudresident
at 14:35:47 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Goutham Mulamalla JC is great city ,pretty safe and out standing schools that’s why we
moved to JC from Hartford, CT
at 14:55:17 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Brenda Bruley John's Creek is a wonderful place to live.
at 15:07:36 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Kaylee Thy Le I LOVE living here
at 15:13:56 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Miss Johns Creek/Miss Chattahoochee River Scholarship Pageants Yes we are long time
residents and can attest to the amazing schools in the area.
at 15:43:33 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Valerie Bernal Michelle Richard (Tamica Clemons Richard)
at 16:33:31 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Sarah Westcot Joan McCormick Gibbons



at 18:19:28 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Gail Schmidt Good going John’s Creek. Keep up the good work!!!!
at 18:27:18 on 12/18/2017 UTC

Debi Cash Bargabus We love our Johns Creek school!
at 1:24:55 on 12/19/2017 UTC

Anne Randolph Clark Pugh Hooray!!!
at 2:55:57 on 12/19/2017 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michelle Richard That’s cool! The girls’ schools are all on here at gold level and above. We
love our community!
at 3:07:48 on 12/19/2017 UTC

Christine Rizzo Corrigan Now this is something to brag about!
at 9:29:03 on 12/19/2017 UTC



Facebook Deleted Comments generated at 16:10:37 on 9/10/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20171218City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155935681967622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:37:17 on 12/18/2017 UTC · 

Gov. Nathan Deal recently recognized 26 Georgia schools as the state’s top schools in its annual Single
Statewide Accountability System (SSAS) recognition program. Fifteen of those schools are located in Johns
Creek and were recognized as “highest performing school.” 

 
Highest Performing schools must earn a three-year average College and Career Ready Performance Index
(CCRPI) Achievement Score that ranks in at least the 93rd percentile.

 
Details: http://www.fultonschools.org/en/Pages/FCSSpotlight.aspx?item=368

Anne-Marie Darr Impressive. Thank you, teachers!!!
at 22:11:51 on 12/19/2017 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted, hidden 

Record ID: 20171222City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155947230627622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 20:32:14 on 12/22/2017 UTC (hidden) · 

Official Facebook page for the City of Johns Creek, Georgia, a leading suburban community in metro Atlanta.

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government

VISITOR.R20.CONSTANTCONTACT.COM

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180108City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10155990612037622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared Fulton County Schools's post.
at 1:01:25 on 1/08/2018 UTC · 

FYI: Fulton County Schools are closed tomorrow, Jan. 8.

Fulton County Schools



All Fulton County Schools closed on Monday, January 8. Students and staff should not report.
 

Schools are closed on Monday, January 8 due to the weather forecast of icy road conditions throughout the county and
the traffic challenges presented by the College Football Championship game from fans and the presidential motorcade.

Dulla Omar Larry Jenkins
at 1:07:07 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted, hidden

Jane Sgrignoli Rode Let the bitching begin.😝
at 1:10:44 on 1/08/2018 UTC (hidden)

Karolyn Ramos Lucy Miqui Ricardo Nat
 

Amigos que opinan
at 1:20:25 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Ricardo Nat Que a nosotros Clayton nos va a hacer ir sí o sí.
at 1:23:14 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Karolyn Ramos Yo estoy segura de eso. 😏😏😏😏
at 1:23:55 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Faye Goodman Chelsea Terae
at 1:27:32 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Kinsley Boyett Courtney Evan Goodroe
at 1:34:36 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Ricardo Nat No hay clase mañana amiga.
at 1:50:26 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Karolyn Ramos Esooooo coñoooo
at 1:51:00 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Karolyn Ramos

at 1:51:05 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Eric Branen Fulton county schools are closed if it's anything less than a 6 on the Wiz-ometer.
at 2:49:49 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Kimberly Salamone Roll Tide!
at 3:05:13 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Ashley Nicole Senior Edward 😂 Go Dawgs!
at 3:25:18 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Angie Garrard Interesting!
at 11:14:39 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Matthew Levine But you're wearing a Falcons jersey at Disney World
at 12:34:22 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted



Matthew Levine

at 12:35:26 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Matthew Levine

at 12:35:46 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Matthew Levine I think you mean Wussie-Meter
at 12:36:39 on 1/08/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180117City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156015521987622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared Fulton County Schools's post.
at 20:53:48 on 1/17/2018 UTC · 

FYI...Fulton County Schools will be closed Thursday, Jan. 18.

Fulton County Schools

Fulton County Schools will remain closed for students and staff (except those identified for recovery operations) due to
the Governor's declaration of a State of Emergency through 1/18/18 and continued icy road conditions throughout the
county.

Abdelaziz Hamza Mohamed Hamza lharba tsellek
at 20:57:50 on 1/17/2018 UTC

Tina Culpepper What about Gwinnett and Walton county?
at 21:04:50 on 1/17/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Keith Davis One more day!!
at 21:08:36 on 1/17/2018 UTC

Susan Duran Stephanie Williams
at 21:13:41 on 1/17/2018 UTC

Melissa Gutierrez What is the plan to ensure they have the appropriate number of days to
wrap up the school year?
at 21:18:24 on 1/17/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Tina, According to Gwinnett County Public
Schools Facebook page, they will be closed tomorrow (Thursday, Jan. 18). You can view



updates on Walton County Schools' Facebook page:
https://www.facebook.com/waltoncountyschools/

at 21:37:24 on 1/17/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Melissa, Any plans regarding school days
are made by Fulton County Schools.
at 21:37:46 on 1/17/2018 UTC

Sherri Kane Here to probably friday too
at 21:49:02 on 1/17/2018 UTC

Tina Culpepper Thank you.
at 21:49:47 on 1/17/2018 UTC

Shelley Ruiz Fulton will be reaching out to admin and staff next week to discuss strategic
plan to make up instruction
at 1:10:52 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Priscilla Lugo Awesome it's my son's BDay🎈🎈🎈🎈
at 3:09:04 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos Version: Current

Tags: edited  Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180118City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156017907847622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 17:24:29 on 1/18/2018 UTC

***Update: Park Place will be closed to the public until further notice due to repairs resulting from a burst pipe.
Classes and programs are cancelled until further notice.

 
For participants who have questions, please email ParkPlace@JohnsCreekGA.gov or leave a message by
calling 678-512-3430 and someone will return your call.

 
Park Place will be CLOSED today, Thursday, Jan. 18, for repairs related to a burst pipe.

 
Classes and programs scheduled today are cancelled.

Robert Routier Must be an old photo . . . no ice
at 17:27:12 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Chris Norwood How many times has Park Place had burst pipes? It has happened in the
past and suggest you get a decent contractor to make the repairs. I also remember it took
forever for the original contractor to complete the project. 😯
at 17:57:42 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted



City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Chris, This burst pipe is likely due to the
below freezing temperatures in our area over the last few days. Crews are currently on scene
working on repairs. Park Place had a pipe burst in the yoga room a few years ago.
at 18:38:31 on 1/18/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Robert, You are correct; this photo was not
taken today. Looking forward to green grass and flowers in bloom this spring!
at 18:40:31 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180118City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156017908157622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 17:24:29 on 1/18/2018 UTC · 

***Update: Park Place will be closed to the public until further notice due to repairs resulting from a burst pipe.
Classes and programs are cancelled until further notice.

 
For participants who have questions, please email ParkPlace@JohnsCreekGA.gov or leave a message by
calling 678-512-3430 and someone will return your call.

 
Park Place will be CLOSED today, Thursday, Jan. 18, for repairs related to a burst pipe.

 
Classes and programs scheduled today are cancelled.

Robert Routier Must be an old photo . . . no ice
at 17:27:12 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Chris Norwood How many times has Park Place had burst pipes? It has happened in the
past and suggest you get a decent contractor to make the repairs. I also remember it took
forever for the original contractor to complete the project. 😯
at 17:57:42 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Chris, This burst pipe is likely due to the
below freezing temperatures in our area over the last few days. Crews are currently on scene
working on repairs. Park Place had a pipe burst in the yoga room a few years ago.
at 18:38:31 on 1/18/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Robert, You are correct; this photo was not
taken today. Looking forward to green grass and flowers in bloom this spring!
at 18:40:31 on 1/18/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180119City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156021034587622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 20:52:13 on 1/19/2018 UTC · 

Park Place will be closed until Tuesday, Jan. 23 due to repairs from a burst pipe.
 



Crews will continue making repairs at Park Place throughout the next few days. 
 

There will be on-going repairs to a portion of the kitchen area therefore most of the fitness classes will be
relocated to the Newtown Community Clubhouse (next door to Park Place) with slight modifications to some
class times. If you are enrolled in one of our fitness classes, you will receive an email about your specific
class and meeting time.

 
Park Place will reopen for regularly scheduled hours at 9 a.m. on Tuesday, Jan. 23.

 
For participants who have questions, please email ParkPlace@JohnsCreekGA.gov or leave a message by
calling 678-512-3430 and someone will return your call.

 
Thank you for your patience!

 
For info about Park Place: http://bit.ly/2uf3ZjE

Tags: deleted

Andrea Katz Australian Bakery Cafe
at 21:27:27 on 1/22/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180123City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156032272207622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:15:14 on 1/23/2018 UTC

Tonight: The Fulton County Transit Meeting will be held tonight from 6-8 p.m. at the Marriott Alpharetta, 5750
Windward Parkway in Alpharetta. An additional meeting is scheduled for tomorrow, Wednesday, Jan. 24 from
6:30-8:30 p.m. at College Park City Hall, 3667 Main Street, in College Park.

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2CoJCkN

Tags: deleted

Kiersten Kleiber Please consider adding lighting to the newly poured sidewalks along
Abbott's Bridge Rd. The road is ridiculously dark. I am beyond thrilled there will soon be walk-
able, bike-able sidewalks to encourage other modes of getting to and from places, in an effort
to further promote use by citizens, lights would add a MUCH needed security component to
the plan. Additionally, would there be any thoughts to adding a pedestrian bridge somewhere
around Abbott's/Jones bridge to allow safer access to ride to the Greenway? Let's achieve
the Smart City sustainability.
at 16:51:50 on 1/23/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Kiersten. Thanks for your input and
suggestions. I have passed this on to Public Works.
at 14:22:17 on 1/24/2018 UTC



Tags: deleted

Kiersten Kleiber City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Thank you. I have discussed
this with someone over the project a couple of weeks ago. That is how I found out lights were
not part of the plan.Thank you for the reply.
at 14:26:29 on 1/24/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos Version: Current

Tags: edited  Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180125City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156036895927622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:45:00 on 1/25/2018 UTC

We need YOU for the International Festival!
 

Sponsors, vendors, performers, and volunteers – sign up today to be a part of the celebration of the best
traditional food, music, and art from our community at the festival on April 21.

 
The free community event will feature restaurants and food trucks, vendors, international beer and wine
garden, live music and dance performances, and fun kids activities on Heisman Field, across from the Atlanta
Athletic Club.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2Bv8F8w

Lynda McAuliffe Sharp Karen Orwoll Goins
at 12:58:17 on 1/25/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Kiersten Kleiber Taqueria Tsunami Stockyard Burgers
at 22:07:24 on 1/25/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180128City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156047697972622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:30:19 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Provide your input on the future of the combined Cauley Creek/Quail Hollow Park on Tuesday, Jan. 30 from 7-
9 p.m. at Johns Creek United Methodist Church, 11180 Medlock Bridge Road, Room 207.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2AOxisd

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden



Lakisha Kaseem 😲
 

"Given the potential for massive habitat loss for wildlife and the proximity of this proposed
park to the Chattahoochee River, we feel that an active use park with managed ball fields and
impervious surface parking for up to 800 vehicles is not the best use for this fragile
landscape. Instead, we encourage the city to consider using this environmentally sensitive
property as one of the passive parks. This would make more sense for both people and birds
to thrive, while still adhering to the Strategic Plan and the Metropolitan River Protection Act."

 
https://www.johnscreekpost.com/atlanta-audubon-letter-city-council-reject-current-plan-
cauley-creek-park/

at 21:15:37 on 1/28/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.johnscreekpost.com/atlanta-audubon-letter-city-council-reject-
current-plan-cauley-creek-park/

at 21:15:53 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Carole Petz How about just leave it be
at 1:52:09 on 1/29/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180128City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156047697972622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:30:18 on 1/28/2018 UTC · 

Provide your input on the future of the combined Cauley Creek/Quail Hollow Park on Tuesday, Jan. 30 from
7-9 p.m. at Johns Creek United Methodist Church, 11180 Medlock Bridge Road, Room 207.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2AOxisd

Lakisha Kaseem 😲
 

"Given the potential for massive habitat loss for wildlife and the proximity of this proposed
park to the Chattahoochee River, we feel that an active use park with managed ball fields and
impervious surface parking for up to 800 vehicles is not the best use for this fragile
landscape. Instead, we encourage the city to consider using this environmentally sensitive
property as one of the passive parks. This would make more sense for both people and birds
to thrive, while still adhering to the Strategic Plan and the Metropolitan River Protection Act."

 



https://www.johnscreekpost.com/atlanta-audubon-letter-city-council-reject-current-plan-
cauley-creek-park/

at 21:15:37 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.johnscreekpost.com/atlanta-audubon-letter-city-council-reject-
current-plan-cauley-creek-park/

at 21:15:53 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Carole Petz How about just leave it be
at 1:52:09 on 1/29/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180128City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156048386257622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:15:11 on 1/28/2018 UTC · 

This Wednesday, Jan. 31, students at Dolvin and Ocee Elementary Schools are encouraged to participate in
“Walk to School Wednesday,” which takes its first step towards reducing our carbon footprint and the level of
congestion on our roads.

 
Every Wednesday, for the rest of the school year, we encourage our young people to walk, bike, roll, or ride
the school bus to school!

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2zUVVYi

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Ramona Curtis McCary Now please be sure you have officers or safety spotters along the
way to keep our children safe if you wish to promote this initiative. This is not your back in the
day environment. And no, I'm not paranoid, just participate in our Methodist initiative to be
aware of the high incident of child kidnapping in our metro area. Green is a great initiative,
but child safety is paramount and trumps green.
at 18:21:24 on 1/28/2018 UTC



Tags: deleted

Ko Seo Every neighborhood is not connected with sidewalks to school. I’ve seen people
parking to the nearest neighborhood to walk their children, which I think defeats the whole
purpose. If you are going to promote walk to school, you need to connect the sidewalks for
safe walking first.
at 23:19:31 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Michaela Badker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=414282312339170
at 23:41:51 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Karen Anderson Schulze Given the fact that a "limited" nuclear war is apparently an option
now, which public buildings in Johns Creek and/or the surrounding areas have been
designated fallout shelters in the event of a nuclear blast?
at 17:27:57 on 1/29/2018 UTC

Michaela Badker .
 Don't the billboards in JC provide "limited" protection?😂

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=414661602301241
at 20:25:24 on 1/29/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180212City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156059376812622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 15:27:01 on 2/01/2018 UTC · 

Chattahoochee High School senior Puneet Singh has been named one of more than 4,500 candidates in the
2018 U.S. Presidential Scholars Program. Candidates were selected from nearly 3.6 million students
expected to graduate from U.S. high schools in 2018.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2GCx6QX

 
Photo Credit: © 2017 Gateway PhotoArtistry/Gena B. Ford

Thien Trang Thi Nguyen Good Morning, congrats keeping up with the desnety for your
future...
at 18:58:12 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Beatriz Saeed Congratulations!
at 19:23:57 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Twistzbandz Jobie Congratulations!!
at 19:41:26 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Ramona Curtis McCary Congratulations!!!
at 21:03:16 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Shimka Smylowitz Don't forget your history nor your *desnety*



- Bob Marley😉
 

http://www.uvacga.org/

at 23:24:35 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Sharon Vogel Congrats
at 23:59:18 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Betsy Brown DaMour Quite an accomplishment. Congratulations! 🎉
at 0:10:16 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Kiran Singh Congratulations son. Proud of you.
at 0:57:22 on 2/02/2018 UTC

ChandraKanth Reddy Congratulations 👍
at 1:06:58 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Munira Rangoonwala-Shivani Congratulations.
at 1:33:02 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Robert Goldman Tremendous accomplishment. Outstanding! Congratulations!!
at 1:42:32 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Hemalatha Manickavinayaham Congrats Puneet!
at 2:40:14 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Srikanth Kari Congratulations
at 3:45:01 on 2/02/2018 UTC

O.p. Singh Tremendous achievement. Congratulations Puneet
at 4:02:32 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Archana Singh Congrats Puneet
at 6:19:28 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Abhijeeth Singh Thakur Congratulations Puneet bhai😁
at 6:48:47 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Vijai Laxmi Singh Wow
at 9:14:23 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Richa Tewari Shukla This is huge. God bless you.
at 11:59:13 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Jim N Linda Tawzer Congratulations. 👍
at 16:11:37 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Shikha Agrawal Very Many Congratulations!
at 16:12:05 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Gauri Naik Sharma Wow👍
at 16:51:34 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Dimple Mahanty Congratulations....
at 18:39:46 on 2/02/2018 UTC



Anju Singh Congratulations my dear. Mom & dad are very proud of you
at 0:20:53 on 2/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz "Desnety không tồn tại. Đó là Thượng Đế chúng ta cần, và nhanh
chóng."�

 -Adelia Prado
at 1:58:54 on 2/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Rajita Malladi Congrats
at 2:57:45 on 2/03/2018 UTC

Mythily Krishnan Congratulations Kiran. Like dad like son!!! K always talks about your
intelligence
at 4:18:36 on 2/03/2018 UTC

Harjot Singh Congrats!!
at 14:38:50 on 2/03/2018 UTC

Anu Kasani Congratulations Puneet!
at 16:41:03 on 2/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Thanks for the info My thily.
 

Is K also a *strict disciplinarian* like Russell's dad?😜
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=uwbc_v1xBAU

at 19:50:08 on 2/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Jane Masters Virag Congratulations to all 19 of the Johns Creek Presidential Scholarship
candidates at Northview, Johns Creek, and Chattahoochee!
at 3:22:00 on 2/05/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180130City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156055052482622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 23:15:01 on 1/30/2018 UTC · 

View Mayor Mike Bodker's statement on the proposed MARTA tax increase: http://bit.ly/2EoSQiF

Ramya Shivkumar ,at this point one does not require a study to prove that North Fulton is
badly/desperately in need of public transport in any form. I wonder if the mayor ever



commutes to downtown or midtown or Dunwoody everyday. Just one week in peak hour
traffic to and fro....should do it.
at 23:46:55 on 1/30/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Then move closer to wherever you want to be... it's still a free country😉
at 0:02:57 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Roy Wronker This is the important part:
 "the fact that yet again Fulton County (DeKalb County and Clayton County) is asked to fund

transit for metro Atlanta without any investment from other metro Atlanta residents and
businesses."
at 0:06:16 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Trevor Baggett Lakisha Kaseem your comments are very unfriendly; we live in Johns Creek
because we don’t want the crime and low life trash Atlanta has to offer. Plus, we pay taxes to
live here so our elected officials can usher in 2018 and have a plan for mass transit. It is
indeed a free country, but our governments need to work harder and look to places like China
and Japan for better solutions to the grid lock. Having spent a great deal in Asia where the
population in cities comparable to Atlanta are a factor of 10x, people can move around much
easier and efficiently.
at 0:15:44 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Kent Altom “Complaining about a problem without offering a solution is called whining.” —
Teddy Roosevelt
at 0:51:12 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lisa Barnard Dekle I think that transit and light rail is very much needed but I agree with the
Mayor that it should be funded by ALL metro counties. Fulton, Dekalb and now Clayton have
been funding MARTA for years all the while residents in Gwinnett, Cobb and other metro
counties utilize the service but don't help pay for it.
at 0:51:38 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker I do commute to Dunwoody almost every work day. It takes me about an
hour to drive 13 miles. I am not calling for more studies, but am asking a reasonable question
about ridership and the impact on traffic as compared to the amount of money invested. I
believe any dollars invested should be tied to expected results that can be measured and
used to determine continued investment or the abandonment thereof if reasonable results are
not being achieved.
at 1:32:41 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Andrew Fitzgerald Michael Bodker I'm not "glad" that you're sitting in traffic every day but
am glad to see that a decision maker has first-hand experience on how important and awful
this issue is for the people here. If we're looking for some kind of ROI, it just isn't going to
happen - but that doesn't mean it doesn't make sense. Based on numbers alone, I should be
renting an apartment instead of buying a house (yay, no debt!) - but the extra expense in
interest/taxes, etc are worth the qualitative improvements in life. Sure, the numbers are the
most important thing...but there's also the immeasurable improvements that we'd get from
better transportation options.
at 1:43:43 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Ramya Shivkumar Michael Bodker There are tangible and intangible results to any solution.
While in my opinion, the tangible benefits are clear as crystal there is a huge intangible
benefit that you cannot put a price tag on. What is the price people/ govt willing to pay to
increase the quality of life, time with children, reduction in childcare expenses, and better
connectivity. Can we put a price tag on quality of life, health benefits from less stress. There
are numerous studies that tie the stress levels to health expenditures. ( I am assuming that
we can agree that driving in traffic increases stress levels). A complete life cycle ROI which
encompasses not just the profit loss statement but also factors in the health and well-being of
the people will provide staggering case. That Mr Mayor will give you numbers that has the
potential to stun anyone. A balance sheet is not always the ONLY way to look at what makes
sense for the people. And like people mentioned, I can quit my job or buy a house closer to



work. Then when I lose my job or want to change jobs, I can again sell and move and keep
doing that until my finances go for a toss! My moving or other moving does not change
anything. FYI - I leave home at 6.50am and return at 6.15pm and I haven't clocked in my 8
hours at work. I get back to work after 9pm to complete rest of my work day. Every day I put
in an extra 3.5 hrs commute time which equals to a 6 day work week!.
at 1:46:15 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Ramya Shivkumar Visionaries and pioneers never ask ‘why me’ – its always ‘why not me’.
Progress can never be made with a ‘why me’ attitude. We lead by example and then
persuade others to follow. We make it such a success that people want to emulate. – Just
saying my 2 cents.
at 2:00:58 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Trevor Baggett 😆
 

"Lakisha Kaseem your comments are very unfriendly"
 

- I am not here to make friends.
 

"we live in Johns Creek because we don’t want the crime and low life trash Atlanta has to
offer"

 
- Public Transit will DEFINITELY bring in more of what *Atlanta has to offer*

 
"Plus, we pay taxes to live here so our elected officials can usher in 2018 and have a plan for
mass transit."

 
- A majority of us are not willing to pay for your "plans"

 
"It is indeed a free country, but our governments need to work harder and look to places like
China and Japan for better solutions to the grid lock."

 
- Then why do we have plane loads of people coming here to JC from China and other Asian
countries?

 
"Having spent a great deal in Asia where the population in cities comparable to Atlanta are a
factor of 10x, people can move around much easier and efficiently."

 
- Then why leave Asia?
at 2:30:02 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Ramya Shivkumar 😫
 

"I can quit my job or buy a house closer to work. Then when I lose my job or want to change
jobs, I can again sell and move and keep doing that until my finances go for a toss! My
moving or other moving does not change anything. FYI - I leave home at 6.50am and return
at 6.15pm and I haven't clocked in my 8 hours at work. I get back to work after 9pm to
complete rest of my work day. Every day I put in an extra 3.5 hrs commute time which equals
to a 6 day work week!"

 .
 

- You need to RENT a place close to wherever/whenever you work, dear!
 

.
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401635046946781

at 2:42:35 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401804090263210
at 13:51:49 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Katie Neal Sinotte Thank you for your thoughtfulness and consideration that is being shown
in this decision process. 

 
Can you further explain why it’s believed that the “only sensible choice is one that does NOT
involve the investment in light or heavy rail?”

 I am certainly opposed to the idea of additional buses as the mass transit option - since that
will only add to the number of vehicles in the road and increase congestion. 



But short of investing in personal aircraft (yeah for helicopter pads in our backyards!�), we
seriously need to consider light rail- even rail that could run on existing railroad lines. There
are only two routes over the Chattahoochee for cars right now- and they clog up fast. 

 
Check out what’s going on in Nashville. Yes, there is a sales tax increase to pay for their long
term transit plan, but also a hotel, rental car and business/excise tax to help pay for it as well.
at 15:35:47 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Ramya Shivkumar Lakisha Kaseem you need to back off eith your advice. Incase you dont
understand i am not the only one in my family that works. Logistics of where i live isnt only
determined by where i work. I have a husband and kids to factor into. So please refrain from
providing your wonderful but extremely hopeless advice. I am expressing my opinion about
PUBLIC Transport. You need to stop expressing your opinion about my PRIVATE life.
at 17:26:19 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Kent Altom Lakisha Kaseem, as they as, even a broken clock is right twice a day.
at 18:36:53 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Michael Garrison The probability is that many people may be for public transit for others,
while they continue to drive, resulting in little impact on traffic congestion and a waste of
money.
at 18:52:53 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Bob Garrison Why not create an incentive for carpooling. MARTA is the most inept system in
the country if not the world so why waste money on that garbage.
at 20:02:33 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem Ramya Shivkumar ... 😊
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401930010250618
 

.
at 20:14:18 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Kent Altom �
 

Not if yours is digital...
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401930963583856
at 20:25:54 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Ramya Shivkumar ...�
 

You are here on a PUBLIC forum seeking advice on how to manage YOUR family unit and
budget.(Just read your previous comments.)

 
Keep in mind, nobody forced you to get married or have kids. Nobody forced you to buy a
house in Johns Creek. No one promised you PUBLIC TRANSPORT when you moved here... 

 
Now, to solve your personal problems, you are here DEMANDING/FORCING(taxes are not
voluntary) a vast majority of hardworking taxpayers to subsidize your *messy* lifestyle that
you chose/created.- NO, can't do!

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401943743582578
at 21:13:45 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Ramya Shivkumar ,
 

You are here on a PUBLIC forum seeking advice on how to manage your family unit and
budget.(Just read your previous comments)

 
Keep in mind, nobody here forced you to get married or have kids. None of us forced you to



buy a house in Johns Creek. No one promised you PUBLIC TRANSPORT when you moved
here. 

 
Now, to solve your personal problems, you are here DEMANDING/FORCING(taxes are not
voluntary) a vast majority of hardworking taxpayers to subsidize your *messy* lifestyle that
you chose/created.- - NO, can't do!
at 22:02:35 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem "Top comments is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out." -
Why? And who decides what's a "top comment"?😡
at 23:47:52 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem 👁 
 

Okay. Let's check out what’s going on in Nashville...
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/25-most-dangerous-cities-in-america/ss-
AAsxtw1#image=2

at 0:28:42 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Ken Orbach Sad, Atlanta will never have good public transportation and traffic will continue
to get worse. It's almost unbearable now, wait till you literally can't move. There needs to be a
regional transportation system. That is how it's done in the north. Trains are really good here.
I take a train to NYC most days. One hour each way and I live 50 miles outside the city.
Driving would be 2-3 hours. MARTA needs to expand and provide people an alternative to
driving.
at 0:53:03 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Joshua Lynn Krueger Plenty of parking in that empty strip mall city y'all got up there. 
 

But the new electronic billboards are great! Could almost see one from the golf course.
at 5:09:16 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Kim Scott Collins So basically let’s do nothing and hope traffic magically disappears
at 15:43:55 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted, hidden

Mikael Hunt-Chance I use it all the time w/o issue. I have stations very close to my work &
home. 

 Maybe if you had stations nearer to you, you could actually use & benefit from it instead of
throwing around obviously ignorant bullshit.
at 0:05:40 on 2/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Ramya Shivkumar That's the modus operandi for next couple of years looks like.😭
at 18:06:07 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Andrew Fitzgerald Yay.
 

http://commuting.blog.ajc.com/2018/02/06/report-confirms-atlanta-has-some-of-the-worlds-
worst-traffic/



at 17:59:44 on 2/06/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180130City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156055051807622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 23:15:01 on 1/30/2018 UTC

View Mayor Mike Bodker's statement on the proposed MARTA tax increase: http://bit.ly/2EoSQiF

Ramya Shivkumar ,at this point one does not require a study to prove that North Fulton is
badly/desperately in need of public transport in any form. I wonder if the mayor ever
commutes to downtown or midtown or Dunwoody everyday. Just one week in peak hour
traffic to and fro....should do it.
at 23:46:55 on 1/30/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Then move closer to wherever you want to be... it's still a free country😉
at 0:02:57 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Roy Wronker This is the important part:
 "the fact that yet again Fulton County (DeKalb County and Clayton County) is asked to fund

transit for metro Atlanta without any investment from other metro Atlanta residents and
businesses."
at 0:06:16 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Trevor Baggett Lakisha Kaseem your comments are very unfriendly; we live in Johns Creek
because we don’t want the crime and low life trash Atlanta has to offer. Plus, we pay taxes to
live here so our elected officials can usher in 2018 and have a plan for mass transit. It is
indeed a free country, but our governments need to work harder and look to places like China
and Japan for better solutions to the grid lock. Having spent a great deal in Asia where the
population in cities comparable to Atlanta are a factor of 10x, people can move around much
easier and efficiently.
at 0:15:44 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Kent Altom “Complaining about a problem without offering a solution is called whining.” —
Teddy Roosevelt
at 0:51:12 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Lisa Barnard Dekle I think that transit and light rail is very much needed but I agree with the
Mayor that it should be funded by ALL metro counties. Fulton, Dekalb and now Clayton have
been funding MARTA for years all the while residents in Gwinnett, Cobb and other metro
counties utilize the service but don't help pay for it.
at 0:51:38 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker I do commute to Dunwoody almost every work day. It takes me about an
hour to drive 13 miles. I am not calling for more studies, but am asking a reasonable question
about ridership and the impact on traffic as compared to the amount of money invested. I



believe any dollars invested should be tied to expected results that can be measured and
used to determine continued investment or the abandonment thereof if reasonable results are
not being achieved.
at 1:32:41 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Andrew Fitzgerald Michael Bodker I'm not "glad" that you're sitting in traffic every day but
am glad to see that a decision maker has first-hand experience on how important and awful
this issue is for the people here. If we're looking for some kind of ROI, it just isn't going to
happen - but that doesn't mean it doesn't make sense. Based on numbers alone, I should be
renting an apartment instead of buying a house (yay, no debt!) - but the extra expense in
interest/taxes, etc are worth the qualitative improvements in life. Sure, the numbers are the
most important thing...but there's also the immeasurable improvements that we'd get from
better transportation options.
at 1:43:43 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Ramya Shivkumar Michael Bodker There are tangible and intangible results to any solution.
While in my opinion, the tangible benefits are clear as crystal there is a huge intangible
benefit that you cannot put a price tag on. What is the price people/ govt willing to pay to
increase the quality of life, time with children, reduction in childcare expenses, and better
connectivity. Can we put a price tag on quality of life, health benefits from less stress. There
are numerous studies that tie the stress levels to health expenditures. ( I am assuming that
we can agree that driving in traffic increases stress levels). A complete life cycle ROI which
encompasses not just the profit loss statement but also factors in the health and well-being of
the people will provide staggering case. That Mr Mayor will give you numbers that has the
potential to stun anyone. A balance sheet is not always the ONLY way to look at what makes
sense for the people. And like people mentioned, I can quit my job or buy a house closer to
work. Then when I lose my job or want to change jobs, I can again sell and move and keep
doing that until my finances go for a toss! My moving or other moving does not change
anything. FYI - I leave home at 6.50am and return at 6.15pm and I haven't clocked in my 8
hours at work. I get back to work after 9pm to complete rest of my work day. Every day I put
in an extra 3.5 hrs commute time which equals to a 6 day work week!.
at 1:46:15 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Ramya Shivkumar Visionaries and pioneers never ask ‘why me’ – its always ‘why not me’.
Progress can never be made with a ‘why me’ attitude. We lead by example and then
persuade others to follow. We make it such a success that people want to emulate. – Just
saying my 2 cents.
at 2:00:58 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Trevor Baggett 😆
 

"Lakisha Kaseem your comments are very unfriendly"
 

- I am not here to make friends.
 

"we live in Johns Creek because we don’t want the crime and low life trash Atlanta has to
offer"

 
- Public Transit will DEFINITELY bring in more of what *Atlanta has to offer*

 
"Plus, we pay taxes to live here so our elected officials can usher in 2018 and have a plan for
mass transit."

 
- A majority of us are not willing to pay for your "plans"

 
"It is indeed a free country, but our governments need to work harder and look to places like
China and Japan for better solutions to the grid lock."

 
- Then why do we have plane loads of people coming here to JC from China and other Asian
countries?

 
"Having spent a great deal in Asia where the population in cities comparable to Atlanta are a
factor of 10x, people can move around much easier and efficiently."



- Then why leave Asia?
at 2:30:02 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Ramya Shivkumar 😫
 

"I can quit my job or buy a house closer to work. Then when I lose my job or want to change
jobs, I can again sell and move and keep doing that until my finances go for a toss! My
moving or other moving does not change anything. FYI - I leave home at 6.50am and return
at 6.15pm and I haven't clocked in my 8 hours at work. I get back to work after 9pm to
complete rest of my work day. Every day I put in an extra 3.5 hrs commute time which equals
to a 6 day work week!"

 .
 

- You need to RENT a place close to wherever/whenever you work, dear!
 

.
 https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401635046946781

at 2:42:35 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401804090263210
at 13:51:49 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Katie Neal Sinotte Thank you for your thoughtfulness and consideration that is being shown
in this decision process. 

 
Can you further explain why it’s believed that the “only sensible choice is one that does NOT
involve the investment in light or heavy rail?”

 I am certainly opposed to the idea of additional buses as the mass transit option - since that
will only add to the number of vehicles in the road and increase congestion. 

 But short of investing in personal aircraft (yeah for helicopter pads in our backyards!�), we
seriously need to consider light rail- even rail that could run on existing railroad lines. There
are only two routes over the Chattahoochee for cars right now- and they clog up fast. 

 
Check out what’s going on in Nashville. Yes, there is a sales tax increase to pay for their long
term transit plan, but also a hotel, rental car and business/excise tax to help pay for it as well.
at 15:35:47 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Ramya Shivkumar Lakisha Kaseem you need to back off eith your advice. Incase you dont
understand i am not the only one in my family that works. Logistics of where i live isnt only
determined by where i work. I have a husband and kids to factor into. So please refrain from
providing your wonderful but extremely hopeless advice. I am expressing my opinion about
PUBLIC Transport. You need to stop expressing your opinion about my PRIVATE life.
at 17:26:19 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Kent Altom Lakisha Kaseem, as they as, even a broken clock is right twice a day.
at 18:36:53 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Michael Garrison The probability is that many people may be for public transit for others,
while they continue to drive, resulting in little impact on traffic congestion and a waste of
money.
at 18:52:53 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Bob Garrison Why not create an incentive for carpooling. MARTA is the most inept system in
the country if not the world so why waste money on that garbage.
at 20:02:33 on 1/31/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Kent Altom �



Not if yours is digital...
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401930963583856
at 20:25:54 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Ramya Shivkumar ...�
 

You are here on a PUBLIC forum seeking advice on how to manage YOUR family unit and
budget.(Just read your previous comments.)

 
Keep in mind, nobody forced you to get married or have kids. Nobody forced you to buy a
house in Johns Creek. No one promised you PUBLIC TRANSPORT when you moved here... 

 
Now, to solve your personal problems, you are here DEMANDING/FORCING(taxes are not
voluntary) a vast majority of hardworking taxpayers to subsidize your *messy* lifestyle that
you chose/created.- NO, can't do!

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=401943743582578
at 21:13:45 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Ramya Shivkumar ,
 

You are here on a PUBLIC forum seeking advice on how to manage your family unit and
budget.(Just read your previous comments)

 
Keep in mind, nobody here forced you to get married or have kids. None of us forced you to
buy a house in Johns Creek. No one promised you PUBLIC TRANSPORT when you moved
here. 

 
Now, to solve your personal problems, you are here DEMANDING/FORCING(taxes are not
voluntary) a vast majority of hardworking taxpayers to subsidize your *messy* lifestyle that
you chose/created.- - NO, can't do!
at 22:02:35 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem "Top comments is selected, so some replies may have been filtered out." -
Why? And who decides what's a "top comment"?😡
at 23:47:52 on 1/31/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem 👁 
 

Okay. Let's check out what’s going on in Nashville...
 

https://www.msn.com/en-us/news/crime/25-most-dangerous-cities-in-america/ss-
AAsxtw1#image=2

at 0:28:42 on 2/01/2018 UTC (hidden)



Ken Orbach Sad, Atlanta will never have good public transportation and traffic will continue
to get worse. It's almost unbearable now, wait till you literally can't move. There needs to be a
regional transportation system. That is how it's done in the north. Trains are really good here.
I take a train to NYC most days. One hour each way and I live 50 miles outside the city.
Driving would be 2-3 hours. MARTA needs to expand and provide people an alternative to
driving.
at 0:53:03 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Joshua Lynn Krueger Plenty of parking in that empty strip mall city y'all got up there. 
 

But the new electronic billboards are great! Could almost see one from the golf course.
at 5:09:16 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Kim Scott Collins So basically let’s do nothing and hope traffic magically disappears
at 15:43:55 on 2/01/2018 UTC

Ramya Shivkumar That's the modus operandi for next couple of years looks like.😭
at 18:06:07 on 2/02/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Andrew Fitzgerald Yay.
 

http://commuting.blog.ajc.com/2018/02/06/report-confirms-atlanta-has-some-of-the-worlds-
worst-traffic/

at 17:59:44 on 2/06/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180207City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156075414332622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:53:24 on 2/07/2018 UTC

Johns Creek has been named the #1 Safest City in Georgia 2018 by the National Council for Home Safety &
Security. 

 
View the ranking: https://www.alarms.org/safest-cities-in-georgia-2018/

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Is it TRUE that Johns Creek underreports its crime rates?�
at 16:03:50 on 2/07/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

John Toole Look up John Toole in the sun days on.facebook
at 0:18:05 on 2/08/2018 UTC

Version: Current



Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem "TRUE that!" sayeth this gentleman�
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrWbmIvVdFU

at 0:21:14 on 2/08/2018 UTC (hidden)

Arshid Rahim Congratulations to our brave JCPD officers and our all residents who are
making their efforts to make Johns Creek safe and beautiful!
at 3:00:26 on 2/08/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Lakisha Kaseem 😀
 

Scaredy🐈Cat Bodker... a no-show❓
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=423635911387589
at 14:40:37 on 2/08/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Shimka Smylowitz �
 He was at his other part-time job, being a comforter😆

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=352477591862527
at 15:03:41 on 2/08/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180207City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156075414887622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:53:24 on 2/07/2018 UTC · 

Johns Creek has been named the #1 Safest City in Georgia 2018 by the National Council for Home Safety &
Security. 

 
View the ranking: https://www.alarms.org/safest-cities-in-georgia-2018/

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Is it TRUE that Johns Creek underreports its crime rates?�
at 16:03:50 on 2/07/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

John Toole Look up John Toole in the sun days on.facebook
at 0:18:05 on 2/08/2018 UTC



Lakisha Kaseem "TRUE that!" sayeth this gentleman�
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrWbmIvVdFU

at 0:21:14 on 2/08/2018 UTC

Arshid Rahim Congratulations to our brave JCPD officers and our all residents who are
making their efforts to make Johns Creek safe and beautiful!
at 3:00:26 on 2/08/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Lakisha Kaseem 😀
 

Scaredy🐈Cat Bodker... a no-show❓
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=423635911387589
at 14:40:37 on 2/08/2018 UTC (hidden)

Lakisha Kaseem Shimka Smylowitz �
 He was at his other part-time job, being a comforter😆

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=352477591862527
at 15:03:41 on 2/08/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180209City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156081750782622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 20:00:48 on 2/09/2018 UTC · 

Johns Creek tops 24/7 Wall St’s best cities to live list at No. 1 in GA: http://bit.ly/2ES0BxM

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker "The city has one of the highest concentrations of restaurants, recreational
centers, and movie theaters in both Georgia and the United States as a whole." - Really?😂
at 20:33:47 on 2/09/2018 UTC (hidden)

Linda Yellico-Green Great community!
at 23:44:38 on 2/09/2018 UTC

Arshid Rahim Proud to live in Johns Creek. Well done our JCPD
at 6:09:56 on 2/10/2018 UTC

Joan Campagna You should start visiting all these restaurants!!!
at 14:36:39 on 2/10/2018 UTC



Tags: hidden

Shimka Smylowitz 😄
 

Worried about that deportation order?😊
 

https://4.bp.blogspot.com/-
Ijy1L5nCOqw/VbkJcDiDyQI/AAAAAAAAIQk/Mg2jlL0v4Gc/s200/ass-kissing.jpg

at 15:35:01 on 2/10/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

Kyle Beech Where in the report did you see the JCPD mentioned, Arshit?�
at 15:53:50 on 2/10/2018 UTC

Joshua Lynn Krueger Yea... but no Applebee's 😃
at 16:56:06 on 2/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Joshua Lynn Krueger 😎
 

Who needs Applebee's when you have-
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=376547272779341
at 17:47:31 on 2/10/2018 UTC (hidden)

Ruth Hewitt Love Johns Creek!
at 0:42:43 on 2/11/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180214City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156095918877622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 5 new photos.
at 19:32:09 on 2/14/2018 UTC · 

Emory Johns Creek Hospital debuted its Tranquility Garden on the hospital grounds this afternoon with a
ribbon cutting ceremony.

 
Mayor Mike Bodker, and City Council members John Bradberry and Steve Broadbent, helped the Johns
Creek Chamber of Commerce and hospital staff celebrate the garden’s opening.

 
The Tranquility Garden, which features seating areas, flowers, trees, and pergolas, is located outside the
Physicians Plaza Entrance B at Emory Johns Creek Hospital. The garden space is designed to be used by
staff, patients, and their families.



Krista Kight Jackson I was just there... you guys did a beautiful job!
at 19:59:21 on 2/14/2018 UTC

Steve Broadbent Another great addition to our hospital! Thanks to Marilyn Margolis for her
leadership at the hospital and in our community.
at 22:49:38 on 2/14/2018 UTC

Cyndi DaPrato This is awesome
at 22:58:41 on 2/14/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem not again
at 2:06:18 on 2/15/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180216City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156101670692622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 19:49:13 on 2/16/2018 UTC · 

Motorist alert: Beginning Monday, Feb. 19, Fulton County crews will begin water line work from 9 p.m. to 6
a.m. at Webb Bridge Way at Kimball Bridge Road. Crews will alternate traffic during the operation and work is
expected to last three nights, weather permitting.

Tags: deleted

Patricia Talley Minor One of the contractors stopping traffic on Kimball Thursday afternoon
seemed like he needed a little more training in traffic control or maybe a slow/stop sign. It was
unclear that he was trying to stop traffic.
at 19:59:54 on 2/16/2018 UTC

Lisa Mac Donald-Null Samantha Null
at 22:00:19 on 2/16/2018 UTC

Robert Routier Good news! We needed a widened Kimball Bridge Rd years ago.
at 13:35:53 on 2/20/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180223City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156121285557622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 4 new photos.
at 18:57:02 on 2/23/2018 UTC · 



Community leaders, school officials, and public safety personnel gathered to discuss school safety with
Chattahoochee High School students today.

 
Mayor Mike Bodker, Johns Creek Police Major Brian Weaver and Lieut. Paul Michaud, Fulton County Schools
Police Chief Mark Sulborski, and Chattahoochee High School Principal Tim Corrigan talked about safety in
school and held a question and answer session with students.

Trevor Baggett Will they be sharing a summary of discussion items with parents of
Chattahoochee or parents with incoming 9th graders from TRMS? It would be good for
parents to understand what the action plan is, so we can offer some support.
at 19:24:22 on 2/23/2018 UTC

Matt Floyd Definitely would be interested in that.
at 19:35:22 on 2/23/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Eric Wood I attended this meeting & was great to meet all of them today! The kids had some
great questions & many concerns. I think we will be seeing changes quickly!
at 19:54:53 on 2/23/2018 UTC

Amanda Chanco Will they be coming to any other area schools?
at 22:31:59 on 2/23/2018 UTC

Keith Major Way to go Hooch and JC.
at 22:34:58 on 2/23/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Are govt. officials REQUIRED to put on their sad faces😞 when talking
about safety in school and holding a question and answer session with students? �
at 22:47:27 on 2/23/2018 UTC (hidden)

Lynne Roberts That’s how Johns Creek works, now on to every other high school in town.
at 2:21:45 on 2/24/2018 UTC

Angie Ayres Jones Thank you Mike Bodker for addressing this very pressing concern with
our students. We need schools to be every bit as secure as the Georgia Capital where our
legislators who vote to slash funding for education go to work every day. We also need
comprehensive, common sense gun violence prevention policy because murderers don't stop
targeting our kids when they leave school.



at 11:49:32 on 2/24/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Angie Ayres Jones: � "Comprehensive, *common sense* gun violence
prevention"? �

 

Looks like Stefan has something to say to naive folks like you⤵�
 

@StefanMolyneux
 

The left: give up your guns so we don't have any school shootings. Don't worry, the
government will protect you.

 
Turns out the government cop cowered and hid while Cruz shot up the school.

 
Also the government forced the school to be a gun-free zone.

 
Until it wasn't.

 
9:28 PM - 22 Feb 2018
at 16:43:28 on 2/24/2018 UTC (hidden)



Facebook Deleted Comments generated at 16:10:37 on 9/10/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180223City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156121285557622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 4 new photos.
at 18:57:02 on 2/23/2018 UTC · 

Community leaders, school officials, and public safety personnel gathered to discuss school safety with Chattahoochee High School students today.
 

Mayor Mike Bodker, Johns Creek Police Major Brian Weaver and Lieut. Paul Michaud, Fulton County Schools Police Chief Mark Sulborski, and
Chattahoochee High School Principal Tim Corrigan talked about safety in school and held a question and answer session with students.

Tags: deleted

Shimka Smylowitz  - Is "Commonsensical" Angie REQUIRED to delete my *curious* REPLY to her hilarious post?..........
😅..................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................................
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=430514367366410
at 18:15:56 on 2/24/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem 😉
 

No sad faces here! The Comforter and his cohorts being wined and dined by the Chamber
(courtesy: the taxpayers of JC😡)

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=10156244420662269
at 20:54:14 on 2/25/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180301City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156138004447622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 16:23:20 on 3/01/2018 UTC

The Johns Creek City Council voted unanimously to adopt a strategic focus on healthcare innovation and wellness, which it dubbed “iHeart Johns Creek.”
 

The City Council noted that this aspiration is well-aligned with its mission for economic growth and fits the character of Johns Creek’s active and premier
residential lifestyle.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2F1Gvo0

Tags: hidden

Michaela Badker "Crony Capitalist" Anand Taker needs to return/refund all taxpayer funds
looted thus far... by the Johns Creek Advantage (JCA) and the other "rent-seeking" entities,
that he has been involved in... and benefited from.😡
at 17:01:34 on 3/01/2018 UTC (hidden)

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hello,
 According to the City of Johns Creek social media policy, the City reserves the right to delete

submissions that contain personal attacks of any kind (Section V, item C, as well as other
similar types of comments (Section V, item D).

 If your account continues to violate the City’s social media policy, your account may be
banned from future commenting or can blocked from this site.
at 17:39:56 on 3/01/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden



Lakisha Kaseem Government *GONE WILD*
at 16:34:03 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government How much money has the City
"given" to the JCA(Johns Creek Advantage) so far❓Is this Anannd Taker associated with the

JCA❓ ❗
at 18:59:55 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government: Since you had deleted😡 my
previous comment from yesterday , let me rephrase it to pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEASE the
Government: Censors. How much money has the City "given" to the JCA(Johns Creek
Advantage) so far❓Is this Anannd Taker associated with the JCA❓ ❗
at 19:04:49 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Becky Fly I can't get it to open. Might be my connection. But a health care focus on
innovation and wellness sounds good.
at 0:44:27 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem It is NOT the government's job to pick *winners*.. especially CRONIES.
....... .................... https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=414967998946819
at 1:53:36 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Anand Thaker Seeing that I'm replying to a fake account... meet me. Meet me in person.
Come out to the coffee with a cop next Friday 9th. 5-8p at Farmhouse coffee and crepes.
Name the time you'll be there.

 
We can talk, meet more of JCs finest and enjoy some good coffee.

 
if it's at 5, I maybe a few min late coming from the range I recently was told about near a pep
boys off McGinnis.
at 7:04:26 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Anand Thaker Becky the straight up website is http://iHeartJC.com. Hopefully that that helps.

at 7:28:24 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Anand Thaker Hi Becky, thanks. The direct link is iHeartJC.com Hopefully that helps.

at 7:32:53 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Anand Thaker Hi Becky Fly, thanks. the direct website is iHeartJC (dot) com. Hopefully that
helps.
at 7:34:47 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Irene Sanders This is a positive step for the city of Johns Creek as we move into a new
comprehensive land use plan. Thank you Anand Thaker for your hard work on this effort and
on the comprehensive land use citizens advisory board. :-) http://iheartjc.com

at 16:49:31 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Anand Thaker .
 

What does meeting JCs "finest" have to do with you (and the JCA) looting the taxpayers of
JC?

 



https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=428567450910656
 

.
at 17:40:19 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Anand Thaker I don't have conversations with fake accounts on false accusations on FB.
Tried to give you an opportunity to dialogue with you about your concerns in-person as I've
conversed with hundreds of folks with differing perspectives all around the city on this project.
Not sure what the threatening picture is all about. Only wanted to share that I was coming
from a close by location would not be too late. 

 
Also, wanted to give you an opportunity for you to meet in a safe place with the officers for
the coffee and a cop event. Sorry you are angry at the city and at everyone who tries to help
and can only engage with your city only in this way. 

 
For anyone else's benefit...

 
Reported ur profile -

 https://www.facebook.com/help/1447993962122975?helpref=uf_permalink
 

Blocked ur account - https://www.facebook.com/help/168009843260943?
helpref=search&amp;sr=1&amp;query=block%20profile

 
Hope you find some peace dear neighbor. If you come around, I'll still have that conversation
with you if you'd like. However, I'll ask that you route your request with a member of city
council in the future.

at 19:19:35 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Anand Thaker you are noble to try to reason with this “troll”. It seems
obvious that it and its other “troll” friends are only interested in making statements while
hiding in the dark and avoiding accountability. Kinda funny that some of their comments are
critical of what they perceive as a lack of accountability by the city or its elected officials while
they hypocritically make their comments and level false accusations while hiding behind a
fake persona. I’m sure that’s not lost on most people.
at 20:27:35 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Michael Bodker  Please let the "noble" one recover in peace.
 

In the mean time, can you or anyone competent enough, let us know how much taxpayer
funds {in CASH & KIND} have been transferred till date, by the City to the JCA(Johns Creek
[dis]Advantage)❓

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=429170794183655
at 1:49:57 on 3/05/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Michaela Badker I’ll let you file an open records request so you can get the
most accurate information. Oh and even better you will need to include your legal name and
contact information so our clerk can fulfill the request. Come out come out little “troll”!
at 2:16:51 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker "Homer" Michael Bodker  -
 

No wonder no one believes YOU, when you LIE about cutting bureaucratic red tape.
 

"Why is it that you and your cronies on the
Council................................................................................. keep granting

 *development variances* from existing zoning and thereby creating higher densities, and
increased traffic congestion? This *game* is essentially a subsidy that allows developers to
make a bigger profit without having their having to account for the additional burden placed
on roads, city services (police, fire, ambulance, parks), and schools. And guess who pays for
that subsidy? Johns Creek taxpayers – when we’re told we need to increase revenues to pay
for roads, services, and school expansions. Who does our City Council represent – residents,
or developers and special interests?

 
This madness needs to stop until we can get our traffic congestion under control. Our City
Council should focus on solving current residents’ issues and concerns before they
encourage even greater issues by allowing more development."

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=429413220826079
at 15:13:39 on 3/05/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Michaela Badker😮
 

"So again, I have to ask, does Mayor Bodker have the best interests of the residents of Johns
Creek at heart, or is his role as Mayor serve as a key qualifying credential to further his
personal career, and also provide him the platform from which he can build his private firm's
business?" 

 
- A very legitimate question from Ed Thompson (that still holds true!).

 
https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/open-letter-johns-creek-city-council



at 13:23:14 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180301City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156138004847622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 16:23:20 on 3/01/2018 UTC · 

The Johns Creek City Council voted unanimously to adopt a strategic focus on healthcare innovation and wellness, which it dubbed “iHeart Johns Creek.”
 

The City Council noted that this aspiration is well-aligned with its mission for economic growth and fits the character of Johns Creek’s active and premier
residential lifestyle.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2F1Gvo0
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Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker "Crony Capitalist" Anand Taker needs to return/refund all taxpayer funds
looted thus far... by the Johns Creek Advantage (JCA) and the other "rent-seeking" entities,
that he has been involved in... and benefited from.😡
at 17:01:34 on 3/01/2018 UTC (hidden)

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hello,
 According to the City of Johns Creek social media policy, the City reserves the right to delete

submissions that contain personal attacks of any kind (Section V, item C, as well as other
similar types of comments (Section V, item D).

 If your account continues to violate the City’s social media policy, your account may be
banned from future commenting or can blocked from this site.
at 17:39:56 on 3/01/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Government *GONE WILD*
at 16:34:03 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government How much money has the City
"given" to the JCA(Johns Creek Advantage) so far❓Is this Anannd Taker associated with the

JCA❓ ❗
at 18:59:55 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government: Since you had deleted😡 my
previous comment from yesterday , let me rephrase it to pleeeeeeeeeeeeeeeeEASE the
Government: Censors. How much money has the City "given" to the JCA(Johns Creek
Advantage) so far❓Is this Anannd Taker associated with the JCA❓ ❗
at 19:04:49 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Becky Fly I can't get it to open. Might be my connection. But a health care focus on
innovation and wellness sounds good.
at 0:44:27 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem It is NOT the government's job to pick *winners*.. especially CRONIES.
....... .................... https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=414967998946819
at 1:53:36 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

Anand Thaker Becky, the straight up website is iHeartJC.com. Lmk if that helps.

at 6:32:57 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current



Tags: edited

Anand Thaker Seeing that I'm replying to a fake account... meet me. Meet me in person.
Come out to the coffee with a cop next Friday 9th. 5-8p at Farmhouse coffee and crepes.
Name the time you'll be there.

 
We can talk, meet more of JCs finest and enjoy some good coffee.

 
if it's at 5, I maybe a few min late coming from the range I recently was told about near a pep
boys off McGinnis.
at 7:04:26 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: deleted, edited

Anand Thaker Becky the straight up website is http://iHeartJC.com. Hopefully that that helps.

at 7:28:24 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Anand Thaker Hi Becky, thanks. The direct link is iHeartJC.com Hopefully that helps.

at 7:32:53 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Anand Thaker Hi Becky Fly, thanks. the direct website is iHeartJC (dot) com. Hopefully that
helps.
at 7:34:47 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Irene Sanders This is a positive step for the city of Johns Creek as we move into a new
comprehensive land use plan. Thank you Anand Thaker for your hard work on this effort and
on the comprehensive land use citizens advisory board. :-) http://iheartjc.com

at 16:49:31 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Anand Thaker .
 

What does meeting JCs "finest" have to do with you (and the JCA) looting the taxpayers of
JC?

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=428567450910656

 
.
at 17:40:19 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Anand Thaker I don't have conversations with fake accounts on false accusations on FB.
Tried to give you an opportunity to dialogue with you about your concerns in-person as I've
conversed with hundreds of folks with differing perspectives all around the city on this project.
Not sure what the threatening picture is all about. Only wanted to share that I was coming
from a close by location would not be too late. 

 
Also, wanted to give you an opportunity for you to meet in a safe place with the officers for
the coffee and a cop event. Sorry you are angry at the city and at everyone who tries to help
and can only engage with your city only in this way. 

 
For anyone else's benefit...

 
Reported ur profile -

 https://www.facebook.com/help/1447993962122975?helpref=uf_permalink
 

Blocked ur account - https://www.facebook.com/help/168009843260943?
helpref=search&amp;sr=1&amp;query=block%20profile

 
Hope you find some peace dear neighbor. If you come around, I'll still have that conversation
with you if you'd like. However, I'll ask that you route your request with a member of city
council in the future.



at 19:19:35 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Anand Thaker you are noble to try to reason with this “troll”. It seems
obvious that it and its other “troll” friends are only interested in making statements while
hiding in the dark and avoiding accountability. Kinda funny that some of their comments are
critical of what they perceive as a lack of accountability by the city or its elected officials while
they hypocritically make their comments and level false accusations while hiding behind a
fake persona. I’m sure that’s not lost on most people.
at 20:27:35 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Michael Bodker  Please let the "noble" one recover in peace.
 

In the mean time, can you or anyone competent enough, let us know how much taxpayer
funds {in CASH & KIND} have been transferred till date, by the City to the JCA(Johns Creek
[dis]Advantage)❓

 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=429170794183655
at 1:49:57 on 3/05/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Michaela Badker I’ll let you file an open records request so you can get the
most accurate information. Oh and even better you will need to include your legal name and
contact information so our clerk can fulfill the request. Come out come out little “troll”!
at 2:16:51 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker "Homer" Michael Bodker  -
 

No wonder no one believes YOU, when you LIE about cutting bureaucratic red tape.
 

"Why is it that you and your cronies on the
Council................................................................................. keep granting

 *development variances* from existing zoning and thereby creating higher densities, and
increased traffic congestion? This *game* is essentially a subsidy that allows developers to
make a bigger profit without having their having to account for the additional burden placed
on roads, city services (police, fire, ambulance, parks), and schools. And guess who pays for
that subsidy? Johns Creek taxpayers – when we’re told we need to increase revenues to pay
for roads, services, and school expansions. Who does our City Council represent – residents,
or developers and special interests?

 
This madness needs to stop until we can get our traffic congestion under control. Our City
Council should focus on solving current residents’ issues and concerns before they
encourage even greater issues by allowing more development."

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=429413220826079
at 15:13:39 on 3/05/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Michaela Badker😮
 

"So again, I have to ask, does Mayor Bodker have the best interests of the residents of Johns
Creek at heart, or is his role as Mayor serve as a key qualifying credential to further his
personal career, and also provide him the platform from which he can build his private firm's
business?" 

 
- A very legitimate question from Ed Thompson (that still holds true!).

 
https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/open-letter-johns-creek-city-council

at 13:23:14 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180226City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156128719342622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:45:14 on 2/26/2018 UTC

TONIGHT: City Council will meet tonight, Monday, Feb. 26 for its work session at 5 p.m. and its regular meeting at 7 p.m. at Municipal Court / JCPD
Headquarters, 11445 Johns Creek Parkway.

 
View agendas & watch meetings online: http://bit.ly/2qIA7H3



Version: Current
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Lakisha Kaseem 👁 As always, we will be watching

at 15:25:16 on 2/26/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Was it the mayor's idea to host - *Hug a Muslim Tonight*?
at 12:58:27 on 2/27/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Where the women at?😮
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG4lzRYS7K8

at 19:53:55 on 2/27/2018 UTC (hidden)
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Michaela Badker Lakisha Kaseem 😎
 

Here_._⤵
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyWE-QpaWJA

at 1:56:05 on 2/28/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current
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Michael Bodker I wonder if these "trolls" (In Internet slang, a troll (/troʊl, trɒl/) is a person
who sows discord on the Internet by starting quarrels or upsetting people, by posting
inflammatory,[1] extraneous, or off-topic messages in an online community (such as a
newsgroup, forum, chat room, or blog) with the intent of provoking readers into an emotional
response[2] or of otherwise disrupting normal, on-topic discussion,[3] often for the troll's
amusement.) would be so bold as to make these type of comments in the open if everyone
could actually know who they were? It is unfortunate that people end up having disparaging
and sometimes untrue statements spewed by these "trolls" who crawl out under the disguise
of anonymity to say whatever they want (1st amendment right) without the accountability of
liable. For the record, I did not invite anyone to speak at our meeting Monday, but I would not
discourage it either. Hey "trolls" why don't you come and exercise that 1st amendment right
and show your face so folks can see who you really are and give you the proper credit you
deserve for you comments!
at 15:25:48 on 3/01/2018 UTC

Bob Warren Sour grapes from people who have way too much time on their hands and too
few friends. They need to take a Dale Carnegie course or two.
at 1:01:59 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current
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Shimka Smylowitz Bob Warren And you need to borrow Trump's toupee😇
at 1:57:02 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Rememer this Mikey?😎.......... .............. ............ https://ejmoosa.com/is-
johns-creek-wandering-in-the-desert/

at 2:00:22 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current



Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker 👳  Dedicated to JC's MOST talented *bedouin* , Shaykh
B👳 ♂  ........................................................ ...............................................
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuzhq9Y9Scw

at 2:15:54 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz can’t say that I do since I don’t go to this site nor
subscribe to its content.
at 2:21:37 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker That's exactly what you had said during a Council
meeting(circa Aug/Sep 2016). Still, feel free to go to the site, you might actually learn
important stuff on how to run the City efficiently and corruption-free😉
at 2:26:03 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz you seem to like to level false charges of corruption.
Might I suggest filing a complaint with the legal authorities or be kind enough to provide me
your legal name and address for my lawyer to contact you?
at 3:05:55 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker Please contact US Attorney BJay Pak's office and tell
him you need to talk about the corruption involving the Cauley Creek Sewer facility purchase
at 3:16:08 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michael Bodker Since you are so confident in your accusation, please do contact them. I will
enjoy demonstrating that this is another of your false allegations and then enjoy watching my
attorney come after you for your actions. Come on little “troll” stop hiding in the shadows and
come out into the light like those of us who have nothing to hide.
at 3:18:44 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz And don't forget the BILLBOARDs
at 3:20:08 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz you keep leveling false accusations, but never back it up
with facts. So easy to do when you don’t have to take responsibility for your actions. How
about revealing yourself and make the same claims? Don’t want to do that do you if it means
you have to actually face repercussions for your lies. Come on come on little “troll” we all
want to meet you!
at 12:53:39 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem 😮"Top comments is selected, so some replies may have been filtered
out."😡 - Why? Why? Why does B dker LIE? ................. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NQC1y38HFxM

at 15:56:06 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker  Looks like some government employees have been
DELETING posts critical of you. They are tampering with *evidence*... And you seem have
been EDITING some of your previous POSTs (after the fact) ..................DON't
.................................. Now let's listen to *Aileen* 😍 ........ https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=m2fPkzJsMU8

at 17:23:31 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current



Tags: edited

Michael Bodker I’m not sure how a public post could in any way be evidence of something
criminal, but again any concerns you have should be taken to the proper authorities. In terms
of deleting posts, I have no idea why or what would be deleted with the exception of a post
that violates the city’s social media policies. I only edit my posts to clear up grammar and
sentence structure. I have deleted some

 posts when they particularly vicious or attack others besides myself. That is my prerogative
on my personal FB page. Again, I would love to discuss this in person sometime, how about
we meet?
at 20:48:08 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Like sandy springs- just one lady
at 21:23:10 on 3/02/2018 UTC
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Lakisha Kaseem Michael Bodker - If you really paid attention, you would have noticed that
Shimka was not talking about your personal FB page OR what you do there. So, are
government employees allowed to delete stuff from your personal FB page? ......................
.................. ................................................... Also is it true that the JCPD underREPOrts
crime statistics?? -- Since you were a no-show during that crucial debate, would you now be
able to explain *data fudging* to the citizens of JC who have been *lied* to - time and again?
........................ .............................. ...... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrWbmIvVdFU9

at 2:12:45 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker I didn't talk about your PRIVATE FB page(s) at all. What
you do with them is your bidniss. I'm talking about this one. ............. Why have posts by
OTHERS(than you and me) on this thread been deleted? (Looks like a minimum of at least 3
have been deleted so far!) Are you SCARED of answering legitimate questions?
.................................... ............................. .............
https://media1.tenor.com/images/b0fb47691d953585c7bce86ec1019835/tenor.gif

at 3:27:24 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Diane Dianne Dutson Fries are you referring to Shimka Smylowitz. If you
are, we don’t know if this “troll” is actually a guy or a girl as it doesn’t have the guts to come
out into the open like the rest of us. Until it does, I like to think of it like the skit from Saturday
Night Live with Pat the androgynous person. Of course Pat wasn’t mean spirited and didn’t
level false accusations while hiding behind a fake persona. Then again it’s much easier to say
what you want when you know no one can hold you accountable. Hope you are well and tell
Dillon H. Fries Sr. I said hello.
at 3:30:32 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Oh Shimka Smylowitz you silly silly person. You know that I do not have any
control of the city FB page. I have no idea which of your posts have been deleted, but if they
did I’m sure they violated the city’s social media policy. If they did not, please come to city hall
and file a grievance. I’m sure the staff would love to meet you and would address your
concerns immediately.
at 3:34:35 on 3/03/2018 UTC
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Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker No.... here it is,,,.......... Is it true that the JCPD fudge
numbers? .............................. ............................. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JrWbmIvVdFU

at 3:36:15 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker Is it true that the JCPD fudge numbers(underreport
crime)? .............................. ............................. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JrWbmIvVdFU



at 3:37:20 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz no it is not. In fact doing so would be a pretty serious
violation. If you have any evidence other than your usual innuendo, it should be reported to
the GBI. If not, I would suggest not disparaging the brave women and men of the JCPD.
Again, happy to meet with you and take down your complaint. I will personally take it right to
the GBI immediately after we meet .
at 3:39:47 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current
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Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker Looks like you haven't watched the video. It's from the
crucial debate that you had skipped. It was STATED by your opponent, who probably knows
more about what's going on, than you!!
at 3:53:14 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz Alex is a great person and I’m sure he believed what he
stated or said it inarticulately, but the fact remains the same and that is that there has been
no manipulation of our statistics. If you know otherwise, please let the GBI know. Again, our
JCPD heroes deserve better than you leveling unfounded accusations. I wonder if you would
do the same if you were lobbing your accusations while hiding behind a fake persona?
at 4:01:53 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=433965557021291
at 17:55:40 on 3/04/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=433965557021291
at 17:56:54 on 3/04/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker ❗Since you seem to be quite familiar with androgynous

persons like Pat, why did you THROW YOUR FULL SUPPORT, during the run-off, for Vicki
Horton- who favors the transgender agenda, radical gun control, abortion on demand, low-
income housing, more govt. subsidies for crony organizations, open borders, etc. 

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=433966747021172
at 18:08:57 on 3/04/2018 UTC (hidden)

Dianne Dutson Fries wow - did not expect all these comments - wow
at 15:29:42 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Shimka Smylowitz This one (my FB page) was not inviting all this crap.
Stop
at 20:23:12 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Michael Bodker No highjacking my FB page please
at 20:24:11 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Dianne Dutson Fries sorry for the unintended hijack.
at 20:25:24 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Michael Bodker it has been an entertaining read
at 20:25:54 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Dianne Dutson Fries welcomes me to some of the exceptional things we
deal with here in JC. I’m sure you don’t have this in SS
at 20:27:08 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Version: Current
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Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=416228428820776
at 2:03:49 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Dianne Dutson Fries This is NOT your personal FB page, this belongs
to the taxpayers of Johns Creek, dummy! You are the one that is crapping... uninvited, all
over, you senile hag    ♀  It was I who started the first question on this thread.all . Next time
have some courtesy, WEAR your Depends(the one that you loaned to Bodker)😂 😃😄😅
at 13:44:55 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Which wicked 😈government servant👿 is "covering up" for the coward,



Bodker and deleting all the posts/comments critical of him(including his LAME replies?😡
at 13:54:50 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180226City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156128719342622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:45:12 on 2/26/2018 UTC · 

TONIGHT: City Council will meet tonight, Monday, Feb. 26 for its work session at 5 p.m. and its regular meeting at 7 p.m. at Municipal Court / JCPD
Headquarters, 11445 Johns Creek Parkway.

 
View agendas & watch meetings online: http://bit.ly/2qIA7H3

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem 👁 As always, we will be watching

at 15:25:16 on 2/26/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Was it the mayor's idea to host - *Hug a Muslim Tonight*?
at 12:58:27 on 2/27/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Where the women at?😮
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VG4lzRYS7K8

at 19:53:55 on 2/27/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Michaela Badker Lakisha Kaseem 😎
 

Here_._⤵
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OyWE-QpaWJA

at 1:56:05 on 2/28/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michael Bodker I wonder if these "trolls" (In Internet slang, a troll (/troʊl, trɒl/) is a person
who sows discord on the Internet by starting quarrels or upsetting people, by posting
inflammatory,[1] extraneous, or off-topic messages in an online community (such as a
newsgroup, forum, chat room, or blog) with the intent of provoking readers into an emotional
response[2] or of otherwise disrupting normal, on-topic discussion,[3] often for the troll's
amusement.) would be so bold as to make these type of comments in the open if everyone
could actually know who they were? It is unfortunate that people end up having disparaging
and sometimes untrue statements spewed by these "trolls" who crawl out under the disguise
of anonymity to say whatever they want (1st amendment right) without the accountability of
liable. For the record, I did not invite anyone to speak at our meeting Monday, but I would not
discourage it either. Hey "trolls" why don't you come and exercise that 1st amendment right
and show your face so folks can see who you really are and give you the proper credit you
deserve for you comments!
at 15:25:48 on 3/01/2018 UTC

Bob Warren Sour grapes from people who have way too much time on their hands and too
few friends. They need to take a Dale Carnegie course or two.
at 1:01:59 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Bob Warren And you need to borrow Trump's toupee😇
at 1:57:02 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)



Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Rememer this Mikey?😎.......... .............. ............ https://ejmoosa.com/is-
johns-creek-wandering-in-the-desert/

at 2:00:22 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker 👳  Dedicated to JC's MOST talented *bedouin* , Shaykh
B👳 ♂  ........................................................ ...............................................
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=tuzhq9Y9Scw

at 2:15:54 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz can’t say that I do since I don’t go to this site nor
subscribe to its content.
at 2:21:37 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker That's exactly what you had said during a Council
meeting(circa Aug/Sep 2016). Still, feel free to go to the site, you might actually learn
important stuff on how to run the City efficiently and corruption-free😉
at 2:26:03 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz you seem to like to level false charges of corruption.
Might I suggest filing a complaint with the legal authorities or be kind enough to provide me
your legal name and address for my lawyer to contact you?
at 3:05:55 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker Please contact US Attorney BJay Pak's office and tell
him you need to talk about the corruption involving the Cauley Creek Sewer facility purchase
at 3:16:08 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michael Bodker Since you are so confident in your accusation, please do contact them. I will
enjoy demonstrating that this is another of your false allegations and then enjoy watching my
attorney come after you for your actions. Come on little “troll” stop hiding in the shadows and
come out into the light like those of us who have nothing to hide.
at 3:18:44 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz And don't forget the BILLBOARDs
at 3:20:08 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz you keep leveling false accusations, but never back it up
with facts. So easy to do when you don’t have to take responsibility for your actions. How
about revealing yourself and make the same claims? Don’t want to do that do you if it means
you have to actually face repercussions for your lies. Come on come on little “troll” we all
want to meet you!
at 12:53:39 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem 😮"Top comments is selected, so some replies may have been filtered
out."😡 - Why? Why? Why does B dker LIE? ................. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=NQC1y38HFxM

at 15:56:06 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden



Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker  Looks like some government employees have been
DELETING posts critical of you. They are tampering with *evidence*... And you seem have
been EDITING some of your previous POSTs (after the fact) ..................DON't
.................................. Now let's listen to *Aileen* 😍 ........ https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=m2fPkzJsMU8

at 17:23:31 on 3/02/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Michael Bodker I’m not sure how a public post could in any way be evidence of something
criminal, but again any concerns you have should be taken to the proper authorities. In terms
of deleting posts, I have no idea why or what would be deleted with the exception of a post
that violates the city’s social media policies. I only edit my posts to clear up grammar and
sentence structure. I have deleted some

 posts when they particularly vicious or attack others besides myself. That is my prerogative
on my personal FB page. Again, I would love to discuss this in person sometime, how about
we meet?
at 20:48:08 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Like sandy springs- just one lady
at 21:23:10 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Michael Bodker - If you really paid attention, you would have noticed that
Shimka was not talking about your personal FB page OR what you do there. So, are
government employees allowed to delete stuff from your personal FB page? ......................
.................. ................................................... Also is it true that the JCPD underREPOrts
crime statistics?? -- Since you were a no-show during that crucial debate, would you now be
able to explain *data fudging* to the citizens of JC who have been *lied* to - time and again?
........................ .............................. ...... https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JrWbmIvVdFU9

at 2:12:45 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker I didn't talk about your PRIVATE FB page(s) at all. What
you do with them is your bidniss. I'm talking about this one. ............. Why have posts by
OTHERS(than you and me) on this thread been deleted? (Looks like a minimum of at least 3
have been deleted so far!) Are you SCARED of answering legitimate questions?
.................................... ............................. .............
https://media1.tenor.com/images/b0fb47691d953585c7bce86ec1019835/tenor.gif

at 3:27:24 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Diane Dianne Dutson Fries are you referring to Shimka Smylowitz. If you
are, we don’t know if this “troll” is actually a guy or a girl as it doesn’t have the guts to come
out into the open like the rest of us. Until it does, I like to think of it like the skit from Saturday
Night Live with Pat the androgynous person. Of course Pat wasn’t mean spirited and didn’t
level false accusations while hiding behind a fake persona. Then again it’s much easier to say
what you want when you know no one can hold you accountable. Hope you are well and tell
Dillon H. Fries Sr. I said hello.
at 3:30:32 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Oh Shimka Smylowitz you silly silly person. You know that I do not have any
control of the city FB page. I have no idea which of your posts have been deleted, but if they
did I’m sure they violated the city’s social media policy. If they did not, please come to city hall
and file a grievance. I’m sure the staff would love to meet you and would address your
concerns immediately.
at 3:34:35 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker No.... here it is,,,.......... Is it true that the JCPD fudge
numbers? .............................. ............................. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JrWbmIvVdFU



at 3:36:15 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker Is it true that the JCPD fudge numbers(underreport
crime)? .............................. ............................. https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=JrWbmIvVdFU

at 3:37:20 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz no it is not. In fact doing so would be a pretty serious
violation. If you have any evidence other than your usual innuendo, it should be reported to
the GBI. If not, I would suggest not disparaging the brave women and men of the JCPD.
Again, happy to meet with you and take down your complaint. I will personally take it right to
the GBI immediately after we meet .
at 3:39:47 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker Looks like you haven't watched the video. It's from the
crucial debate that you had skipped. It was STATED by your opponent, who probably knows
more about what's going on, than you!!
at 3:53:14 on 3/03/2018 UTC (hidden)

Michael Bodker Shimka Smylowitz Alex is a great person and I’m sure he believed what he
stated or said it inarticulately, but the fact remains the same and that is that there has been
no manipulation of our statistics. If you know otherwise, please let the GBI know. Again, our
JCPD heroes deserve better than you leveling unfounded accusations. I wonder if you would
do the same if you were lobbing your accusations while hiding behind a fake persona?
at 4:01:53 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=433965557021291
at 17:55:40 on 3/04/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?
fbid=433965557021291
at 17:56:54 on 3/04/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Michael Bodker ❗Since you seem to be quite familiar with androgynous

persons like Pat, why did you THROW YOUR FULL SUPPORT, during the run-off, for Vicki
Horton- who favors the transgender agenda, radical gun control, abortion on demand, low-
income housing, more govt. subsidies for crony organizations, open borders, etc. 

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=433966747021172
at 18:08:57 on 3/04/2018 UTC (hidden)

Dianne Dutson Fries wow - did not expect all these comments - wow
at 15:29:42 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Shimka Smylowitz This one (my FB page) was not inviting all this crap.
Stop
at 20:23:12 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Michael Bodker No highjacking my FB page please
at 20:24:11 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Dianne Dutson Fries sorry for the unintended hijack.
at 20:25:24 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Dianne Dutson Fries Michael Bodker it has been an entertaining read
at 20:25:54 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Michael Bodker Dianne Dutson Fries welcomes me to some of the exceptional things we
deal with here in JC. I’m sure you don’t have this in SS
at 20:27:08 on 3/05/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=416228428820776



at 2:03:49 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Dianne Dutson Fries This is NOT your personal FB page, this belongs
to the taxpayers of Johns Creek, dummy! You are the one that is crapping... uninvited, all
over, you senile hag    ♀  It was I who started the first question on this thread.all . Next time
have some courtesy, WEAR your Depends(the one that you loaned to Bodker)😂 😃😄😅
at 13:44:55 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Shimka Smylowitz Which wicked 😈government servant👿 is "covering up" for the coward,
Bodker and deleting all the posts/comments critical of him(including his LAME replies?😡
at 13:54:50 on 3/06/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180305City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_401095050303021

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 21:00:24 on 3/05/2018 UTC · 

The Easter Egg Dash & Spring Park Party are just around the corner! This year’s BIG Spring event is scheduled for Saturday, March 24 at Shakerag Park,
10945 Rogers circle. It begins at 10 a.m. and Egg Dash times will be staggered by age.

 
The egg dashes will start:

 Ages 0-2: 10:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 3-4: 10:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 5-7: 11:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 8-10: 11:30 a.m. SHARP

 
The Spring Park Party will be held from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Activities include face painting, a moonwalk, and photos with the Easter Bunny. Egg dashers
should bring their own baskets, and parents should bring their own cameras.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2FhOmhi

Easter Egg Hunt

The Easter Egg Dash & Spring Park Party are just around the corner! This year’s BIG Spring event is scheduled for Saturday, March 24 at Shakerag
Park, 10945 Rogers circle. It begins at 10 a.m. and Egg Dash times will be staggered by age.

 
The egg dashes will start:

 Ages 0-2: 10:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 3-4: 10:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 5-7: 11:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 8-10: 11:30 a.m. SHARP

 
The Spring Park Party will be held from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Activities include face painting, a moonwalk, and photos with the Easter Bunny. Egg dashers
should bring their own baskets, and parents should bring their own cameras.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2FhOmhi

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180303City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156141653932622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 21:33:37 on 3/02/2018 UTC · 

*Update (9:06 a.m, March 3) Old Alabama has been re-opened in both directions. 
 

*Update (7:48 p.m.) Old Alabama Rd remains CLOSED between Preston Oaks Drive/Breckenridge Close and Brumbelow Road. For safety reasons,
motorists should use alternate routes until the gas leak is contained and repairs are completed. 

 
Breckenridge Close and Preston Oaks subdivision residents will not be allowed to drive westbound (towards Brumbelow Road). Timberstone subdivision
residents should use the Alvin Road access to enter/exit the subdivision.

 
The city will continue to provide updates as soon as they are received.

 
*Update: (5:47 p.m.)The gas company reported that a 6” steel gas line was breached. The estimated time of repair will be in the morning.

 
Old Alabama Rd will remain CLOSED to traffic between Jones Bridge Rd and Brumbelow Rd. Only local residential traffic will be allowed.

 
*Update (5:13 p.m.): Atlanta Gas Light is on site. Brumbelow Rd is being used as an entry point into the school for parents picking up children.

 
*Update (4:38 p.m.) Officers will let parents into the St. Brigid parking lot to pick up their children from school but that’s the only traffic getting into the area
at this time.

 
MOTORIST ALERT: Old Alabama Road is CLOSED at Timberstone Road after crews hit a gas line near the intersection (which is between Jones Bridge
Road and Haynes Bridge Road). All traffic is being turned around. The Johns Creek Fire Department is on scene and the gas company is en route. Please
stay tuned for updates.



Sharon Anderson Tim Anderson lucky you were headed the other direction after school?!
at 22:09:05 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Ann Hanus Carpenter This is the second one today in Johns Creek! Are they not checking
for the lines before they dig.
at 22:39:49 on 3/02/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Gail Schak They should be turning around traffic. At Haynes Bridge or Brumbelow. These
poor motorist are sitting in lots of traffic only to be turned around!!! Poor move!
at 0:30:58 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Lindsay Sawyer Wilson Who in the world hired these contractors?
at 2:53:09 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Daniel Briggs Pipitone It's not that easy
at 4:03:22 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Ann Hanus Carpenter Is the road open yet?? Heading to newton park soon from Jones
bridge.
at 13:34:16 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Doc Keith Ivy Almost 24 hours later and this road is still closed? Smh
at 13:58:18 on 3/03/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Ann, the road re-opened around 9 am.
at 14:24:13 on 3/03/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi, the road reopened around 9 am. (The
above post has been updated)
at 14:24:50 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Doc Keith Ivy Thank you!
at 14:28:26 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Ann Hanus Carpenter City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government thank you😊
at 15:14:14 on 3/03/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=416409838802635
at 13:02:34 on 3/06/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180128City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156048386257622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:15:12 on 1/28/2018 UTC

This Wednesday, Jan. 31, students at Dolvin and Ocee Elementary Schools are encouraged to participate in “Walk to School Wednesday,” which takes its
first step towards reducing our carbon footprint and the level of congestion on our roads.

 
Every Wednesday, for the rest of the school year, we encourage our young people to walk, bike, roll, or ride the school bus to school!

 
More info: http://bit.ly/2zUVVYi

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Ramona Curtis McCary Now please be sure you have officers or safety spotters along the
way to keep our children safe if you wish to promote this initiative. This is not your back in the
day environment. And no, I'm not paranoid, just participate in our Methodist initiative to be
aware of the high incident of child kidnapping in our metro area. Green is a great initiative,
but child safety is paramount and trumps green.
at 18:21:24 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Ko Seo Every neighborhood is not connected with sidewalks to school. I’ve seen people
parking to the nearest neighborhood to walk their children, which I think defeats the whole
purpose. If you are going to promote walk to school, you need to connect the sidewalks for
safe walking first.
at 23:19:31 on 1/28/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Michaela Badker https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=414282312339170
at 23:41:51 on 1/28/2018 UTC



Tags: deleted

Karen Anderson Schulze Given the fact that a "limited" nuclear war is apparently an option
now, which public buildings in Johns Creek and/or the surrounding areas have been
designated fallout shelters in the event of a nuclear blast?
at 17:27:57 on 1/29/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: deleted, edited, hidden

Michaela Badker .
 Don't the billboards in JC provide "limited" protection?😂

 
https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=414661602301241
at 20:25:24 on 1/29/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180316City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156183346672622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:54:45 on 3/16/2018 UTC · 

The Johns Creek City Council unanimously approved a Resolution in opposition to Senate Bill 426, titled the “Broadband Infrastructure Leads to
Development Act”.

 
The proposed legislation, if passed, will allow the installation of utility poles and small wireless facilities within City owned right-of-way as a matter of right,
diminishing or eliminating an important element of local control.

 
The legislation does not strike an appropriate balance between the need for deployment of wireless broadband infrastructure and the need for local
governments to effectively manage the aesthetics of its own right-of-way. Additionally, if Senate Bill 426 is approved, it will allow utility poles in the right-of-
way to be as high as 50 feet from grade (which is 10 feet taller than any existing utility pole in Johns Creek) and will provide no limit to the number of poles
allowed in the City except to space them 500 feet apart from one another. Reasonable efforts by the City to use local control to preserve the look and feel of
the right of way is critical to maintaining property values. 

 
The City Council encourages residents to contact their state legislators regarding this issue.

 
Follow link to read the resolution: http://bit.ly/2GAWMhl

Johns Creek - Johns Creek City Council Approves Resolution Opposing Senate Bill 426
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Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180321City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156197954762622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 12:10:55 on 3/21/2018 UTC · 

See you this Saturday for the Easter Egg Dash at Shakerag Park!

Easter Egg Dash

The Easter Egg Dash & Spring Park Party are just around the corner! This year’s BIG Spring event is scheduled for Saturday, March 24 at Shakerag
Park, 10945 Rogers circle. It begins at 10 a.m. and Egg Dash times will be staggered by age.

 
The egg dashes will start:

 Ages 0-2: 10:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 3-4: 10:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 5-7: 11:30 a.m. SHARP
 Ages 8-10: 11:30 a.m. SHARP

 
The Spring Park Party will be held from 10 a.m. to 1 p.m. Activities include face painting, a moonwalk, and photos with the Easter Bunny. Egg dashers
should bring their own baskets, and parents should bring their own cameras.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2FhOmhi

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180320City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156195680202622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 20:43:43 on 3/20/2018 UTC

This Friday, March 23, Mayor Mike Bodker will highlight the progress the City made last year and outline projects and initiatives planned for 2018 at the 11th
annual State of City Address at Perimeter Church from 7-9 a.m.

 



Details & ticket info: http://bit.ly/2Em0zR7

Tags: deleted

Robert Matthews Lisa Magno Hawker
at 18:29:13 on 3/22/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180328City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156219637192622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government > Waze
at 18:52:27 on 3/28/2018 UTC · 

Have you noticed the new Waze signs on roads crossing into the City of Johns Creek? The blue signs announce Johns Creek as a “Waze partner city since
2015” and are part of a new pilot project between the City and Waze, the world’s largest crowd-source traffic navigation app.

 
The sign project aims to increase the number of drivers using Waze by reminding them that by using the app, they can help improve traffic – and potentially
save time on their commute. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2pKfJGm

Adam Stone Is there a default setting that just automatically assumes Abbott's Bridge is
backed up?
at 19:34:17 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Gail Schak Doesn't this picture say something? Seven signs! There are way too many signs
in Johns Creek. You can't expect to read them all and be a safe driver. It is "sign pollution".
at 20:13:23 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Kristine Pickett Have never been a big fan of Waze....too much crap on the app to follow
along with while driving. I find it to be more of a distraction than any help. WSB Traffic app
does just what I need it to....
at 20:20:08 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Matthew T. Patton Great concept. But the sign is gaudy. Takes away from the clean sign
above and definitely is not right-sized. This is also a font nightmare.
at 20:30:20 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Gail Schak I totally agree. The JC sign should stand alone. Just too many signs. It's not
attractive anymore.
at 20:32:25 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Gail Schak I totally agree Adam. The JC sign should stand alone. It's just not attractive
anymore.
at 20:33:55 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Matthew T. Patton Gail Schak right? If anything, if Waze wants to advertise on the signs like
this, it should be subtle at best. Too many words to read. Waze should pay for new,
consolidated signs if it’s that important to them. Distracting, which goes against Waze’s
mission as listed on its site of improving the quality of everyone’s daily driving. The City
should ask for better.
at 20:38:07 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Allison Martin I like Waze but this just seems like an advertisement for Waze/Google to me.
What do we get from this?
at 20:57:20 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Allison Martin I like Waze but this just seems like an advertisement for Waze/Google to me.
What do we get from this?
at 20:57:49 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Susan Shelor Ummm...hello. another business getting into our city signs? I'm shocked and
disappointed as to whoever is allowing this. We all have smartphones. All of our smartphones
show traffic. Waze is an application that is not needed. Not needed to be advertised on our
streets. Is this part of the budget as income for the city.

 
Stop it please!

 
Question... how much are they paying for this advertisement?
at 21:01:03 on 3/28/2018 UTC



Version: Current

Tags: edited

Susan Shelor I believe the largest crowdsourcing application is Google Maps, that shows
live traffic patterns. I would post one here but it doesn't allow photographs and screenshots to
be posted.. And it doesn't cost anything, and the city doesn't have to pay for it, nor clutter up
our roads to advertise them.
at 21:08:29 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Carman Van Beethoven There is plenty of data available from cell phones connected to the
network....the North Fulton CTP utilized this same data to gauge movement within the city
and surrounding vicinities....in short there are other ways besides Waze to follow traffic
patterns, here Google is the ultimate beneficiary.
at 21:55:44 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Robert Rivers This is what I was speaking of the other day. Michael D Estep Sherrie Nickel
Estep
at 23:14:32 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Matt Rodgers I use Waze often and the traffic lights in JC have seemed much worse this
week. One particular light’s left turn timing has decreased by half. Waze, ITS, other? I wonder
if Amazon / Whole Foods will sponsor the right side of the sign.
at 1:43:12 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Roosters Johns Creek very true. Free advertizing.
at 11:50:18 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Joshua Lynn Krueger John's Creek will eventually look like a minor league baseball
stadium. Empty parking lots with too much advertising.
at 13:31:08 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Joshua Lynn Krueger John's Creek looks like a minor league baseball stadium. Empty
parking lots with too much advertising.
at 13:31:45 on 3/29/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Susan Shelor and Allison Martin,
 The City partnered with Waze (the world’s largest crowdsourced traffic navigation app) in

2015 and while our partnership is geared more toward helping our residents to know where
and how best to avoid congestion in and around the City, the app is available to anyone. The
free partnership helps the City monitor traffic, which helps transportation planners to better
understand traffic patterns, allowing them to make more-effective road improvements. Also,
this pilot project, which the city does not receive payment for, helps to provide us with more
information on current traffic conditions on the roads. While the city paid for the cost of the
signs, which was $80 for each, the value of the free data and its ability to allow us to monitor
conditions on the roads regardless of whether or not they have physical sensors, is very
helpful. To read more about the partnership, please visit:
https://www.johnscreekga.gov/Residents/Maps/Waze-Partnership Thanks!

at 19:18:34 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Carman Van Beethoven Sadly true...if it wasn't for the city limit signs there is little defining
character... signage shouldn't be the standout, especially in a detracting form.
at 19:52:51 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Cricket Mind Does it alert you that police are nearby?
at 22:04:49 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Joan Phillips I don't like the app as I view it as a hazard. I tried it out. People are on their
phones clicking to make reports while driving. Aren't we trying to stop distracted driving?
at 1:41:37 on 3/30/2018 UTC

Lisa Crawford While I love WAZE, it’s a cop out for Johns Creek to consider it the cure for
traffic congestion in the town. I agree the signs are just more congestion to the billboards, etc.
Until we get regionalized transportation solutions, TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC is all you
will experience. I’m happy to drive trough your neighborhoods as a shortcut. Thank you,
WAZE!
at 3:07:16 on 3/30/2018 UTC

Waze Great sign City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government! We're proud to partner with you
to build the cities of tomorrow, and end traffic altogether. #ConnectedCitizens
at 13:36:36 on 3/30/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180328City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156219634527622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:52:27 on 3/28/2018 UTC



Have you noticed the new Waze signs on roads crossing into the City of Johns Creek? The blue signs announce Johns Creek as a “Waze partner city since
2015” and are part of a new pilot project between the City and Waze, the world’s largest crowd-source traffic navigation app.

 
The sign project aims to increase the number of drivers using Waze by reminding them that by using the app, they can help improve traffic – and potentially
save time on their commute. 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2pKfJGm

Adam Stone Is there a default setting that just automatically assumes Abbott's Bridge is
backed up?
at 19:34:17 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Gail Schak Doesn't this picture say something? Seven signs! There are way too many signs
in Johns Creek. You can't expect to read them all and be a safe driver. It is "sign pollution".
at 20:13:23 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Kristine Pickett Have never been a big fan of Waze....too much crap on the app to follow
along with while driving. I find it to be more of a distraction than any help. WSB Traffic app
does just what I need it to....
at 20:20:08 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Matthew T. Patton Great concept. But the sign is gaudy. Takes away from the clean sign
above and definitely is not right-sized. This is also a font nightmare.
at 20:30:20 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Gail Schak I totally agree Adam. The JC sign should stand alone. It's just not attractive
anymore.
at 20:33:55 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Matthew T. Patton Gail Schak right? If anything, if Waze wants to advertise on the signs like
this, it should be subtle at best. Too many words to read. Waze should pay for new,
consolidated signs if it’s that important to them. Distracting, which goes against Waze’s
mission as listed on its site of improving the quality of everyone’s daily driving. The City
should ask for better.
at 20:38:07 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Allison Martin I like Waze but this just seems like an advertisement for Waze/Google to me.
What do we get from this?
at 20:57:49 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Susan Shelor Ummm...hello. another business getting into our city signs? I'm shocked and
disappointed as to whoever is allowing this. We all have smartphones. All of our smartphones
show traffic. Waze is an application that is not needed. Not needed to be advertised on our
streets. Is this part of the budget as income for the city.

 
Stop it please!

 
Question... how much are they paying for this advertisement?
at 21:01:03 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Susan Shelor I believe the largest crowdsourcing application is Google Maps, that shows
live traffic patterns. I would post one here but it doesn't allow photographs and screenshots to
be posted.. And it doesn't cost anything, and the city doesn't have to pay for it, nor clutter up
our roads to advertise them.
at 21:08:29 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Carman Van Beethoven There is plenty of data available from cell phones connected to the
network....the North Fulton CTP utilized this same data to gauge movement within the city
and surrounding vicinities....in short there are other ways besides Waze to follow traffic
patterns, here Google is the ultimate beneficiary.
at 21:55:44 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Robert Rivers This is what I was speaking of the other day. Michael D Estep Sherrie Nickel
Estep
at 23:14:32 on 3/28/2018 UTC

Matt Rodgers I use Waze often and the traffic lights in JC have seemed much worse this
week. One particular light’s left turn timing has decreased by half. Waze, ITS, other? I wonder
if Amazon / Whole Foods will sponsor the right side of the sign.
at 1:43:12 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Roosters Johns Creek very true. Free advertizing.
at 11:50:18 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Joshua Lynn Krueger John's Creek looks like a minor league baseball stadium. Empty
parking lots with too much advertising.
at 13:31:45 on 3/29/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Susan Shelor and Allison Martin,
 The City partnered with Waze (the world’s largest crowdsourced traffic navigation app) in

2015 and while our partnership is geared more toward helping our residents to know where
and how best to avoid congestion in and around the City, the app is available to anyone. The
free partnership helps the City monitor traffic, which helps transportation planners to better
understand traffic patterns, allowing them to make more-effective road improvements. Also,
this pilot project, which the city does not receive payment for, helps to provide us with more
information on current traffic conditions on the roads. While the city paid for the cost of the
signs, which was $80 for each, the value of the free data and its ability to allow us to monitor



conditions on the roads regardless of whether or not they have physical sensors, is very
helpful. To read more about the partnership, please visit:
https://www.johnscreekga.gov/Residents/Maps/Waze-Partnership Thanks!

at 19:18:34 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Carman Van Beethoven Sadly true...if it wasn't for the city limit signs there is little defining
character... signage shouldn't be the standout, especially in a detracting form.
at 19:52:51 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Cricket Mind Does it alert you that police are nearby?
at 22:04:49 on 3/29/2018 UTC

Joan Phillips I don't like the app as I view it as a hazard. I tried it out. People are on their
phones clicking to make reports while driving. Aren't we trying to stop distracted driving?
at 1:41:37 on 3/30/2018 UTC

Lisa Crawford While I love WAZE, it’s a cop out for Johns Creek to consider it the cure for
traffic congestion in the town. I agree the signs are just more congestion to the billboards, etc.
Until we get regionalized transportation solutions, TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC, TRAFFIC is all you
will experience. I’m happy to drive trough your neighborhoods as a shortcut. Thank you,
WAZE!
at 3:07:16 on 3/30/2018 UTC

Waze Great sign City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government! We're proud to partner with you
to build the cities of tomorrow, and end traffic altogether. #ConnectedCitizens
at 13:36:36 on 3/30/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180331City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156226732817622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 2 new photos.
at 12:16:06 on 3/31/2018 UTC · 

Experience Greek, Mediterranean, and Persian cuisine from Gyro Chef Food Truck at the Johns Creek International Festival, Saturday, April 21 from 11
a.m. to 8 p.m.

 
Gyro Chef Mediterranean Food Truck will serve falafel, chicken shawarma, beef kabob sandwiches, Greek salad, Mediterranean rice bowls, and more
during the festival, which is a celebration of the best traditional food, music and art from around the world.

 
The International Festival will also feature restaurants, food trucks, vendors, international beer and wine garden, live music, dance performances, and kids’
activities on the fields across from the Atlanta Athletic Club.

 
Check out the list of food vendors: http://bit.ly/2CbRmqS

 Emory Johns Creek Hospital is the global sponsor of the Johns Creek International Festival.
 

Details about the festival: http://bit.ly/2Bv8F8w

Tags: deleted

Tara Cochran Can’t wait to check it out!
at 22:17:38 on 3/31/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180403City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156235094162622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:00:19 on 4/03/2018 UTC · 

FYI: Crews are scheduled to begin paving Abbotts Bridge Road (from Jones Bridge Road to Parsons Road) this week. Crews will continue to maintain two-
way traffic, but delays are expected.

Susan Shelor Hopefully, the center lines will have reflective paint.
at 13:05:35 on 4/04/2018 UTC



Facebook Deleted Comments generated at 16:10:37 on 9/10/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180403City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156235094162622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 18:00:19 on 4/03/2018 UTC · 

FYI: Crews are scheduled to begin paving Abbotts Bridge Road (from Jones Bridge Road to Parsons Road)
this week. Crews will continue to maintain two-way traffic, but delays are expected.
Tags: deleted

Johnny Jrod John's Creek. My Creek.
at 13:57:12 on 4/04/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180406City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_564253670624655

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added an event.
at 20:04:12 on 4/06/2018 UTC · 

Join in the fun at Pitch, Hit & Run! 
 

Boys and girls, ages 7-14, can show off their baseball and softball skills at 10 a.m. Saturday, April 14, at Ocee
Park. FREE!

 
Grab your gloves and bats for a chance to compete to be a national finalist at the 2018 All Star Game. 

 
Participants compete in either the Baseball Division or Softball Division and have the opportunity to advance
through four levels of competition including Locals, Sectionals, Team Championships and the National Finals
during MLB All-Star Week.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2Jfl4hX

Pitch, Hit & Run

Join in the fun at Pitch, Hit & Run! 
 

Boys and girls, ages 7-14, can show off their baseball and softball skills at 10 a.m. Saturday, April
14, at Ocee Park. FREE!

 
Grab your gloves and bats for a chance to compete to be a national finalist at the 2018 All Star
Game. 

 
Participants compete in either the Baseball Division or Softball Division and have the opportunity to
advance through four levels of competition including Locals, Sectionals, Team Championships and
the National Finals during MLB All-Star Week.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2Jfl4hX

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180410City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156251489702622



City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 16:46:33 on 4/10/2018 UTC · 

Pitch, Hit & Run is this Saturday! It's a FREE and FUN event! 
 

Boys and girls, ages 7-14, will compete and winners will advance to Sectionals!

Pitch, Hit & Run

Join in the fun at Pitch, Hit & Run! 
 

Boys and girls, ages 7-14, can show off their baseball and softball skills at 10 a.m. Saturday, April
14, at Ocee Park. FREE!

 
Grab your gloves and bats for a chance to compete to be a national finalist at the 2018 All Star
Game. 

 
Participants compete in either the Baseball Division or Softball Division and have the opportunity to
advance through four levels of competition including Locals, Sectionals, Team Championships and
the National Finals during MLB All-Star Week.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2Jfl4hX

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180412City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156256386632622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 15:07:21 on 4/12/2018 UTC · 

Play Ball! See you Saturday for the FUN and FREE Pitch, Hit & Run event at Ocee Park!

Pitch, Hit & Run

Join in the fun at Pitch, Hit & Run! 
 

Boys and girls, ages 7-14, can show off their baseball and softball skills at 10 a.m. Saturday, April
14, at Ocee Park. FREE!

 
Grab your gloves and bats for a chance to compete to be a national finalist at the 2018 All Star
Game. 

 
Participants compete in either the Baseball Division or Softball Division and have the opportunity to
advance through four levels of competition including Locals, Sectionals, Team Championships and
the National Finals during MLB All-Star Week.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2Jfl4hX

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180413City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156259215452622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government shared their event.
at 18:19:16 on 4/13/2018 UTC · 

See you tomorrow for Pitch, Hit & Run! Join us for this free FUN event at Ocee Park!

Pitch, Hit & Run



Join in the fun at Pitch, Hit & Run! 
 

Boys and girls, ages 7-14, can show off their baseball and softball skills at 10 a.m. Saturday, April
14, at Ocee Park. FREE!

 
Grab your gloves and bats for a chance to compete to be a national finalist at the 2018 All Star
Game. 

 
Participants compete in either the Baseball Division or Softball Division and have the opportunity to
advance through four levels of competition including Locals, Sectionals, Team Championships and
the National Finals during MLB All-Star Week.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2Jfl4hX

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180420City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156274026337622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government > Southside Steve Rickman
at 12:58:34 on 4/20/2018 UTC · 

Southside Steve Rickman and Officer Phil Nguyen.

Tags: deleted

Jim McCarthy Not quite:https://goo.gl/images/8BX3Gu

at 13:35:42 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Dean Ansley Not the first and won't be the last time Steve wears cuffs. Though it is usually
not by an official officer of the law. ;)
at 0:27:06 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Laura Young RENO 100.5!!😂😂� 
 YEAH C'MON!! 💙

at 3:40:29 on 4/23/2018 UTC

David Boswinkle Looks like he enjoys that-
at 16:33:35 on 4/25/2018 UTC



Facebook Deleted Comments generated at 16:10:37 on 9/10/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180420City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156274026337622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:58:34 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Southside Steve Rickman and Officer Phil Nguyen.

Tags: deleted

Jim McCarthy Not quite:https://goo.gl/images/8BX3Gu

at 13:35:42 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Dean Ansley Not the first and won't be the last time Steve wears cuffs. Though it is usually
not by an official officer of the law. ;)
at 0:27:06 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Laura Young RENO 100.5!!😂😂� 
 YEAH C'MON!! 💙

at 3:40:29 on 4/23/2018 UTC

David Boswinkle Looks like he enjoys that-
at 16:33:35 on 4/25/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180420City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156274026432622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government > Southside Steve Rickman
at 12:58:34 on 4/20/2018 UTC · 

Southside Steve Rickman and Officer Phil Nguyen.

Lakisha Kaseem Looks so gayish 😀
at 19:15:56 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Scott McCurley Nice shorts
at 1:22:22 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Daniel Cofield 😍
at 0:43:48 on 4/23/2018 UTC



Laura Young ^^^Truth!
at 3:38:16 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180420City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156274026432622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:58:34 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Southside Steve Rickman and Officer Phil Nguyen.

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Looks so gayish 😀
at 19:15:56 on 4/20/2018 UTC (hidden)

Scott McCurley Nice shorts
at 1:22:22 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Daniel Cofield 😍
at 0:43:48 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Laura Young ^^^Truth!
at 3:38:16 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180420City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156274027657622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 5 new photos.
at 12:58:34 on 4/20/2018 UTC · 

Rock100.5’s Southside Steve Rickman and Johns Creek Police Department bury the hatchet following
Steve’s traffic incident running a red light earlier this week at Medlock Bridge and State Bridge roads. 

 
Southside Steve graciously donated his time on this chilly morning to raise awareness about traffic safety,
and support Johns Creek PD’s ongoing efforts to raise money for Special Olympics. Thanks Steve!!!



Lauren Young Too funny!! ��
at 13:15:05 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Tim Peot Great outcome for all.
at 13:20:36 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Erica Scafide Billiot This is so awesome! Thanks, Steve. 👊
at 14:24:24 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Chris Coughlin Glad it worked out for a good cause. How much $ did Steve end up raising at
that corner?
at 14:25:55 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Chris Coughlin um, acquiring donations on that corner
at 14:26:20 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Barb Williams I wondered what that was all about. I only saw the back side of the sign
at 15:13:58 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Josh Azzarelli Elyk Drofdarb
at 17:34:30 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Tina Quay Rowles Are those the new JCPD uniforms?? 😆
at 17:54:51 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Patrick Thomas Stephen Andrew Dyer 😂
at 18:40:07 on 4/20/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hi Chris Coughlin. He raised $1,000.
at 19:25:22 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government 😉.
 

Will the mayor and the JC cops allow a needy woman like the one below, to raise money at
that intersection... for a *good cause*?' 

 
http://nationswell.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/09/homeless3-1024x681.jpg

at 20:08:32 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Eric Toney Robert Womack 😂
at 20:38:26 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Jim Mitrovich That’s awesome
at 22:09:38 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Jim Mitrovich Wait! South side lives on the north side?



at 22:11:08 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Dick Anderson Nice touch by SSR and Mayor Bodker
at 23:35:48 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Amanda Wells Charles Wells
at 3:06:50 on 4/21/2018 UTC

James Flanigan In Milton
at 13:12:01 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Katelyn Richardson Jonathan 😂😂😂
at 16:08:17 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Brent Pennington Well done SS
at 3:50:27 on 4/22/2018 UTC

Sean McNaughton Way to go Southside Steve.
at 10:39:13 on 4/22/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Had Bodker not forgotten to wear HIS costume ... 😆
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vc0gYbTNctU

at 23:06:32 on 4/22/2018 UTC

Clark Smith Johns Creek Police are most respectful dept in North Georgia. Stay off your
phone sell out Steve
at 0:35:57 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Ashley Turner Carroll Brown Hes sucking it in So Hard in his UniForm 😃
at 0:48:19 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Chris Carver Steve looks like RENO 911
at 1:12:02 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Tags: hidden

Christopher Rude I would like to suggest that you tackle the roundabout, next Promoting
how to safely negotiate a roundabout without being an asshole.
at 1:14:16 on 4/23/2018 UTC (hidden)

Lane Smith Buzz kill......😕
at 10:22:14 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Jacob Ziadie Jordan Kelton Brust
at 11:10:30 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Jordan Kelton Brust Lol
at 11:18:48 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Celene Dempsey Davenport Bahahaha. Killin me Steve.
at 14:11:22 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Jason Smith Southside Steve Rickman you rock, your heart is always in the right place.
at 22:28:35 on 4/23/2018 UTC



Clark Smith About time you moved your family to Johns Creek. Better community. Johns
creek Police are Awesome. Some of the best people in Law enforcement in the State.
at 23:57:54 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Emily Myers He mooches off his in-laws who live on the north side 😂
at 10:07:30 on 4/24/2018 UTC

David Boswinkle The guilty party gave in?
at 16:33:14 on 4/25/2018 UTC

Brad Daniel OFFICER DANGLE!!
at 0:15:11 on 4/27/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180421City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156276543432622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government was live.
at 15:17:12 on 4/21/2018 UTC · 

The Johns Creek International Festival has started! Food, music, performances, kids' activities and more!
 

Join us through 8.p.m. today on the fields across from the Atlanta Athletic Club!

Danielle Wri I’ll be there soon
at 15:17:57 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Alicia Gonzalez Flores Me too
at 15:24:31 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Kelly Gipson Nancy Felton
at 15:25:16 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Kelly Gipson Nancy Felton
at 15:25:23 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Quinton McGill Great Music
at 15:38:55 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Roosters Johns Creek Great entertainment
at 20:12:01 on 4/21/2018 UTC

Swapnil Sharma Nice
at 1:19:35 on 4/22/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Anil Manorama Singh



at 14:59:23 on 4/24/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Anil Manorama Singh

at 14:59:28 on 4/24/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Anil Manorama Singh

at 14:59:48 on 4/24/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Anil Manorama Singh

at 15:01:38 on 4/24/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180424City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156284068462622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government > Johns Creek Patch
at 19:20:31 on 4/24/2018 UTC · 

Students from Northview, Hooch, Johns Creek and Milton high schools will attend the Intel International
Science & Engineering Fair. Read the Johns Creek Patch article: http://bit.ly/2HLoRWq

FCS Student Scientists Heading To International Competition
The four students from Northview, Hooch, Johns Creek and Milton high schools will attend the Intel
International Science & Engineering Fair.

PATCH.COM

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180425City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156286581972622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 23:35:00 on 4/25/2018 UTC · 



It’s National Playground Safety Week and the Johns Creek Recreation and Parks staff are out and about
inspecting all of our equipment! 

 
Please don’t hesitate to contact us as well if there are any items in particular you would like for us to take a
closer look. 

 
More info on Playground Safety Week: http://bit.ly/2qVFbtK

Jodi Newman Beck Thank you for helping to keep our kids safe!
at 23:40:26 on 4/25/2018 UTC

Gail Schak My granddaughters and I ❤  Newtown Park. Thank you for checking on our

wonderful playgrounds.
at 0:00:46 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Beth Houser White We ❤  the parks in JC! Thank you for the hard work you do in

maintaining them!
at 1:32:18 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Josh Smith Stop pulling over ppl bc there black ir have windows tinted ducking racist
at 8:17:25 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted, hidden

Josh Smith TIL they shoot them or arrest your kids for shit they didn’t do
at 8:18:11 on 4/26/2018 UTC (hidden)

Josh Smith Johns creek is the worst police department they rather give tickets then arrest
people who break and enter
at 8:19:46 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos Version: Current

Tags: edited  Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180425City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156286578577622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 23:35:02 on 4/25/2018 UTC

It’s National Playground Safety Week and the Johns Creek Recreation and Parks staff are out and about
inspecting all of our equipment! 

 
Please don’t hesitate to contact us as well if there are any items in particular you would like for us to take a
closer look. 

 
More info on Playground Safety Week: http://bit.ly/2qVFbtK



Jodi Newman Beck Thank you for helping to keep our kids safe!
at 23:40:26 on 4/25/2018 UTC

Gail Schak My granddaughters and I ❤  Newtown Park. Thank you for checking on our

wonderful playgrounds.
at 0:00:46 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Beth Houser White We ❤  the parks in JC! Thank you for the hard work you do in

maintaining them!
at 1:32:18 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Josh Smith Stop pulling over ppl bc there black ir have windows tinted ducking racist
at 8:17:25 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted, hidden

Josh Smith TIL they shoot them or arrest your kids for shit they didn’t do
at 8:18:11 on 4/26/2018 UTC (hidden)

Josh Smith Johns creek is the worst police department they rather give tickets then arrest
people who break and enter
at 8:19:46 on 4/26/2018 UTC
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Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180424City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156284082197622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government > Johns Creek Patch
at 19:28:23 on 4/24/2018 UTC · 

Students from Chattahoochee, Johns Creek, and Northview high schools will attend the Intel International
Science & Engineering Fair. Read the Johns Creek Patch article: http://bit.ly/2HLoRWq

FCS Student Scientists Heading To International Competition
The four students from Northview, Hooch, Johns Creek and Milton high schools will attend the Intel
International Science & Engineering Fair.

PATCH.COM

Jay Spector Yay Divya!!
at 20:15:50 on 4/24/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Yes...Thank you Jay..
at 22:04:54 on 4/24/2018 UTC

Sangita Sharma Congrats to Divya!
at 2:12:49 on 4/25/2018 UTC



Indira Srinivasan Thank you Sangita.
at 23:31:31 on 4/25/2018 UTC

Shanthala Rao Wow ! Congrats and good luck to Divya !
at 2:53:28 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Shanthala thank you much.
at 18:47:25 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Geetha Subramaniyan Awesome Indira Srinivasan, congratulations to Divya
at 22:41:17 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Geetha Subramaniyan And the proud parents
at 22:41:30 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Geetha Subramaniyan Congrats to Divya And the proud parents.
at 22:43:17 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Thank you Gee.
at 2:13:59 on 4/27/2018 UTC

Rani Arun How awesome, congrats to Divya, a budding scientist! 👏👌
at 18:41:10 on 4/27/2018 UTC

Pramada Kolichala Awesome, Divya. Congratulations and good luck!
at 13:51:03 on 4/29/2018 UTC

Neelam Kothari Congrats to Divya . ����
at 19:57:34 on 4/29/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Thanks Rani...
at 22:06:00 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Thanks Pramada.
at 22:06:15 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Thanks Neelam.
at 22:06:32 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Priya Ananthram Oh wow congrats to our Divya budding scientist so proud
at 3:36:42 on 5/01/2018 UTC

Sudha Krishnamurthy Very proud of our Divya, congratulations to Divya and to proud
parents💐❤ 
at 15:10:07 on 5/01/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Thank you Priya
at 2:23:33 on 5/02/2018 UTC

Indira Srinivasan Thank you Akka
at 2:23:42 on 5/02/2018 UTC

Vidhya Pattabiraman Congrats kids and Best Wishes!
at 3:33:32 on 5/02/2018 UTC

Vidhya Pattabiraman Good Luck Divya!
at 3:33:59 on 5/02/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 12:58:34 on 4/20/2018 UTC

Southside Steve Rickman

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Daniel Cofield Rock it Steve.. 👍
at 0:44:21 on 4/23/2018 UTC

Emily Myers Jean jacket, ripped knees, neon shoelaces... That must be 90s kid.
at 10:10:21 on 4/24/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Brad Daniel Officer Dangle!!!
at 0:14:31 on 4/27/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 21:45:06 on 4/29/2018 UTC

Mayor Mike Bodker and City Council will host their next quarterly Town Hall meeting on Thursday, May 3, from
7-9 p.m. at the Municipal Court / Police Department located at 11445 Johns Creek Parkway, Johns Creek, GA
30097.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2JxJH8U

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Dear Jennifer Chapman: Would you be bold enough to reveal the names of
the cops involved in the cold-blooded murder of a JC resident whose main fault was being a
mentally-ill person wearing a hijab?
at 22:02:12 on 4/29/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

Krista Kight Jackson ....you mean the one who killed the knife-wielding woman who refused
to put her knife down after repeated attempts to disarm her???.... hmmmm do you think she
was not a threat?? Do you have think officers shouldn’t be able to defend themselves when
someone is threatening them???? What part of she refused to drop the weapon do you not
understand?? Wow!
at 22:49:37 on 4/29/2018 UTC



Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem __Krista Kight Jackson �
 

"...you mean the one who killed the knife-wielding woman who refused to put her knife down
after repeated attempts to disarm her???

 
--- Those actions by a mentally-ill person do not deserve the death sentence, you ignoramus.

 .
 

".... hmmmm do you think she was not a threat?? Do you have think officers shouldn’t be able
to defend themselves when someone is threatening them???? What part of she refused to
drop the weapon do you not understand?? Wow!"

 
--- Obviously the police think like you..and this is their response, though the woman NEVER
THREATENED them. 

 

In spite of no one being hurt.. the sissy cops decided to KILL her, because they can...😢
 .

 
https://www.facebook.com/policethepoliceACP/photos/p.2187950364555281/2187950364555
281/
at 23:46:42 on 4/29/2018 UTC (hidden)

Krista Kight Jackson Lakisha Kaseem were you there?? How do you know she didn’t
threaten them? When you have a deadly weapon and an officer tells you to drop it, they tase
you and you don’t drop it, they use foam bullets and you don’t drop it, I’d say she was a
threat. They tried to solve the problem without deadly force. Unfortunately it didn’t work. It’s a
sad story for sure but they were justified.
at 0:26:08 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson �
 

�Were you there?? 😮😕
 

https://www.facebook.com/policethepoliceACP/photos/a.540196092664058.146582.5401763
22666035/2178095358874115/
at 0:42:38 on 4/30/2018 UTC (hidden)

Krista Kight Jackson Lakisha Kaseem no, but your memes are not giving facts. The officer’s
account, news reports and the 911 call tell the story. If it turns out they were wrong, then they
should be punished, but it’s not looking that way.... seems like people have forgotten that in
this country, we are innocent until proven guilty, not the other way around. Have a nice night.
We can both feel great that we live in one of the safest cities anywhere. Very proud to live
here and very proud of the officers that keep us safe everyday!
at 3:53:01 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson l�
 

"Lakisha Kaseem no, but your memes are not giving facts."
 

- And you are ...?�
 

.
 "The officer’s account, news reports and the 911 call tell the story." 

 
- Yes, a mentally-ill woman who was a harm to no one else but herself, was shot dead by a
bunch of insensitive, trigger-happy cowards.

 



.
 "If it turns out they were wrong," 

 
- You wouldn't be saying that if it had been one of your retarded kids, that was murdered.

 
.
 "then they should be punished,"

 
- By a firing squad, of course!

 
.
 "but it’s not looking that way...."

 
You are right. When cops investigate themselves, the outcome is always corrupt.

 
.
 "seems like *people* have forgotten that in this country, we are innocent until proven guilty,

not the other way around." 
 

- Very true. Just look in the mirror, and you will see one of the *people* who's already found
the woman guilty.

 
.
 "Have a nice night." 

 
- I had a great night. Seems like you're the one that's suffering from insomnia, staying up late
on Facebook. (Try cannabis)😎

 
.
 "We can both feel great that we live in one of the safest cities anywhere."

 

- I feel safe wherever I am.😉 (Thanks to the 2nd Amendment!) And let's not forget all the
great citizens/residents of JC who continue make our city safe.

 
.
 "Very proud to live here and very proud of the officers that keep us safe everyday!"

 
- 'Be happy. Don't be proud. Pride goeth before a fall. Remember your proverbs.' - George
Carlin�

 
.
 

https://www.facebook.com/policethepoliceACP/photos/a.540196092664058.146582.5401763
22666035/2178028085547509/
at 11:27:33 on 4/30/2018 UTC (hidden)

Krista Kight Jackson Lakisha Kaseem pointless....
at 12:19:30 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson �
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=440480526395566&amp;set=p.440480526395566
at 13:16:01 on 4/30/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson �
 

Did you *accidentally* delete your very first response/reply? �
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=441425536301065&amp;set=p.441425536301065
at 14:36:48 on 5/02/2018 UTC (hidden)
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 21:45:06 on 4/29/2018 UTC · 

Mayor Mike Bodker and City Council will host their next quarterly Town Hall meeting on Thursday, May 3,
from 7-9 p.m. at the Municipal Court / Police Department located at 11445 Johns Creek Parkway, Johns
Creek, GA 30097.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2JxJH8U

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Dear Jennifer Chapman: Would you be bold enough to reveal the names of
the cops involved in the cold-blooded murder of a JC resident whose main fault was being a
mentally-ill person wearing a hijab?
at 22:02:12 on 4/29/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

Krista Kight Jackson ....you mean the one who killed the knife-wielding woman who refused
to put her knife down after repeated attempts to disarm her???.... hmmmm do you think she
was not a threat?? Do you have think officers shouldn’t be able to defend themselves when
someone is threatening them???? What part of she refused to drop the weapon do you not
understand?? Wow!
at 22:49:37 on 4/29/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem __Krista Kight Jackson �
 

"...you mean the one who killed the knife-wielding woman who refused to put her knife down
after repeated attempts to disarm her???

 
--- Those actions by a mentally-ill person do not deserve the death sentence, you ignoramus.

 .
 

".... hmmmm do you think she was not a threat?? Do you have think officers shouldn’t be able
to defend themselves when someone is threatening them???? What part of she refused to
drop the weapon do you not understand?? Wow!"

 
--- Obviously the police think like you..and this is their response, though the woman NEVER
THREATENED them. 

 

In spite of no one being hurt.. the sissy cops decided to KILL her, because they can...😢
 .

 
https://www.facebook.com/policethepoliceACP/photos/p.2187950364555281/2187950364555
281/
at 23:46:42 on 4/29/2018 UTC (hidden)

Krista Kight Jackson Lakisha Kaseem were you there?? How do you know she didn’t
threaten them? When you have a deadly weapon and an officer tells you to drop it, they tase
you and you don’t drop it, they use foam bullets and you don’t drop it, I’d say she was a
threat. They tried to solve the problem without deadly force. Unfortunately it didn’t work. It’s a
sad story for sure but they were justified.



at 0:26:08 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson �
 

�Were you there?? 😮😕
 

https://www.facebook.com/policethepoliceACP/photos/a.540196092664058.146582.5401763
22666035/2178095358874115/
at 0:42:38 on 4/30/2018 UTC (hidden)

Krista Kight Jackson Lakisha Kaseem no, but your memes are not giving facts. The officer’s
account, news reports and the 911 call tell the story. If it turns out they were wrong, then they
should be punished, but it’s not looking that way.... seems like people have forgotten that in
this country, we are innocent until proven guilty, not the other way around. Have a nice night.
We can both feel great that we live in one of the safest cities anywhere. Very proud to live
here and very proud of the officers that keep us safe everyday!
at 3:53:01 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson l�
 

"Lakisha Kaseem no, but your memes are not giving facts."
 

- And you are ...?�
 

.
 "The officer’s account, news reports and the 911 call tell the story." 

 
- Yes, a mentally-ill woman who was a harm to no one else but herself, was shot dead by a
bunch of insensitive, trigger-happy cowards.

 
.
 "If it turns out they were wrong," 

 
- You wouldn't be saying that if it had been one of your retarded kids, that was murdered.

 
.
 "then they should be punished,"

 
- By a firing squad, of course!

 
.
 "but it’s not looking that way...."

 
You are right. When cops investigate themselves, the outcome is always corrupt.

 
.
 "seems like *people* have forgotten that in this country, we are innocent until proven guilty,

not the other way around." 
 

- Very true. Just look in the mirror, and you will see one of the *people* who's already found
the woman guilty.

 
.
 "Have a nice night." 

 
- I had a great night. Seems like you're the one that's suffering from insomnia, staying up late
on Facebook. (Try cannabis)😎

 
.
 "We can both feel great that we live in one of the safest cities anywhere."

 



- I feel safe wherever I am.😉 (Thanks to the 2nd Amendment!) And let's not forget all the
great citizens/residents of JC who continue make our city safe.

 
.
 "Very proud to live here and very proud of the officers that keep us safe everyday!"

 
- 'Be happy. Don't be proud. Pride goeth before a fall. Remember your proverbs.' - George
Carlin�

 
.
 

https://www.facebook.com/policethepoliceACP/photos/a.540196092664058.146582.5401763
22666035/2178028085547509/
at 11:27:33 on 4/30/2018 UTC (hidden)

Krista Kight Jackson Lakisha Kaseem pointless....
at 12:19:30 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson �
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=440480526395566&amp;set=p.440480526395566
at 13:16:01 on 4/30/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Krista Kight Jackson �
 

Did you *accidentally* delete your very first response/reply? �
 

https://www.facebook.com/photo.php?fbid=441425536301065&amp;set=p.441425536301065
at 14:36:48 on 5/02/2018 UTC (hidden)
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:35:11 on 4/26/2018 UTC

The City of Johns Creek has launched its own Amazon Alexa "skill," which will use open data to answer City-
related questions via the virtual assistant.

 
Johns Creek is the first City in the world to use open data with Amazon Alexa, which pulls information from the
Johns Creek website and DataHub to answer users’ questions.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2qZWfPg

 
Pictured, from left: Johns Creek Chief Data Officer Nick O'Day and GIS Analyst Julie Kutz.

Carolynn Miller That is amazing. Great work, team.
at 15:36:30 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Sugandha Kotru That’s a great news! Congratulations 🎉



at 18:10:00 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Steve Harwood Added the skill and then ask "when is the next shredding event". Alexa
replied with the date and time of the next city council meeting! 😂 Still might need a little
work...
at 14:39:08 on 4/27/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem 'Freaky or no?' 😮
 

https://www.lifezette.com/referral/watch-amazons-alexa-catching-cheating-spouses/

at 18:56:19 on 4/29/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Hey Jennifer,
 

� Does anyone working/contracting for the city have the necessary 'skills' to fix this?�
 

https://youtu.be/NbFClGMPW2k
at 13:55:53 on 4/30/2018 UTC (hidden)

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/JohnsCreekPost/posts/1993451744254658
at 13:57:54 on 4/30/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:35:11 on 4/26/2018 UTC · 

The City of Johns Creek has launched its own Amazon Alexa "skill," which will use open data to answer City-
related questions via the virtual assistant.

 
Johns Creek is the first City in the world to use open data with Amazon Alexa, which pulls information from
the Johns Creek website and DataHub to answer users’ questions.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2qZWfPg

 
Pictured, from left: Johns Creek Chief Data Officer Nick O'Day and GIS Analyst Julie Kutz.

Carolynn Miller That is amazing. Great work, team.



at 15:36:30 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Sugandha Kotru That’s a great news! Congratulations 🎉
at 18:10:00 on 4/26/2018 UTC

Steve Harwood Added the skill and then ask "when is the next shredding event". Alexa
replied with the date and time of the next city council meeting! 😂 Still might need a little
work...
at 14:39:08 on 4/27/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem 'Freaky or no?' 😮
 

https://www.lifezette.com/referral/watch-amazons-alexa-catching-cheating-spouses/

at 18:56:19 on 4/29/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Hey Jennifer,
 

� Does anyone working/contracting for the city have the necessary 'skills' to fix this?�
 

https://youtu.be/NbFClGMPW2k
at 13:55:53 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Lakisha Kaseem https://www.facebook.com/JohnsCreekPost/posts/1993451744254658
at 13:57:54 on 4/30/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:35:30 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Pirate Flag Band, a Kenny Chesney tribute band, takes the stage at the Burkhalter Amphitheater inside
Newtown Park this Friday, May 4!

 
Doors open at 6 p.m. and music starts at 7 p.m. The Patty Wagon food truck will be on-site and King of Pops
will offer sweet treats. Beer and wine will be available for purchase from Hurricane Grill & Wings.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2I4R8ET

Lisa Anne Abrego Lynn/Gary, join us !
at 14:45:41 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Lori Anne Scott She already has plans 😞
at 17:17:03 on 4/30/2018 UTC



Lisa Anne Abrego boo
at 17:24:13 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Heath Harvey City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government, check your post. It should be
"Chesney", not "Cheney".
at 18:39:32 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Great catch. Thanks!!
at 18:41:17 on 4/30/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government > Pirate Flag Band
at 14:35:30 on 4/30/2018 UTC · 

Pirate Flag Band, a Kenny Chesney tribute band, takes the stage at the Burkhalter Amphitheater inside
Newtown Park this Friday, May 4!

 
Doors open at 6 p.m. and music starts at 7 p.m. The Patty Wagon food truck will be on-site and King of Pops
will offer sweet treats. Beer and wine will be available for purchase from Hurricane Grill & Wings.

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2I4R8ET

Lisa Anne Abrego Lynn/Gary, join us !
at 14:45:41 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Lori Anne Scott She already has plans 😞
at 17:17:03 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Lisa Anne Abrego boo
at 17:24:13 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Heath Harvey City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government, check your post. It should be
"Chesney", not "Cheney".
at 18:39:32 on 4/30/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Great catch. Thanks!!
at 18:41:17 on 4/30/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:16:28 on 5/08/2018 UTC

Crews will be installing sidewalk and storm pipes on Rogers Circle from Bell Road to Taconic Way today until 4
p.m. To access Shakerag Elementary and River Trail Middle schools during construction hours, please use the
south end of Rogers Circle through 4 p.m. today.

Tags: deleted

Mugdha Cerejo Will sidewalks be installed on Rogers circle between Bell road and Taconic
way? We saw the storm pipe work done, and were wondering if the project is completed?
Thanks in advance!
at 21:57:36 on 5/09/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 13:16:28 on 5/08/2018 UTC · 

Crews will be installing sidewalk and storm pipes on Rogers Circle from Bell Road to Taconic Way today until
4 p.m. To access Shakerag Elementary and River Trail Middle schools during construction hours, please use
the south end of Rogers Circle through 4 p.m. today.

Tags: deleted

Mugdha Cerejo Will sidewalks be installed on Rogers circle between Bell road and Taconic
way? We saw the storm pipe work done, and were wondering if the project is completed?
Thanks in advance!
at 21:57:36 on 5/09/2018 UTC
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City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 17:55:16 on 5/09/2018 UTC · 

Way to go Fulton County Schools, students, and parents!
 

U.S. News and World Report released its Best High Schools rankings list for 2018 and all three high schools



within Johns Creek are once again ranked around the top 10 in Georgia, and among the top 300 in the nation.
 

Johns Creek High School: #8 in GA; #313 nationally
 Northview High School: #10 in GA; #322 nationally

 Chattahoochee High School: #11 in GA; #328 nationally
 

To view the full report, please visit https://www.usnews.com/education/best-high-schools/georgia

Roosters Johns Creek Congratulations to those great schools. We love our educators, staff
and definitely our awesome city. Thank you 😉
at 18:57:16 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tuong Vy Doan Rachel Le hopefully this trend continues by the time our kids attend HS.
at 19:23:02 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Amy Ly Could have stayed in Savannah for Savannah Art Academy #5
at 22:16:57 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Rachel Le I am sure it will event get better. 
 Amy Ly, once you get out of Sav to a bigger city. It's hard to come back. When the vision

stretched it's permanent :)
at 22:20:21 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tuong Vy Doan Amy Ly your kids can try to go there Amy, in another decade or so :)
at 22:30:52 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Amy Ly I am just talking about what school made the list and that school happens to be #5 �
at 22:43:12 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Chris Rice Not necessarily based on behavior of all students ;-)
at 22:55:17 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Amy Ly It made the list! 5th
at 22:58:55 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Amy Ly Tuong Vy Doan if we must stay here that long, definitely choose that school. It’s hard
to get in though. Your kids must have some kinda talent.
at 23:06:37 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Joan Phillips Congratulations JCHS!!! We appreciate you all!!!
at 0:35:52 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Elizabeth Norris Telford At Johns Creek High School, Black students make up 42% of the
student body but 83% of those expelled. Only 3% of those expelled were white. Research
shows Black and White students are sent to the principal’s office at similar rates and that they
commit serious offenses, like bringing weapons or drugs to school, at similar rates, too. But
when Black students misbehave, they are punished more severely than White students who
commit the same offenses.

 https://www.colorlines.com/articles/heres-how-find-out-how-racist-your-kids-school



at 3:32:08 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Nicole Schulke Adams According to the Governor’s Office of Student Achievement, black
students make up 9% of the student population. According to collegesimply.com, JCHS has 0
expulsions.
at 10:34:08 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem -- .. E N T🐖
 

Bald, chunky girl with a funny hat:
 

Stop pulling numbers out of your fat a*s��
 

https://schoolgrades.georgia.gov/johns-creek-high-school

at 11:41:29 on 5/10/2018 UTC (hidden)

Nadine Kashlan Awesome!!
at 12:03:12 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Irmarie Blanco-Rivera Jose 'Kinsi' Rodriguez
at 13:46:30 on 5/10/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hello,
 

According to the City of Johns Creek social media policy, the City reserves the right to
remove submissions that contain personal attacks of any kind (Section V, item C).

 
If your account continues to violate the City’s social media policy, your account may be
banned from future commenting or can blocked from this site.
at 14:01:04 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Joshua Lynn Krueger So John's Creek will use censorship instead of debate. How
convenient for all government workers in your municipality.
at 16:35:50 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Elizabeth Norris Telford Nicole the latest data the civil rights in education government
website has was from 2015, so if last year they had zero expulsions that’s great news! You
can look up the statistics I was quoting here:

 https://ocrdata.ed.gov/DistrictSchoolSearch
at 17:18:19 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government aka Jennifer Chapman
 

Hello,
 

What do you consider "personal attacks"? 



"If your account *continues to violate* the City’s social media policy" 
 

- Give some proof of * continued violations* 
 

"your account may be *banned* from future commenting or can (be) *blocked* from this site."
 

- And which [government]taxpayer servant(s) will be making that decision?
 

https://www.highbrowmagazine.com/sites/default/files/2censorship.jpg

at 0:23:59 on 5/11/2018 UTC

Lakisha Kaseem Amy Ly ���
 

"Your kids must have some kinda talent."
 

http://quotespictures.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/um-is-that-a-compliment.jpg

at 0:35:00 on 5/11/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180523City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156352776912622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:49:38 on 5/23/2018 UTC

The draft Johns Creek Comprehensive Plan will be presented to the Planning Commission at its meeting on
Tuesday, June 5 at 7 p.m., at Municipal Court/JCPD Headquarters, 11445 Johns Creek Parkway. 

 
This draft was updated with input from the community and the Citizens Advisory Committee. The community is
invited to provide public comment on this draft during the Planning Commission meeting on June 5.

 
The Planning Commission will make a recommendation to the Mayor and City Council, who are expected to
discuss the draft at their June 18 meeting. Public comment will be accepted at that meeting as well.

 
View the updated draft Comprehensive Plan at ConnectJohnsCreek.com.

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts



Tags: deleted, hidden 

Record ID: 20180523City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156352777617622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 14:49:58 on 5/23/2018 UTC (hidden) · 

The draft Johns Creek Comprehensive Plan will be presented to the Planning Commission at its meeting on
Tuesday, June 5 at 7 p.m., at Municipal Court/JCPD Headquarters, 11445 Johns Creek Parkway. 

 
This draft was updated with input from the community and the Citizens Advisory Committee. The community
is invited to provide public comment on this draft during the Planning Commission meeting on June 5.

 
The Planning Commission will make a recommendation to the Mayor and City Council, who are expected to
discuss the draft at their June 18 meeting. Public comment will be accepted at that meeting as well.

 
View the updated draft Comprehensive Plan at ConnectJohnsCreek.com.

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180530City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156370310402622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 21:24:30 on 5/30/2018 UTC

Newtown Park will be temporarily CLOSED on Friday, June 1, from 7:30 a.m. to 10 a.m., due to a large event
in the area.

 
Traffic will be heavy on Old Alabama Road in the area during that time frame with intermittent lane closures.
Everyone is encouraged to avoid the area if possible. 

 
If you must travel to or from the area, you are encouraged to do so before 10 a.m. and after 11 a.m.

Wendy Truelove Chelsey Shay Truelove
at 21:30:20 on 5/30/2018 UTC

Bobby Tamburrino For those wondering what the event is:
https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/funeral-fbi-special-agent-charge-june-1

at 21:44:38 on 5/30/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Leigh Ann Harvey Wow. I wonder what happened to him right after 9/11.
at 22:06:12 on 5/30/2018 UTC



Mobile Joe's Landscaping thanks for the info!
at 11:19:36 on 5/31/2018 UTC

Leigh Ann Harvey The Johns Creek Police Department is reporting that the park and road
will not be closed tomorrow after all.
at 21:36:39 on 5/31/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Record ID: 20180530City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156370311217622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 21:24:30 on 5/30/2018 UTC · 

Newtown Park will be temporarily CLOSED on Friday, June 1, from 7:30 a.m. to 10 a.m., due to a large event
in the area.

 
Traffic will be heavy on Old Alabama Road in the area during that time frame with intermittent lane closures.
Everyone is encouraged to avoid the area if possible. 

 
If you must travel to or from the area, you are encouraged to do so before 10 a.m. and after 11 a.m.

Wendy Truelove Chelsey Shay Truelove
at 21:30:20 on 5/30/2018 UTC

Bobby Tamburrino For those wondering what the event is:
https://patch.com/georgia/johnscreek/funeral-fbi-special-agent-charge-june-1

at 21:44:38 on 5/30/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Leigh Ann Harvey Wow. I wonder what happened to him right after 9/11.
at 22:06:12 on 5/30/2018 UTC

Mobile Joe's Landscaping thanks for the info!
at 11:19:36 on 5/31/2018 UTC

Leigh Ann Harvey The Johns Creek Police Department is reporting that the park and road
will not be closed tomorrow after all.
at 21:36:39 on 5/31/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia -

Government

Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline

posts

Version: Current

Tags: edited 

Record ID: 20180604City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156382730797622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added 15 new photos.
at 20:30:00 on 6/04/2018 UTC · 



We had a great time listening to Rumours at the Summer Concert Series on Friday night - thanks to all who
attended!

 
Save the date for the City's Independence Day celebration on Tuesday, July 3! The event will feature music
by Bogey & the Viceroy, who will cover classic soul from every era along with current rock/pop tunes. The
celebration will also have food trucks and to top off the night, fireworks! 

 
Details: http://bit.ly/2JaLc17

Tags: deleted



Rachel Cohen https://www.facebook.com/donate/166360487550299/?
fundraiser_source=external_url
at 3:09:37 on 6/05/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted, hidden 

Record ID: 20180706City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156461041447622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 15:18:19 on 7/06/2018 UTC (hidden) · 

Independence Day Celebration 2018

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted, hidden 

Record ID: 20180710City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156471334257622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 19:56:54 on 7/10/2018 UTC (hidden) · 

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180716City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156485263287622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government added a new photo — at Newtown Park, 3150
Old Alabama Road, Johns Creek, GA 30022.
at 13:56:12 on 7/16/2018 UTC · 

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180509City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156320073097622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 17:55:16 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Way to go Fulton County Schools, students, and parents!
 



U.S. News and World Report released its Best High Schools rankings list for 2018 and all three high schools
within Johns Creek are once again ranked around the top 10 in Georgia, and among the top 300 in the nation.

 
Johns Creek High School: #8 in GA; #313 nationally

 Northview High School: #10 in GA; #322 nationally
 Chattahoochee High School: #11 in GA; #328 nationally

 
To view the full report, please visit https://www.usnews.com/education/best-high-schools/georgia

Roosters Johns Creek Congratulations to those great schools. We love our educators, staff
and definitely our awesome city. Thank you 😉
at 18:57:16 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Tuong Vy Doan Rachel Le hopefully this trend continues by the time our kids attend HS.
at 19:23:02 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Amy Ly Could have stayed in Savannah for Savannah Art Academy #5
at 22:16:57 on 5/09/2018 UTC



Facebook Deleted Comments generated at 16:10:37 on 9/10/2018 UTC

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180509City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156320073097622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 17:55:16 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Way to go Fulton County Schools, students, and parents!
 

U.S. News and World Report released its Best High Schools rankings list for 2018 and all three high schools
within Johns Creek are once again ranked around the top 10 in Georgia, and among the top 300 in the nation.

 
Johns Creek High School: #8 in GA; #313 nationally

 Northview High School: #10 in GA; #322 nationally
 Chattahoochee High School: #11 in GA; #328 nationally

 
To view the full report, please visit https://www.usnews.com/education/best-high-schools/georgia

Tags: deleted

Rachel Le I am sure it will event get better. 
 Amy Ly, once you get out of Sav to a bigger city. It's hard to come back. When the vision

stretched it's permanent :)
at 22:20:21 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Tuong Vy Doan Amy Ly your kids can try to go there Amy, in another decade or so :)
at 22:30:52 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Amy Ly I am just talking about what school made the list and that school happens to be #5 �
at 22:43:12 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Chris Rice Not necessarily based on behavior of all students ;-)
at 22:55:17 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Amy Ly It made the list! 5th
at 22:58:55 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Tags: deleted

Amy Ly Tuong Vy Doan if we must stay here that long, definitely choose that school. It’s hard
to get in though. Your kids must have some kinda talent.
at 23:06:37 on 5/09/2018 UTC

Joan Phillips Congratulations JCHS!!! We appreciate you all!!!
at 0:35:52 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Elizabeth Norris Telford At Johns Creek High School, Black students make up 42% of the
student body but 83% of those expelled. Only 3% of those expelled were white. Research
shows Black and White students are sent to the principal’s office at similar rates and that they
commit serious offenses, like bringing weapons or drugs to school, at similar rates, too. But
when Black students misbehave, they are punished more severely than White students who



commit the same offenses.
 https://www.colorlines.com/articles/heres-how-find-out-how-racist-your-kids-school

at 3:32:08 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited

Nicole Schulke Adams According to the Governor’s Office of Student Achievement, black
students make up 9% of the student population. According to collegesimply.com, JCHS has 0
expulsions.
at 10:34:08 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem -- .. E N T🐖
 

Bald, chunky girl with a funny hat:
 

Stop pulling numbers out of your fat a*s��
 

https://schoolgrades.georgia.gov/johns-creek-high-school

at 11:41:29 on 5/10/2018 UTC (hidden)

Nadine Kashlan Awesome!!
at 12:03:12 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Irmarie Blanco-Rivera Jose 'Kinsi' Rodriguez
at 13:46:30 on 5/10/2018 UTC

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Hello,
 

According to the City of Johns Creek social media policy, the City reserves the right to
remove submissions that contain personal attacks of any kind (Section V, item C).

 
If your account continues to violate the City’s social media policy, your account may be
banned from future commenting or can blocked from this site.
at 14:01:04 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Joshua Lynn Krueger So John's Creek will use censorship instead of debate. How
convenient for all government workers in your municipality.
at 16:35:50 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Elizabeth Norris Telford Nicole the latest data the civil rights in education government
website has was from 2015, so if last year they had zero expulsions that’s great news! You
can look up the statistics I was quoting here:

 https://ocrdata.ed.gov/DistrictSchoolSearch
at 17:18:19 on 5/10/2018 UTC

Version: Current

Tags: edited, hidden



Lakisha Kaseem City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government aka Jennifer Chapman
 

Hello,
 

What do you consider "personal attacks"? 
 

"If your account *continues to violate* the City’s social media policy" 
 

- Give some proof of * continued violations* 
 

"your account may be *banned* from future commenting or can (be) *blocked* from this site."
 

- And which [government]taxpayer servant(s) will be making that decision?
 

https://www.highbrowmagazine.com/sites/default/files/2censorship.jpg

at 0:23:59 on 5/11/2018 UTC (hidden)

Version: Current

Tags: deleted, edited, hidden

Lakisha Kaseem Amy Ly ���
 

"Your kids must have some kinda talent."
 

http://quotespictures.com/wp-content/uploads/2014/01/um-is-that-a-compliment.jpg

at 0:35:00 on 5/11/2018 UTC (hidden)

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted, hidden 

Record ID: 20180827City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_673395113041676

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 20:46:36 on 8/27/2018 UTC (hidden) · 

Local Girl Scout troops 11501 and 11478 share what they enjoy about Johns Creek in this latest installment
of “I Am Johns Creek.”

 
Want to share your Johns Creek experience? Learn more: http://bit.ly/2MgCOyA

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos



Tags: deleted  Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20180831City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10156599291832622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 17:36:52 on 8/31/2018 UTC

Today: City Offices (City Hall, Municipal Court, and Park Place) will be closed Monday, Sept. 3 in observance
of Labor Day. 

 
View the City Calendar for upcoming meeting and event information: http://bit.ly/2wYGP2o

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Timeline posts

Tags: deleted 

Record ID: 20180831City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentTimeline-posts24785_10156599291832622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 17:36:52 on 8/31/2018 UTC · 

Today: City Offices (City Hall, Municipal Court, and Park Place) will be closed Monday, Sept. 3 in observance
of Labor Day. 

 
View the City Calendar for upcoming meeting and event information: http://bit.ly/2wYGP2o

Account: City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government Content type: Facebook Page - Photos

Album:  Timeline Photos 

Record ID: 20170125City-of-Johns-Creek-Georgia-GovernmentPhotos24785_10154931300402622

City of Johns Creek, Georgia - Government
at 16:40:57 on 1/25/2017 UTC

Tags: deleted

Sam Vaughn Nice job Harry Traub!
at 0:54:54 on 9/06/2018 UTC
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